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This thesis consists of a critical edition of the Urdu poetical 
works, excluding only the marsiyas, of the eighteenth century Indian 
poet, Sauda. The edition comprises:
(1) Preface,which justifies the need for the work undertaken
and explains the method in which the subject has been treated,
(2) Introduction, which gives the political, religious, moral, 
social and literary background of the eighteenth century,
an account of Sauda's life, an assessment of his mind and
character, some details of his works and their compilation 
and publication, a discussion of his views on poetry, an 
assessment of his own erotic, encomiastic, satirical, didactic 
and elegiac poetry, and, finally, a brief account of his 
importance in and influence on Urdu poetry.
(3) Notes on the MSS. used to form the Text.
( k ) The Text with notes recording the rejected variants found 
in various MSS., indicating which of the items are missing 
from the published editions and certain manuscripts, 
suggesting wherever possible the approximate dates of 
composition of poems and giving brief information on the 
themes and subjects of the poems.
(5) Appendices on (i) Sauda1s Urdu, (ii) Glossary of obsolete 
and difficult words, and (iii) Interpolated items in the 
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Preface
Mirza Muhammad Rafi^ Sauda (d.1781) was, in his ovm lifetime, 
rated as the greatest Urdu poet. He is still considered the greatest 
name in the Urdu qasida and verse-satire. The massiveness, force, 
grandeur, polish, copiousness, variety and richness of his verse 
have never been in question. His mastery and manipulation of the 
language and his technical skill have always been acknowledged and 
admired.
His verse has been published time and again from 1810 onwards, 
both in complete editions and selections. But not one of these publica­
tions presents a reliable text. All suffer from two basic defects; 
first, they contain a number of poems written not by Sauda but by his 
pupils and contemporaries, and, secondly, they are full of corruptions, 
misreadings, simple mistakes and even arbitrary alterations to Sauda*s 
words. Even the complete works of Sauda, "Kulliyat-e-Sauda", omit 
some of his poems.
The first edition of Sauda1s collected works was published in 
1853 at D$lhi; the second in 1872 at Kanpur; the third in 1887 at 
KanpUr; the fourth in 1916 at Kanpur; and the last in 1932 at Lucknow. 
All of them bear the blemishes mentioned above. Indeed, the editor of 
the last edition, 'Abdul Bari Asi, frankly admits in his foreword that
in compiling it he had referred to only two MSS. --- and he does not
tell us anything about the MSS. as to where they are preserved and 
when and by whom they were written and what their value is from the
textual point of viev; --- besides the previously published editions.
Moreover, he admits that he has retained the mistakes and misreadings 
he found in the MSS. he has examined. It is this last edition of 
Saudfi's collected works which is generally available to students of 
Urdu" literature, but, unfortunately, besides containing a large body 
of interpolated material, it abounds in corruptions and misreadings.
The following examples, which could be multiplied almost ad infinitum, 
will indicate Jiow unreliable Asi’s text is. It is nearly as unreliable 
as the text of the first edition of 1853, which was compiled by a 
certain Ghulam A^mad.
(i) Sauda wrote in one of his ghazals:
t>yy (r yjl'; U  ®
If you think that you can silence me by cutting my tongue, 
you are mistaken; I shall lengthen my tongue with the heat 
of my burning heart, iust as the candle does.
Asi's version is the same as that of Gliulam Ahmad's edition:
If you think that you can silence me by cutting my tongue, 
you are mistaken; like the candle, I shall speak out the 
secret of my burning heart.
(ii) Sauda wrote in one of his ghazals:
(T) V ty t, ?■ ! 9 i ,  Mo.i J i S
7 ^  ^  ^ -A*' ®
Have you ever seen, ray friend, rust and brownness on a mirror? 
Nowhere can you find such a sight except on ray beloved's 
cheeks which are streaked with down £i.c. , incipient beardj.
Asi's version is the same as that of Ghulam Ahmad's edition:— •
 ^ Have you ever seen, my friend, such colour and brownness
except on my beloved's cheeks which are streaked with down.?
(iii) Sauda wrote, and Ghulam Ahmad's edition correctly
x, reproduced it: / . '  ' \
Are they not reasonable enough to understand that quarrelling 
with every Kusalman without provocation or justification is 
tantamount to malting themselves infidels?
Asi's version is:
^  v  a ^/-- c f 1 *v s a ?- " y y *  <a o > , f .  J ,
The second hemistich of this verse yields no sense at all.
(iv) Sauda" wrote:
hA) 'u*> Cl J A A "  ®
Tears of blood kept trickling from my eyes until a piece of 
ray heart stopped the flow.
Asi's version is the same as that of Ghulam Ahmad's edition:
” k  r a
Tears of blood never trickled from my eyes until a piece of 
my heart stopped the flow.
(v) Sauda wrote: ,  , ./ / y /  ^  ^ / -
I expostulated with ray heart many times (not to fall in lovcj 
but it turned a deaf ear to me and made me lose everything.
Asi's version is: y , ^ /  /  y  ,
('£>k^o v  ^ u /  <vv y  ~ }
I expostulated with my heart many times (not to fall in love) 
but it turned a deaf ear to me and raved madly.
Ghulam Ahmad's version is: ^  S  /  /  /
iThe second, hemistich of this verse yields no sense at all.
(vi) Saud|{ wrote in one of his qasidas:
The beloved's look is like an arrow from which there is no 
defence; her eyes are as killing as the Turks of Uzbgk origin.
Asi's version is:  ^ . /
(Y^ (p j  rcrT> y ? ; )  y y  J  ”  ( 'T  ° ^ i > u y  a -y j
The first hemistich of this verse yields no sense at all. 
Ghulam Ahmad's version is: ^ y
a , ■) [S'jyY ' y A  J  ■ A y’ *>  ^/ '’(i d>  ^*• r^ p' ’’ <— ■ >
The first word of this verse is meaningless.
(Dfttb'P.iU, G>ty*L ® Te*t P. m A/o.^^r.
($) 1 2 <C 7. (J) Xof.tt p. ISO, IQ ci.i
(^ )Ttn(r/ p. 3^ °, QcvSitf*. 1.1, d* /y
7(vii) Sauda wrote in a qasida:
• yr' ' d> cAs, :<J}y cA') LA ®
Kov; can I find words to speak of his justice? The quickness 
of his administration of justice is like magic, if not a 
miracle.
s ' yAsi's version is the same as that of Ghulam Ahmad’s edition:
'^2 ^  y^A A  J* ^  (Ayy^y'fAy I f c A
A 1 ^  '  1 7The second hemistich of this verse yields no sense.
(viii) Sauda wrote: ✓
y ^ . U  Oy\A> |S y ^ ^ 'y j ^ '^ y jy 'c Z  U r ®
Everybody was determined to force his entry into the enemy's
ranks, with his sword drawn end roaring tlike an elephant}./ -
Asi's version^is:/- r ■ > a  j, /
( f& ty J 't f 'O  y l*  «- Oy IA ’ '  A  y - /  A?  V  -*A  ^  ^gV/g A  \yy '
Everybody was determined to sit and sing and roar [like an 
elephant}.
Ghulam Ahmad's version is: * A  *
I f>>> A  b  «- °y  r a \  a A; ^  ' y  S y - y  ^
Everybody was determined to sit and sing, with his sword
drawn and. roaring [like an elephant}.
From these instances it is obvious that even the latest edition
of Sauda's works edited by Asi leaves very much to be desired. In 
order to do belated justice to Sauda, it is first of all necessary 
that an authentic text of his works be prepared, a text free from 
interpolations and as close as possible to what Sauda wrote. This is 
the task which has been attempted in the present work. In the following 
pages I havetfirstly endeavoured to present a critical edition of
Sauda's Urdu poetical works, excluding only the marsiyas: ( b y
J »*C-0C'yy "marsiyas^ not only the poems lamenting the death of the martyrs of 
Karbala but also the ones praying for God's blessings and peace on 
them^ ) -Secondly, I have tried to provide all the auxiliary material 
necessary to its correct interpretation. The marsiyas were excluded 
for two reasons; first, in order to limit the scope of the thesis, 
and, secondly, because it has not yet been established, beyond doubt 
which of the marsiyas were written by Sauda* and which by his patron 
and pupil, Mehrban IChdn. As a textual critic, what Sauda ought to 
have thought or said has not been my concern; my concern has been 
solely to establish, as far as this is possible, what he actually 
wrote. To help the reader properly to appreciate and interpret Sauda's 
works, an exhaustive introduction precedes the text, and appendices 
on his Urdu and on the obsolete and difficult words used by him have 
been provided. Notes on the MSS. used to form the text and on the 
interpolated items included in the published editions of Sauda have 
also been furnished.
No autograph MS. of Sauda is known to be extant; hence the only
V. L(0 i) Qas^ LdL*. X $T cL -Z i^- @Teyft, P. aaaic'* ^  d, 7
course open to an editor is to reconstruct the archetype of his works 
from other MSS. Sauda was acknowledged as the greatest master of 
Urdu verse in his lifetime and his works were copied and circulated 
on a large scale; hence MSS. of his works are to be found in every 
good library of Oriental books and manuscripts, and to examine all 
these manuscripts would be impossible. However, the manuscripts 
available in the India Office I.ibrary and the British Museum
represent a good cross-section of the MSS. --- there are eleven
manuscripts of his diwan preserved there,(besides, there are a few 
selections of the diwan}, some of which may fairly be rated as better 
than any preserved in the libraries of India and Pakistan.
A -detailed account of the MSS. which I have used to form the 
text of Sauda appears before the edited text. Suffice it to say here 
that they present a wide spectrum of various 'types. Some were written 
as early as 1731, others as late as 1844 and still others are undated; 
some v/ere copied at Lucknow and others at Delhi, Calcutta or Madras; 
some are written in a beautiful hand and others badly and carelessly 
copied; some contain explanatory notes and others even lock titles; 
some incorporate "improvements and corrections" and others have been 
spared such treatment; some exclude the margiyas and others include 
some or all of them; some arc entitled "Kulliyat", others entitled 
"Diwan" and still others entitled "Diwan’’ in fact giving only a
selection of Sauda1s works. In a word, the India Office Library and 
British .uscum MSS. of Sauda1s works can fairly be regarded as 
representing all possible types of Sauda MSS. Accordingly, I have 
used o.ll of them in my attempt to- reconstruct the archetype.
Close examination led me to the conclusion that the most reliable 
manuscript is that which I have called the Johnson MS. (J. or £>),i.e., 
MS. No.B.142.P.353, preserved in the India Office Library. This I 
have used as my copy text, that is to say, the text with which the 
other texts were compared. The second best manuscript appears to me 
to be the MS. I have called the Leyden MS. (L. orcJ),i*e., KS.No.B.
148.P.21.05 , also preserved in the India Office Library. I have used
this as my copy text for those poems which were not Included in J.
For those pieces not included either in J. or L., I have used MS.
Ho. Or.12117, preserved in the British Museum, as my base text, and 
have called it the Ashufta MS. (A. or T). MS.No.Eg.1039, preserved 
in the British Museum I judge to be fourth in order of merit; I have
called it the Egertcn I IS • (Eg. or £v).
I have arranged the Text in six parts. Part I forms the main 
body of the text and comprises the poems v/hich, in my judgment, were 
unquestionably written by Sauda; all are included in J. or L. or both, 
as also in other MSS. Part II contains the poems of which there is 
a strong presu:.^/ion that they were written by Sauda; they are not
9included in J. or L. but are included in A. or Eg, or both, and also 
in some other MSS. Part III consists of poems which are not found 
in the four best manuscripts, J. L. A. and Eg., but are included in 
two or more other MSS. It is difficult tc say whether these were in 
fact Sauda1s work. Part IV is composed of poems that are found in 
only one manuscript or one tazkira; these too must be regarded as 
of doubtful authorship. Part V comprises the poems reported to be 
in some manuscripts which I could not examine myself but which were 
examined by Messrs. Q.A. Vvadud, M.A. Siddiqi and M.A. Salam. The 
authenticity of these is also doubtful. Part VI contains poems that 
appear in published editions of Sauda's works, but not in any of the 
MSS. that I have examined; these are perhaps the most doubtful items 
of all.
In order to facilitate the reading of the text correctly, the 
vowels or diacritical points have been used where necessary, namely, 
zer ( ^), zaba.r ( ' )  and pesh ( *). Tashdid ( ) has also been used
where necessary. Spellings have been modernised except where modernisa­
tion would have created metrical or rhythmical anomaly. However, the 
word " ", where the metre demands that it be pronounced net as
y ~1' '  t ’"nahiri" but as "nairi" has been written c t r  . In reading the text 
it should be borne in mind that Sauda, like other poets of his age as 
also of later times, shortened the vowel sounds whenever they did not 
conform to the requirements of the metre, e.g., iy at some placesV  J " J smust be pronounced k' , s<? also sometimes becomes
9 f y * * /rbecomes y/ , Jy becomes , and so on. In order to indicate•> *this shortening, I have underlined the }  thus: J> , which means it is
not to be sounded.
There are certain points in the orthography and the usage of
Sauda’s times which call for comment here. The^aistinction between the
Mmarruf" and "majhul" sounds of "ye” ( Cf - <:—  ) did not exist in his
day; " (J " could be pronounced as " *=x- " and vice versa. Accordingly,/ /in contexts where " " and. " and " are both possible,
it is impossible to decide whether Sauda" intended the ma^ruf sound
/  . y /" (J " and " " or the majhul sound " " and " <^-3^  "; for example,
the following expressions, both in writing and in speech, are correct 
in either version:
and (J
* L < J C - cvy t  and < J cVl- 
C/J and
and
In such cases, I have had to depend on my own preference for one 
expression or the other. Where my preference differs from Asi’s this 
has been recorded in the notes.
In Sauda1s time the following forms of the present and future 
tenses were equally current: and and
! o
and so on; and the scribes have used these forms quite arbitrarily;
here again it is impossible to decide whether at any particular place
Sauda intended the "<—>)" form or the ” ” form. In ouch cases, too,
I have had to depend on my own ear and have chosen whichever sounded
the better to me.
Again, the third person plural form for the present tense, in 
Sauda's time, was not only " ££ X — »» but also ” ' ” or *.’ ”;
for example, o \ , c / i  ^  * or t K  ct*? ;of these the ’’ M form
is not interchangeable with the other two forms in verse; but the 
M and " ^  " forms are interchangeable and scribes have
used their own discretion in this matter. In such cases, I have 
preferred the version of J. and have recorded the differing versions 
in the notes.
Notes given underneath the Text are intended not to annotate the 
verses but (i) fo record the departures from the reconstructed 
archetype, that is, the rejected variants found in various MSS.(Where, 
however, variants are obviously due to the scribes’ copying mistakes 
these have not been recorded.), (ii) to indicate in which of the MSS. 
a particular piece is found, (iii) to indicate which of the items or 
verses are not included in Asi’s edition of "Kulliyat-e-Sauda", (iv) 
to suggest v.herever possible the approximate dates of composition of 
poems by the author, or at least the dates before which they were 
written, (v)to give brief information on the themes or subjects of 
poems where such information is necessary for their understanding, 
ana (vi) to give comment on anything else that requires it.
Three appendices follow the Text. Appendix I gives information 
on Sauda's Urdu. Appendix II is a glossary of difficult or obsolete 
words. Appendix III lists the poems and verses that have found their 
way into the published editions of Sauda’s works and. in some MSS. 
although they were written not by Sauda but by his pupils and 
contemporaries.
Finally, an exhaustive Introduction provides the essential 
setting for the study of Sauda. It begins with a survey of the condi­
tions prevailing in India during Sauda’s lifetime --- political,
religious, moral, social and literary. An account of Sauda's life 
and. an assessment of his mind and character follows, after which some 
details of his works and their compilation and publication are given. 
This is followed by a discussion of Sauda’s views on poetry and an 
assessment of his own noetry, considered under four heads: (i) Erotic,
(ii) Encomiastic, (iii) Satirical and Didactic, and (iv) Elegiac. The 
Introduction concludes with a brief account of Sauda’s importance in# 
and influence on, Urdu poetry.
The Bibliography at the end of the thesis gives full details of 
the books, manuscripts and periodicals consulted; hence only titles 
are given where they are referred to in^ext and footnotes and else­
where.
//
My thanks are due especially to D£«Ebadat Brelvi and Mr. Ralph 
Russell for their Guidance in preparing this thesis; to Professor 
Mohammad Tahir Faruqi of the University of Peshawar v;ho promptly 
answered all the inquiries I made of him in connection with my thesis; 
to Mr. M.A. Siddiqi and Mr. M.A. Salam of Hyderabad, India, for the 
trouble they took on my behalf in examining the MSS. of Sauda's works 
preserved in the various libraries of Hyderabad.
It j.s to be hoped some other scholar will soon be found to devote 
his attention to Sauda's marsiyas and salams and also to the Persian, 
Hindi and Panjabi writings, all of which I had to exclude from this 
thesis; the necessity of limiting the scope of the present thesis 
made the exclusion of these pieces inevitable, but an assessment of 
Saudi's work is not complete without them.
Sauda was the product of his age and his verse is at one and 
the same time the product and the mirror of his times. Only a know­
ledge of the political, social, moral and religious conditions 
which prevailed in eighteenth century Mughal India (especially in 
the Muslim community) and of the literary ideals, traditions and 
conventions of eighteenth century Urdu poetry can give one a full 
understanding of his work. It is appropriate, therefore, to begin 




The battle-strewn, forty-nine year reign of the Emperor 
Aurangzeb (1658-1707) was the high-water mark of Muslim power in 
the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. Practically the whole of the sub­
continent came under the Mughal banner. But the seeds of decay had 
already been sown. Divisions based upon sects and countries of 
origin had already developed; and the luxurious ease and indolence 
of the courts of Jahangir and Shah Jahan had bred effeminacy. Power 
had brought wealth, wealth luxury, and luxury all the evils which
come in its train. Softness had entered into the life of the average
Muslim to such an extent that he lost his grit of character. The 
community lost its political sense and became engrossed in petty 
matters which bred a capacity for intrigue and selfishness. Large 
sections of the imperial troops behaved merely as mercenaries, 
willing to fight for the highest bidder, or just not caring for 
whom they were fighting. The entire Mughal force was tainted with 
corruption and indifference and, in certain sections, with dis­
loyalty. Corrupting the enemy by offering bribes or high offices 
had become a recognised method of warfare, of which the necessary 
outcome was that many Mughal generals themselves were tempted into 
disloyalty. These were not, evidently, the type of men who could 
run and preserve big empires. Aurangzeb's firm character, indomitable 
will, indefatigable energy, great power of organisation and awe­
inspiring personal austerity, however, held the Empire together 
and kept in check not only the disloyal self-seeking noblemen within
his camp but the turbulent Sikhs in the Panjab and the plundering
Mara^has in the Deccan.
As soon as the iron hand of Aurangzeb was laid in dust (1707), 
all the disturbing and disrupting forces that had been kept in check 
grew irresistibly. His successors failed to take a serious view of 
the Maratha menace. Besides, the rift between the Shi<as and the
I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Sunnis increased until it was impossible to hope for a concerted 
attack upon anarchy. Personal and sectarian differences divided the 
Muslims so much that they could not unite and went on fi^/ting and 
intriguing. They not only allowed power to crumble in their hands 
but also made little effort to save themselves from being completely 
overwhelmed. In the face of grave dangers which had asserted them­
selves in the shape of the loss of vast territories and which it 
did not need special vision or insight to assess, they failed to 
unite among themselves. The weakness, profligacy or incompetence of 
the wearers of the imperial crown and the moral decay of the ruling
class created perplexing problems for the Empire ---- rebelliousness
of provincial governors, laxity in land revenue administration, 
ineptitude, selfishness and corruption of the functionaries, external 
aggressions, internal upheavals, anarchy and disorder. The mighty 
structure fell like a house of cards. Sauda, who was born probably 
between 1703 and 1707, was an eye-witness of this quick decline and 
fall of the Empire.
Bahadur Shah I (1707-1712), the aged son of Aurangzeb, who 
succeeded to the throne after defeating his younger brothers, was 
not a weakling; he was a man of vigour and energy; but his short 
reign of five years was consumed by the war of succession and 
campaigns against the recalcitrant chiefs of Kcijputana and the Sikhs 
of the Panjab. It was with Bahadur Shah's army that Sauda's uncle 
went to the Deccan.
On Bahadur Shah's death, in February 1712, his four sons also 
decided to settle the succession issue by force of arms; and Jahah- 
dar Shah, assisted by Amirul Umara Zulfiqar Khan, defeated and killed 
his contesting brothers. Jahandar Shah's rule was, however, short­
lived (March 1712 to February 1713). He was a weak-minded worthless 
profligate, totally ignorant of the art of government.
Farrulih-Siyar was Jahandar Shah's nephew. Ke proclaimed himself 
Emperor and, with the assistance of the Sayyad brothers of Baraha 
(namely, Sayyad Abdullah and Sayyad Husain ^.li), defeated and killed 
Jahandar Shah (February 1713) and ascended the imperial throne at 
Delhi. He was as incapable a ruler as his predecessor and during his 
scandalous reign of six years the power of the government was in the 
hands of the Sayyad brothers.
When Farrldi-Siyar attempted to get rid of the Sayyad brothers, 
he v/as blinded and strangled^ in April 1719. The Sayyads were now all- 
powerful at court and came to be called "King-makers", since they
put three kings on the throne in the course of six months-----
Kafiruddarjat, who was deposed in June 1719* Eafiruddaula, who died 
of consumption in September 1719; and Muhammad Shah, who reigned for 
twenty nine years (1719-17A-8).
Muhammad Shah was an intelligent man but he was weak-minded,
lacked vision, and was given tc^ aase and luxury. He was nicknamed 
"Rangila" because of his gay and profligate habits. Effeminate 
voluptuary though he was, he managed to get rid of the Sayyads in 
1722, using against them their own weapons of treachery and intrigue. 
And when the iron hand of the Sayyads was gone, Muhammad Shah 
surrounded himself with inexperienced and inept advisers, and gave 
himself up to merry-making, negligent of political duties. The 
working of the administration under the wise administrator, Nizamul 
Mulk Asaf Jah, was impeded by court jesters and intriguers so much 
that he retired, in 1724, to his viceroyalty of the Deccan.
The comparatively long period of Muhammad Shah’s reign witnessed 
the break-up and disintegration of the Mughal power and the rise of 
semi-independent states in various provinces of-the Empire. The 
Persian tyrant, Nadir Shah, invaded India, in 1739. He took Kabul 
and Peshawar almost unchecked and then proceeded onwards, pillaging, 
plundering, storming and crushing any semblance of resistance. He 
met the Mughal forces at Karnal; and,Respite their numerical superior­
ity, the Mughal hordes of undisciplined soldiery were overpowered 
by the hardy warriors of NSdir Shah in a matter of hours, on February 
13, 1739. The sack of Delhi by N£dir Shah's forces and the general 
massacre of its inhabitants took place in March 1739# The defeat of 
the Mughal army and the sack of Delhi shook the very foundations of 
the Mughal Empire, which was left almost in a state of stupefaction, 
while the entire machinery of government was dislocated. Nadir Shah's 
victory demonstrated as nothing else had done since the death of 
Aurangzeb that the Mughal dynasty had no effective hold on the country. 
Bengal (including Bihar and Orissa), Awadh, Ruhelkhand, the Maratha 
States, and the Deccan, besides several minor principalities, were 
now in a position to flout the authority of the central government. 
Their heads, although nominally still holding office on behalf of 
the Mughal Emperor, behaved as independent princes not only within 
their own dominions but also in their relations with other powers. 
Muhammad Shah died in 1748, leaving to his successors an exhausted 
treasury, a dilapidated machinery of government, a demoralised army 
and a throne which had lost much of its prestige and dignity.
During the reign of Ahmad Shah, who ascended the throne in 174-8,
the northern parts of the Empire,viz., Panjab and Multan, were lost
to Shah Abdali, the Afghan general who had succeeded Nadir Shah of
Persia. Ahmad Shah not only lacked the ability and strength to control
the ambitious leaders of factional groups in the Empire but was
completely under the hold of a cabal of women and eunuchs. In his
reign Delhi became the venue of a civil war which lasted for more
than six months. Sura.i Mai Ja^ and Safdar Jang Wazii^joined hands______
(J) Wazir meant the Prime Minister who was always the head of the Revenue Department.
against the Emperor and, during tbe civil war, plundered the defence­
less population of Delhi (1753) 5 the government v;as unable to prevent 
their depradations. Ahmad Shah was deposed and blinded^in June 1754^ 
by his young and ambitious new Wazir, Imadul Mu He Ghaziuddin Khan, 
and a son of Jahandar Shah was raised to the throne under the title 
of Alamgir II* Sauda has celebrated the promotion of "imadul Mulk in 
one of his qasidas and congratulated Alamgir II on his accession to
the throne in another.
Klamgir II remained a puppet in the hands of ^ Imadul Mulk, whose 
attemot to recover the Panjab from the Afghan control brought Shah
Abdalf again to India. This time Abdali came as far as Delhi (January
1757), plundered the Doab and collected large sums of money from the 
capital to pay the expenses of his expedition. Imadul Mulk was ordered 
to proceed to Awadh and snatch it from Shuja^uddaula (who had suc­
ceeded Safdar Jang in 1754) or collect tribute from him. Before 
to KJjyJi, Abdali appointed the Fuhela chief^ Najibuddaula^ as Mir Bakhshi 
(i.e., Minister in charge of Military Pay and Accounts) and his 
Mukjitar (i.e., Agent) —  in effect, plenipotentiary. As soon as 
Abdali1s back was turned^Imadul Mulk called the Marathas to his help 
and expelled Najibuddaula from the capital. "Alamgir II had to
suffer for siding with Najibuddaula. "imadul Mulk caused him to be 
assassinated in November 1759* "im&dul Mulk's policy of keeping him­
self in power at any cost led the Empire to administrative, financial 
and political bankruptcy. " During his five and a half years* dicta­
torship the Delhi empire drifted on to ruin beyond the hope of re- 
mcovery.'^He relied greatly on the Marathas and paid heavily for their
support. He was unable to pay the large sums promised to them, with
the result that they made this a pretext for raiding Delhi and other
parts of the Empire. They extended the sphere of their mischief up to
the Punjab. Eaghunath Fao captured Lahore in May 1758. The Maratha
occupation of the Panjab brought Shah Abdali again to India. Freeing
Sarhind and Lahore from the Mardtha control, he continued his march
towards Delhi, where "imadul Mulk had placed a puppet prince on the
throne with the title of Shah Jahan III. The heir-apparent, Shah Alam,
had already fled east for his life. When it became clear to "imadul
Mulk that he would be required to answer for his crimes before Shah
Abdali, he slipped away and took shelter with Suraj Mai Jat. His%
political career thereafter came to end and he remained a refugee
for the rest of his life. He stayed with Suraj Mai Jat for some years
and then shifted to Farrukhabad where he lived under the protection
of Nawab Ahmad Khan Bangash for several years. ^
,  <JUShah Abdali entered Delhi and the city was sacked (1760). Shah
Jahan III was deposed and Shah Alam's son, Jawari Bakjit, was put on
the throne. After Abdali*s departure from Delhi, the Marathas and_____
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the Jats captured the city and plundered it at will (July 176o).
Even the tombs and shrines were not spared. But in January 1761 
Shah Abdali, assisted by Najibuddaula and Shuja^uddaula, inflicted 
a crushing defeat on the Marathas at Panipat. That victory, however, 
did not restore the morale or the unity of the Indian Muslims. Shah 
Abdali did not consider it worth while integrating his Muslim sup­
porters for any constructive effort and "the Muslim lion, licking 
its wounds after the continuous struggle against the Marathas, had 
only mustered a last effort, it seemed, to maul its tormentors. " 0
Shah Abdali entered Delhi after his victory at Panipat and, 
as he had promised Shujauddaula, he now nominated Shah Xlam as 
Emperor in place of Javan Bakht. Shujafuddaula was appointed Y/azir  ^
but he was an absentee Wazir and the entire administration and control 
of the affairs at the imperial capital were handed over to the Mir 
Bakhshi, Najibuddaula, who retained that position until his death 
in 1770.
During Najibuddaula's dictatorship at Delhi, Shah Alam was in 
Bihar, making vain efforts to oust the English from Bengal, Bihar 
and Orissa, where they had established themselves after the battle 
of Plassey in 1757. He was assisted by Shuja^uddaula in his struggle 
against the English, and their failure diminished the prestige of 
both the Mughal Emperor and the Nawab Wazir of Awadh and encouraged 
the authorities of the East India Company to strengthen their control 
over the eastern provinces. The arrangements made by Clive with 
Shujaruddaula through the Treaty of Allahabad (August 1765) and the 
imperial grant of the diwaniT of Bengal, Bihar and Opissa extracted 
from Shah Alam (1765) were heavy blows at the prestige, power and 
resources of both the Empire and Awadh.
Sh£h Xlam remained at Allahabad under the tutelage of the
English until 1771. He had been trying to persuade the English to
send him back to his capital but they thought it against their
interests to let him go. Najibuddaula's death, however, made Shah
“Alam impatient and he arrived via Farrukfcabad in Delhi, in January
1772, with Maratha influence. The arrival of the Emperor naturally
raised great hopes for the restoration of peace and prosperity among
the citizens of Delhi. But the magnitude of the task ahead of him
was too great for Shah Alam's means and capacity. Besides, he had
promised too large a sum to the Marathas; when he could not provide
the promised money, the Marathas invaded Delhi, defeated the imperial
troops and forced the government to pay them a huge amount of money.
Delhi continued to be the seat of 'phantom^emperors' whose authority
did not extend much beyond the city of Delhi and its immediate vicinity
One after another, Najaf Khan, ’Afrasiyab-Khan, Jabita Khan, Ghulam
Qadir Kuliela, Sindhya and,. finally, from 1803 onward, the English 
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were the real masters in Delhi --- Shah ^Alam and his successors were
mere 'pensioners’,
A look at Farrukhabad in the eighteenth century is also necessary 
since Sauda spent several years there,
Muhammad Khan Bangash was appointed Governor of Malwa in 1143 
A.H./1730-1 A.D, On his death Qa'im Kji£n Bangash was made the Fauj- 
dar of Farrukhabad,i,e,, governor of the city and chief of police, 
Safdar Jang, Governor of Awadh(sent him to subdue Hafiz Rahmat Khan, 
the Ruhela chief of Ruhelkhand (1749)* Qa^ Lm Khan failed in his 
mission and was killed, Safdar Jang immediately marched on Farrukh­
abad , imprisoned Qa'im Khan's sons and deprived the women of his 
family of all their jewellery. Nawal Ray was appointed by Safdar Jang 
to hold Farrukhabad* Qa'im Khan's brother, Ahmad Khan Bangash, was in 
Delhi at that time. He fled to Mao (later called Qa'im Ganj) and 
collected his father's supporters around him. Nawal Ray plundered 
Farrukhabad to his heart's content and with the booty so collected 
returned to Lucknow, taking Qa'im Iran's mother prisoner. She, how­
ever, managed to escape from confinement and §afdar Jang ordered 
Nawal Ray to pursue and recapture the lady. But, on his way to Farrukh­
abad, Nawal R^y's party was waylaid by Ahmad Khan Bangash, who had 
made friends with the Ruhelas. Nawal Ray was cut to pieces. Ahmad 
Khan Bangash proceeded to Farrukhabad and took possession of his 
paternal property. Safdar Jang sought the help of Suraj Mai Jat and 
came to punish Ahmad Bangash but was defeated. Safdar Jang now sought 
Maratha help and besieged Bangash and his supporters; but, in the 
meantime, the news of Shah Abdali's impending invasion was received. 
Accordingly, on the advice of the Mughal Emperor, Ahmad Shah, Safdar 
Jang had to make peace with Bangash and his Ruhela supporters (April 
1752). Bangash was allowed to continue as Nawab of Farrukhabad and 
Hafiz Rahmat Khan was allowed to continue as the ruler of Ruhelkhand. 
Ahmad IQian Bangash was a great patron of men of learning and litera­
ture. His Diwan,i.e., chief officer of state and head of the revenue 
department, was Mehrban Khan, who patronised Sauda during his stay 
at Farrukhabad. Bangash died in 1185'A.H./1771 A.D.
Now a v:ord about the state of affairs in Awadh where the last 
ten years of Sauda's life were spent.
The state of Awadh was a product of the disintegration of the 
Mughal Empire. By the 1730's the great provinces of the Empire, 
including Awadh, had become virtually independent under hereditary 
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dynasties. Their rulers owned nominal allegiance to the Emperor in 
Delhi and derived their constitutional authority from him but in fact 
they were free to act as they pleased, not only within their own 
dominions but also in their relations with other powers.
The Av/adh dynasty was founded by Sa^ddat IQicfn Burhdnul Kulk 
who had come to India from Persia and was appointed Governor of Av/adh 
in 1132 A.11^1720 A.D. He died in 1739 and v/as succeeded by his 
nephew and son-in-law, Mansur .^li Kh£n Safdar Jang, who, like Burhanul 
Hulk, came to exercise great influence at the imperial capital. There 
he held the office of V/azir from 1748 to 1753 when Ahmad Shah dis­
missed him and ordered him to return to his province. He tried to 
resist the Emperor's order by force and there was civil war in Delhi 
for more than six months, in which he was ultimately defeated. How­
ever, he continued as Governor of Awadh until his death in 1167 A.H^ 
1754 A.D. His son, Shuja'uddaula succeeded him but v/as for some years 
in no position to influence the course of imperial affairs. However, 
he built up the strength of Awadh with a view to playing a part 
beyond his dominions when circumstances should permit. His most am­
bitious enterprise v/as to lead an alliance with Emperor Shah 'Xlam 
and Mir Q£fsim, Governor of Bengal,(who had been ousted by the English) 
to establish himself as the dominant power in the east. This enter­
prise brought him into conflict with the British who were at this 
time the de facto rulers of Bengal. The British forces defeated him 
at the battle of Baksar in 1764; and when Shah <Alam himself accepted 
the protection of the East India Company, Shujaruddaula also made 
peace with the English and agreed to maintain a British Resident in 
Av/adh and to defray the expenses of the British cantonments in Kan­
pur and Farrukhabad. The treaty of 1765 made Awadh in effect a client 
state of the British. Shujauddaula asked and obtained the assistance 
of a British force for destroying the power of the Ruhelas. In spite 
of the blow to Av/adh ambitions in 1765* Shujaluddaula worked to hus­
band the resources of the state and to conserve its strength as a 
potential force in Indian politics. But when Asafuddaula succeeded 
him in 1188 A.K./1775 A.D. a new and much more onerous treaty had to 
be signed under which the Awadh ruler's obligations to the British 
were substantiallly increased. Sauda's qasida in praise of Richard 
Johnson, Head Assistant to the British Resident, testifies to the 
growing influence and power of the East India Company. Besides, 
Asafuddaula was a gaj young man who had not inherited his father»s
martial character. He reduced and neglected the army and plunged into 
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na career of debauchery and pleasure, resigning all political ambitions 
and concentrating his attention on making his court and his new cap­
ital, Ldcknow, a splendid cultural centre. His liberal expenditure 
in pursuit of this aim made him a legend^ figure in the history of 
Awadh. Asafuddaula, like his father, was a great patron of men of 
letters.
Religious. Moral and Social:
The political disintegration of the Mughal Empire was to a cert­
ain extent due to spiritual confusion. Islam in India was largely 
the gift of the suf£s, some of whom were occasionally unorthodox, 
and all were, at any rate, more concerned with inner spiritual expe­
rience than with the observance of outward religious practices. These 
tendencies found a congenial soil in the minds of the converts from 
Hinduism. No sustained efforts at educating the converts in the tenets 
and principles of Islam seem to have been made. These tendencies 
resulted in the strengthening of the forces of heterodoxy, which 
found keen supporters among the non-Muslims and the minority sects 
of Islam itself. On the other hand, there were the people who were 
well-versed in Islamic lore. The orthodox reaction led by Shekji Ahmad 
of Sarhind naturally strengthened this tendency. Thus there was a 
continuous conflict between heterodoxy and the strict orthodoxy of 
the revivalists, of which we get a glimpse in the lives of Dara 
Shukoh and Aurangzeb.
Besides, there was the problem created by a steady flow of men
of affairs, poets and scholars from Persia, who were almost all
* J * *Shi'as, while Indian Islam was predominantly Sunni. A study of contem­
porary literature shows how repugnant the Shicas’ beliefs were to the 
orthodox circles. The Shi*as, however, included many men of ability 
and position and their influence was out of all proportion to their 
numbers.
When the conflict for the throne started between Aurangzeb and 
Dara Shukoh, the latter/Wsf?pported by the Rajputs and others who 
viev/ed the rise of orthodoxy with distaste. When Aurangzeb emerged 
victorious, he, through his temperament and the pressure of his
supporters, was obliged to pursue a policy favouring orthodoxy. No
compromise was thought possible with the other groups on this question 
of re-creating truly Islamic feeling. After Aurangzeb there v/as no 
Mughal monarch who was interested in this regard,It was left to the 
scholar-saint^ Shah Waliullah (1702-1762) to make an attempt to save 
Muslim India from religious collapse and inaugurate a movement of
Zo
reintegration and religious activity.
Shah Waliullah visualised a Muslim society in which 
people were energetically active, disciplined, dutiful, lawful and
keen to earn their livelihood by honest and hard work  not at
logger-heads with one another, and neither extravagant in world^r
affairs nor lost in devotions and prayers ---  governed by wise and
just rulers who did not exploit them and ran a clean administration.
The conflict between heterodoxy and orthodoxy had created some 
aversion for sufism. Shah Waliullah urged the reform and disciplining 
of sufism but did not oppose it as such. He was strongly critical of 
the decadent and popular forms of sufism current in the eighteenth 
century. He wrote:1' One should not entrust one's affairs to, and 
become a disciple of, the saints of this period who are given to a 
number of irregularities.He not only criticised the gross supersti­
tions and extravagant claims of some popular representatives of sufism 
but also saw fully the danger to the community from an exaggerated 
attention to spiritual matters and to self-negation. Cn the other 
hand, by giving an Islamic interpretation to the sufi doctrines, he 
removed the distaste v/hich the ulama had felt for sufism and the sufis.
Shah Waliullah also did his best to remove the prevalent concep­
tion that Shi*as were not Muslims in the strict sense of the word.
Not only was he opposed to considering Shi*as as unbelievers but he 
was also not behind any reasonable Shi*as in acknowledging the great­
ness of Hazrat ft.li. Yet there existed such sharp differences between 
Shi*as and Sunnis that Shah Waliullah's professions were not taken 
at their face value and he was branded, by Sauda among others, as an 
anti-Shi*a bigoted Sunni.
The Muslims used to read the Qur>an without understanding its 
contents because the knowledge of Arabic was limited to very few 
scholars. For this reason Shah Waliullah translated it into Persian, 
which was the refined literary language of Muslim India. This transla­
tion led to two more by his sons into Urdu, which was more intelligible 
to the common people.
Shah Waliullah's contribution to the study of Iladis was also
great. He established a school for the study of Hadis and wrote a
number of books on the subject.
Shah Waliullah was fully aware of the need for social reform in 
Muslim society, and for the eradication of abuses which were a source 
of individual or social weakness. According to his diagnosis, most 
of them were due to deep-rooted customs which Indian converts had
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brought with them from their Hindu environment, and, therefore, the 
simplest solution in his opinion was to revert to the simplicity and 
the sanity of the days of early Islam. A great weakness of the Muslim 
society of the day consisted in extravagance, luxury and ’high living* 
which had grown up during the palmy days of the Mughal Empire. Besides, 
there were a number of social abuses which the Muslims had taken over 
from the Hindus, e.g., discouraging the remarriage of widows, fixing 
large alimonies, wasteful expenditure at the time of betrothal, 
marriage, funeral, etc. There can, perhaps, be no better method of 
knowing the religious, moral, social and economic condition of the 
Muslim society in the eighteenth century than to read Shah Waliullah’s 
works. In them we can find not only academic discussions of important 
problems and issues but also a realistic view of the prevalent condi­
tions and suggested remedies for the current ills of the body politic.
"In his Tafhimat he has put his finger on the weakness of every 
section of Hind-Pakistan society of those days and he has exhorted 
everyone to shake off his indolence and lethargy and to meet the 
challenge of the time."® Addressing the parasitic and rapacious 
nobility of his day, he says:" Oh Amirs, do you not fear God? (How 
is it that) you have completely thrown yourselves into the pursuit 
of momentary pleasures and have neglected those people who were 
committed to your care? The result is that the strong are devouring 
the (weak) people."® Turning to the soldiers of his day, Shah Wali- 
ullah exhorts them to eschew all non-Islamic habits and practices 
and to develop the spirit of Jihad and the character of the soldiers 
of Islam. He condemns them for lack of discipline, indifference 
towards the performance of their duties, addiction to wine and other 
intoxicants, and their cruel dealings with the people. Addressing 
the artisans and workers, he expresses his deep regret at their lack 
of honesty, neglect of religious duties, faith in cults
and superstitious beliefs, disregard of family obligations, indiff­
erence towards children, and other immoral practices. Turning to the 
general Muslim public, he exhorts them to reform their lives, to 
make a distinction between what is lawful and what is unlawful, to 
perform their duties towards their wives and children, to economise 
in their expenses, to give up parasitic habits and to strive to earn 
their livelihood by honest means. Shah Waliullah strongly emphasises 
the need for everyone to earn a livelihood.instead of obtaining 
money from the exchequer without performing any corresponding duty. 
The people, he says, "either come out with the excuse that they are
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soldiers or ^ Vfama and have therefore a claim on the treasury, or they 
claim to belong to that group of men to whom the king himself presents 
rewrds,i.e. , pious sufis or poets or other groups who receive emol­
uments without doing any service to the state.Another cause of 
the ruin of the state, he says," is the heavy taxation of peasants, 
merchants and workers and unjust dealings with these groups. The 
result is that all those who are loyal to the state and obey its 
orders are being slowly ruined."®
Sheih Waliullah exhorted the Muslim rulers to rise to the occa­
sion and set things right by adopting certain bold administrative 
measures. He bracketed the Mughal government with those exploiting 
and corrupt governments of the Dy^asxtLne/cmd the Sassanids which had a 
narrow and materialistic outlook, which indulged in licentiousness 
and debauchery, which believed in the exploitation of the people, 
which enforced an inequitable anc cumbersome taxation system reducing 
the working classes to the level of beasts, and which allowed the 
growth of parasitic classes inside and outside the court.
Shah Waliullah's clarion call, however, fell on deaf ears. He 
succeeded in his mission only partially. In fact the task he had 
Set himself was stupendous and nothing short of a miracle could 
have saved the Muslim community from its downward fall in the polit­
ical, moral, social, economic and religious spheres. With the passing 
of the years Islamic ideals and teachings had been forgotten and 
effects contrary to the spirit of Islam had been produced; for instance 
a hierarchal conception of society instead of social democracy and 
the ideal of human equality and brotherhood, a crude anthropomorphism 
instead of severe monotheism, a punctilious observance of rites, 
customs, ceremonies and practices resembling those prevalent among 
Hindus instead of truly Islamic duties, a belief in the efficacy of 
charms and amulets, of spells and incantations, of signs and omens, 
instead of the conception of direct individual responsibility for 
human action. Even the Muslim spiritual preceptors had been affected 
by the Bhakti-marga conception and ascetic ideal and disciplinary 
practices of the Hindu yogis. Besides, there had been the natural 
effects of their power, wealth and luxury on the Muslim community: 
moral laxity, love of ease, dandyism, drunkenness and dissolution, 
forsaking of all manly games and sports and adoption instead of such 
pastimes as cock and partridge fighting, pigeon training, hawking 
and kite-flying, aversion to.the pursuit of trade, commerce or industry 
and turning only to administration in its civil and military branches
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for a living. In a word, the Muslim community, whether viewed in its 
political, religious, moral, social or economic aspect was, in the 
eighteenth century, degenerate and decayed, Sauda's works mirror 
various phases of this deterioration.
Literary:
To the mind of most citizens, the Emperors' primary duty toward^ 
the people was to provide the conditions for a civilised life, for 
a good life. They realised that the good life was something beyond 
mere physical life. Thus it was the activity of mind which expressed 
itself in art, music, literature, in the search for refinement and 
culture. Most rulers patronised the arts and letters. The court set 
the fashion and the courtiers and nobles and higher classes of society 
followed its example. So it was that the development of art and po­
etry in the Kiddle Ages was intimately connected with patronage.
Patronage had its advantages as well as disadvantages. On the 
one hand, the munificence and liberality of monarchs, princes and 
nobles placed the artists and poets above the pressure of material 
requirements and enabled them to devote themselves whole-heartedly 
to their art. The sound taste of well-bred, well-educated patrons 
who did not interfere with the poetic activity of their wards had a 
salutary effect on the poets. But, on the other hand, if a patron 
lacked sound taste, the effect was far from healthy. Besides, the 
endeavour on the part of all poets to become the favourite of a 
celebrated patron sometimes resulted in rivalries and jealousies, 
in satires and lampoons. Patronage also led to some flattery and 
demoralising obligation. At times poets had to write, not what pleased 
them^but what was expected to please the patron.
And even this patronage was a fluctuating and uncertain element, 
partly owing to the whims and idiosyncracies of those who offered it 
and partly to the vicissitudes which overtook them during the troub­
lous period under review, and poets had to seek patrons now at Delhi, 
now at Farruljfcabad, now at Faizabad and Lucknow, and now elsewhere.
The official language of the Mughal Empire was Persian, It was 
the language of the court and of the administration and the only 
language in which it was considered proper to undertake any serious
literature and even ordinary correspondence --- though as a spoken
tongue on any large scale, among Muslims, it was fast losing ground 
to Urdu, But even up to the days of Bahadur Shah I there was a strong 
prejudice among orthodox literary circles against adopting Urdu for 
literary purposes. However, Wali's arrival in Delhi (1112 A.H./1700 
A.D.) and later the arrival of his Urdu diwan there (1133 A.H./1721
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A.D*) exercised a profound effect on the literary atmosphere of Delhi. 
The appreciation of Wali's Urdu poetry v/as loud and vn.de, since it 
revealed to the people the potentialities of their own spoken language 
as a vehicle for poetry. Poets began to envisage the possibility of 
compiling diwans in Urdu. Thus Wall dealt a heavy blow to the prestige 
of Persian in the literary circles of Delhi, and though it lingered 
as the language of poetry with some conservatives, it gradually lost 
its hold on the elect as we 11 as on the masses. The stage was now 
set for the ascendancy of Urdu.
However, it should be noted that the main stimulus to the growth 
of Urdu poetry was supplied by Muslim writers who were not particularly 
versed in indigenous literature. They knew but one literature, viz., 
Persian. So, when the movement of attempting literary composition in 
Urdu started, they naturally followed the literary conventions and 
ideals known to them. That is how the subjects of Urdu poetry, its 
forms, its metrical system, its imagery and figures of speech, its
styles and techniques, its phrases and allusions --- all came to be
Persianised. The erotic, the encomiastic, the didactic and satirical, 
the mystic, the narrative and the epic themes and conventions, values 
and assumptions, ideals and attitudes that had developed in Persian 
poetry viere freely borrowed and transplanted into Urdu poetry. All 
this was entirely natural from the viewpoint of the early eighteenth 
century poets; for they wrote of things which had become interwoven 
in their lives and minds by intimate literary and personal associa­
tions and educational and intellectual training. Urdu poets, all 
through the eighteenth century and even in the early nineteenth, never 
failed to look up to Persian poets as their guides and models. Urdu 
poetry came under the influence of Persian poetry at a time when the 
latter had become rather sophisticated and artificial, strained and 
fanciful, abundant in wit, polish, brilliance and scholarship and 
deficient in intensity, warmth, directness, naturalness and simplicity. 
Thus the Urdu poets had not only Sardi, Hafiz, Jami and other old 
masters to serve as their models but Naziri, Saiib, Urfi, Talib,
Salim and other new masters as well. Some copied the old masters and 
some the new ones, and there were also those who tried their hand at 
different styles to prove their versatility. Nothing with them v/as 
entitled to the rank of literature which was not borne out by the 
precedent of some recognised Persian poet; for every little innovation 
whether in substance or form, in diction or imagery, they were asked 
to cite authority. In this v/ay, much of Urdu poetry became, in the 
hands of minor poets, imitative, conventional, artificial and mechan­
ical, wanting in freshness and sincerity. But when poets wrote with
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genuine emotion, sincere feeling or real observation it did have fresh­
ness, charm and appeal.
Many of the early Urdu poets were either themselves sufis or 
descendants of saints and mystics, e.g., Shah Mubarak Abru, Sharf- 
uddin Mazmun, Shah Hatim, Shah Waliulldh Ishtiyaq, Mirza Mazhar 
Jan-e-janan, Mir Dard, Mir Taqi Mir, This fact, coupled with the
practice of following in the footsteps of Persian poets coloured 
early Urdu poetry with sufistic ideas and ideals. Resignation, 
distrust of the world, contempt for riches and rank, the idea that 
virtue is its own reward, that man is divine in origin, that all 
systems contain an element of truth, that universal love and sympathy 
are the greatest service to mankind --- such were the ethical teach­
ings of the sufis and they were readily absorbed by Urdu poetry. Such 
ideas found ready acceptance also because of the political instability 
economic chaos,lawlessness and anarchy, general insecurity and 
unemployment, and repeated plundering of Delhi that the people were 
experiencing. On the spiritual side, the object of the sufis was to 
attain oneness with God and they considered love of earthly beings 
to be a ladder leading to the love of God. This created a curious 
blend of spirituality and sensualism; and once sufism "lost its ideal 
character, its love of contentment degenerated into inaction and a 
demoralising dependence on charity, while the discipline it recommended 
for oneness with God through the worship of human beauty became an 
open incentive to sensuality.The Urdu poetry of the early and 
middle eighteenth century was affected by both the real and the dec­
adent varieties of mysticism.
There was as yet no printing press and the only places where 
poets could make their compositions known to others were *mushariras" 
— “ congregations held at the houses of interested persons or res­
idences of the patrons of letters or shrinos of well-known saints. 
Mushariras, strictly speaking, were poetical contests; a hemistich 
or distich was announced beforehand to specify the metre and the 
rhyme in which poets were required to express their thoughts, and 
they vied with one another in displaying their dexterity and mastery 
in handling the given metres and rhymes. Such mush£ciras helped much 
to popularise Urdu* poetry. In the tazkiras of Urdu poets mention is 
made of mush5*iras held at the shrine of Mirza* Bedil and at the 
houses of Khan-e-Arzu, IQiwaja Mir Dard, Mir Taqi Mir and others.
The earliest practitioners of Urdu poetry in Delhi can be divided 
into three categories: (1) IViose who wrote in a mixed language, partly
(D Sadiq; A tHStpvj ^  a  tusi.e t /? /c.
Persian and partly Urdu. They were mostly "hazzals1-,i.e., writers of
frivolous verse. To this group belonged KJiwaja <Ata, Ja^far 
Zatalli, Atal and others.
(2) Those who were essentially Persian poets and wrote only 
occasionally in Urdu*. Only a few distichs written by them can be 
found. To this group belonged Khan-e-Arsu, Shamsuddin Faqir, Ali Quli 
KJidui Nadim, Tek Chand Bah^r, Anand Kam Mukhlis, Sulaiman Ouli Khan
V.'idad, Qizilbash Khan Ummid and others.
(3) Those who accepted Wall's lead whole-heartedly and composed 
mostly in Urdu. To this group belonged Abru, Hatim, Mazmun, Naji, 
Ahsan, Yakrang, Sajjad, Pakbaz and others.
Most of the poets of the third group developed an extraordinary 
partiality for the figure of speech called "iham" which is a sort of 
play on words. Certain words are used by the poet which have two
significations ---  one obvious and the other remote --- and it is the
latter which is intended by the poet. Iham is a well-known figure both 
in Persian poetry and Hindi dohras, and it is difficult to say with
acertainty whether the ihamists were more indebted to Persian or to 
Hindi for this mannerism of their style. Its vogue is more likely to 
have been due to the influence of the Persian poetry. Whatever the 
source of inspiration, the poets of the iham school carried this fad 
too far, making much of their poetry excessively strained and artifi*. 
cial. They were not without emotion, however, and when they were not 
intent on word-play their poetry was marked by simplicity and charm, 
but none of them was a great poet and for nearly a generation Urdu 
poetry made no headway because there was no one competent or en­
terprising enough to take it further than where V/ali had left it. At 
long last, when Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-janan (1700-1781) initiated a 
campaign against iham he was soon joined in this crusade by poets 
like Sauda', Mir and Dard who established the prestige of Urdu poetry 
on firm ground and widened its scope and raised its standard so high 
as to challenge comparison with the best Persian poetry, whether 
erotic, encomiastic, mystic or satirical.
Delhi, the imperial capital, remained the great centre of Urdu 
and of Mughal culture up to the middle of the eighteenth century, but 
from that time the increasing anarchy at the capital drove more and 
more of its poets and scholars to seek refuge in the comparatively 
stable conditions in Awadh. The exodus of poets, scholars and artists 
from Delhi had in fhct begun in 1739 (following Nadir Shah's sack of 
the city) but it had not gained momentum until 1757. Shah Abdali*s 
march to Delhi in 1757 and his appropriation of its wealth made many 
patrons of the arts and letters incapable of offering patronage to
•?r
the artists and poets and they began to migrate elsewhere --- for
example, to Farrukhabad, Fuhelkhand, Murshid^bad, Tanda, Azimabad, 
Faizabad and Lucknov;, wherever they were welcome. In course of time 
all these places except Lucknow lost their attraction because the 
nobles ruling there themselves fell on evil days and lost their 
position end wealth. Nawab Asafuddaula1s shifting of the Awadh capital 
from Faizabad to Lucknow, and his unexampled generosity^ acted as a 
magnet which few could resist; consequently, from 1775 onwards,
Lucknow became the greatest centre of Urdu literary activity.
Among those who left Delhi earlier than others, the most notable 
were K]ian-e-Arzu, Mir Zahik, Qamruddin Minnat, Ashraf rA l± Figjian 
and Sauda. Among the most outstanding poets, besides Sauda, who 
arrived in Lucknow in Asafuddaula's time were Kir Taqi Kir, Mir Soz 
and Mushafi.
Two points deserve special mention in connection with Awadh: 
Shirism and general licentiousness.
Faizabad, in Shujaruddaula's times; and Lucknow, in the times 
of Asafuddaula and his successors, were the stronghold of Shi'ism.
That was why the sufistic influence on the minds and lives of the 
people of Awadh v/as not very pronounced. The rulers of Awadh were 
themselves Shifa and encouraged Shirism in every way. In Asafuddaula's 
reign Shi'ism became the state religion and the office of the Mujtahid- 
/was founded. Asafuddaula sent a sum of seventy five lacs of rupees 
to Baghdad for the construction of a canal from the Euphrates to 
Najaf-e-Ashraf, and, at the cost of twenty lacs,built an Imam Bara 
in Lucknow.
After Asafuddaula became the Nawab-Wazir of Awadh and plunged 
into a career of debauchery, resigning all political ambitions, the 
well-to-do classes also gave themselves up to pleasure and sensual 
indulgence. The infection spread from the nobles to the common people 
and Lucknow became a greater centre of gaiety tha/n. Faizabad was in 
Shujdfuddaula's time. Shujaruddoula, though a gooc soldier and admin­
istrator, loved the company of prostitues and dancing girls and 
Asafuddaula left his father far behind in debauchery and gay life.
" There was such an abundance of courtesans and dancing girls that 
no street was free from them. On account of the ruler's generosity 
courtesans rolled in wealth and lived in sumptuous shamianas, guarded 
by royal soldiery whenever the Nawab went out touring. The nobles 
imitated the ruler, and wherever they went they were accompanied by 
dancing girls." Excepting for arresting the taste for homosexuality 
the effect of the popularity of prostitutes on the morals of the
(7)Sharar, quoted^by Sadiq; A °f)
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people was deleterious.
Despite its gaiety, outward prosperity, splendour and beauty, 
corruption was eating like a canker into the heart of the state.
II
The Life of Sauda
Sauda has given his own name as "Muhammad Rafi " in his Persian 
treatise ,,CIbratul GhafilinV® Miscalls him Miraa Rafif and Gardezi1'® 
gives his name as "Mirza Muhammad Rafi*"." His full name, therefore, 
appears to be Mirza Muhammad Rafi^ ; he adopted Sauda as his takhalluq, 
i.e., nom de guerre when he began composing verse.
All tazkira-writers are agreed that Sauda came of a Mughal family. 
However, they are not all agreed on whether his ancestors belonged 
to Kabul or to Bukhara*. The majority opinion favours Kabul® but Sauda 
himself has spoken of Kabuli Mughals, in one of his poems^ in a dep­
recatory manner; and this lends support to the statement of Naqsh for® 
and Bhagwandas Hindi^that his ancestors came from Bukjiara, not Kabul.
Sauda’s father v/as Mirza Muhammad Shafi v/ho, according to Qa’im® 
was famous as a merchant. Sauda's mother, according to Shah Kamal® 
v/as the daughter of N£*mat Khan-e-foi”*, an eminent noble of Delhi.
Tagkira-writere^are agreed that Sauda was born in Shah Jah&iabad,
i.e., Delhi. The date of his birth, however, is not recorded anywhere. 
Muhammad Husain Azad, without citing authority, gives 1125 A.H»,i.e., 
1713 A.D. as the year of Sauda's birth® According to She^i Chand's 
interpretatior^P Qa'im states that one Talib of Parenda (Aurangabad- Dn.)
©rsi's edition of Kulliydt-6-Sauda', Vol. II,P. 377. 
(pNikatush-Shurara,P. 32.
<3)Tazkira-e-Rekhta Goyan,P.67. ,
(£) For example, Mushafi, Sarwar, Qasim, Shefta,/Karimuddin.
(T) In his mukharnmas satirising Mir Ali Hatif, Sauda* says:
grp (J: y '  /  ^ { s z - '
Your father was neither from Shiraz nor from Amul; if 
at all that bear was a Mughal he must have been a 
Kabuli Mu glial.
(Z) Bagh-o-Marani;as auoted by O.A. Wadud in Nawa-e-Adab, Bombay, 
April 1956,P.10.




(fo) For example, Mir and Mir Hasan.
Ab- e-Hay at, P. 11+8 •
<g) Sauda, P.J5.
came in company with Sauda fKrni the Deccan to Delhi, along with 
Bahadur Shah’s army, and lived with him as long as he stayed in Delhi. 
Saud£ must have been at least eighteen years old when he went to the 
Deccan with Bahadur Shah's forces in 1708 and this gives us 1690 as 
Sauda's year of birth^which corresponds to 1101-1102 A.H.
But the passage to which Shekh Chand refers and which occurs in 
Maiyjzan-e^Nikat, P.9, might be more correctly interpreted to mean 
that Talib of Parenda came in company with Sauda's uncle, not Sauda 
himself, from the Deccan to Delhi. Qa*im's actual words are:
u  j y y  > Vs*
.jx-, C*)>sL T '^ t.s j 7 > ! J i s
... '■> »s * y  *Ssv f  r
I' J (■ KSCS • (S' \SSySJKj >
Mirza Abu Talib, poetically surnamed Talib, was a seventy-year 
old person from Parenda, which is situated in the suburbs of 
Aurangabad. He formed friendship with Mirza Rafik's uncle while 
in the army of Bahadur Shah and, in his company, arrived in 
Sh&h Jahanabad along with the imperial army, and as lojig as he 
stayed there lived in the same house as he (Mirza Rafik's uncle).
Mir Hasan say^that Sauda was in the service of Shujafuddaula
and nearly seventy years old at the time he wrote the notice of Sauda
in his Tazkira-e-Shura r s -e-Urdu. It becomes apparent from various
parts of Mir Hasan's tazkira that it was started in 1185 A.II. Obviously
he wrote about Sauda between 1185 a^d 1188 A.H. since Shujafuddaula
died in Ziqa*d 1188 A.H.Thus, if Mir Hasan is relied on, Sauda should
have been born between 1115 and 1118 A.H.,i.e., between May 1703
and March 1707* _
,   ^ " 'J&  s ' 'Ibrahim Ali Khalil and Mirza Ali Lutf claim that Sauda died when
he was seventy; this gives 1125 A.H. as his year of birth, since he 
died in 1195 A.H. Perhaps Azad was relying on their account when 
writing about Sauda's birth. However, since Khalil completed his taz­
kira in 1198 A.H. and Lutf in 1215 A.H.^ , whereas QaJim and Mir Hasan 
wrote about Sauda in his life-time, we shall be well advised not to 
prefer the former's account to that of Qa*im or Mir Hasan. We can 
either accept 1690 A.D. as the year of Sauda's birth, following Shekji 
Chand's interpretation, or place it between May 1703 and March 1707, 
relying on Mir Hasan's observation. Mir IJasan's account is more plau­
sible for the reason that Shekh Chand*s interpretation of Qa*im's 
statement is not only questionable itself but it would also make Sauda
(H)older than Shah Hatim, who was born in 1111 A.H7/1699-1700 A.D. It is 
not likely that Sauda would have chosen a person some ten years 
(J) Tazkira-e-Shurara-d-Urdu, Pp.112-113. *
g) Tagkira-e-Gu 1 zar-e-1br6hiin, Pp. 12*1-142.
(J) Gulshan-e-IIind, Pp l^ l-lZj.2.
Q  His name Zuhur*being chronogrammatic yields this date.
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younger as his poetic preceptor. Mir Hasan's account is supported by 
Naqsh ^li also v/ho, according to Q.A. Wadud, wrote the notice of 
Sauda around 117*f A.H. and said that Sauda was at that time nearly 
fifty-five years old; this yields Sauda's year of birth as 1118-1119 
A.H./I706-1707 A.D.&>
We do not know anything about Sauda*'s childhood and boyhood, nor 
have we any information about his schooling and education. His writings 
however, suggest that he must have received the formal education 
imparted to the Muslim students of those times; it included classical 
literature, rhetoric, logic, history, theology, mathematics, astronomy 
and medicine. Mushafi calls him a person of little educatior^ but 
MushafiT's word cannot be relied upon because he was very jealous of 
Sauda and never missed an opportunity to belittle him.
After his father's death, the young Sauda squandered his large 
patrimony in feasting and merry-makin^P Having thus been reduced to
destitution, he had to seek employment for his living. It was most
•probably at this time that he turned a soldier. Mir refers to him as 
"naukar pesha"^l.e., following the occupation of service; Gardezf 
specifically refers to military servici^ but Hamid Aurangab£d£ declares
d)him to be a "mansabdar",i.e., holder of an official rank, carrying
/ ^with it emoluments and responsibilities. Mir and Gardezi knew Sauda 
better than Hamid Aurangabadi; therefore, the latter's account cannot 
be preferred to the former's. Besides, Sauda himself has referred to 
his military profession in one of his qasjfdas; in his qasfda addressed 
to Hasan Raza Kh^n Sarafrazuddaula beginning ^
t  ^ •/ •he says:
®Bagh-e-Ma*ani, as quoted by K. Anjum in "Mirza Muhammad Rafi' Sauda", 
P. 71.
(i) Dr. Abullais Siddxmr believes that Sauda was born before 1100 A.H.
He claims in " L u k a  Dabistan-e-Sha*iri*" -(Pp.87-88) that he 
has examined a Sauda MS. preserved in the Muslim University Libray, 
Aligarh, bearing the stamp of a Lach^hmi NSrayan and dated 1116 A„H. 
He argues that Sauda must have been born before 1100 ^ A.H. in order 
to be able to complete a dfwan by 1116 A.H. Dr. Siddiqi's contention 
is palpably wrong on the following grounds: (1) Composition of 
poetry did not begin in earnest until Wali's diwan^arrived in Delhi 
in 1133 A.HV (2) Dr. Siddiqi also says that the Aligarh MS.contains 
Saudi's qasida entitled "Tazhfk-e-RozgarV Now in this qasf*da there 
are references to the Maratha inroads into Delhi, and we know that 
Marathas never marched into Delhi during Aurangzeb's reign which 
lasted until 1118 A.H. Obviously Dr. Siddiqi has misread the date 
of the stamp.
©Iqd-e-Surayya, Pp.32-33.
(2J)Qa* im: Makhzan-g-Nikat,Pp. 35-36•
@Nikatush-Shurard', P. 32.
(Z) Tazkira-e-Rekhta Goyari, P. 67.
/v) Quoted by Shekh Chand in "Sauda", P. 37.
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(' O  L^y (/^ cTcS *'!'*-?) S y  0 ■> tS ^
Old age has made me infirm; my heart and limbs are 
getting weak. I was a soldier when I was a youth but 
now I am old, too old to take up arms.
But, apparently, Sauda did not stick to the military profession 
for long and, on the strength of his poetic powers and his descent 
from noble stock, he succeeded in winning the patronage of the nobility 
His qasidas in praise of Basant Kiian IQiwaja Sara of the court of 
Muhammad Shah suggest that he had won the patronage of the nobility 
during Muhammad Sh&h's reign (1719-1748) • During the reigns of Ahmad 
Shah (1748-175*+) and Alamgir II (1754-1759) be seems to have won impe­
rial recognition if not patronage, as Qa*im refers to Sauda’s being 
the favourite of ’’kings and emperors” and receiving the title of 
"Malikush-Shurara” ,i. e., ’King of PoetsP Min Shorisl^and Abul HasaiP' 
comment that Sauda fully deserved being called Malikush-Shu*ara. Other 
tazkira-writers do not refer to Sauda/ a title of Malikush-Shurara.— A
Had that title been conferred on him by the reigning Mughal emperor, 
Ahmad Shah, Sauda would certainly have written a qasida in his praise, 
but there is no such qasida. We come to the conclusion, therefore, 
that, in view of his mastery of Urdu verse, people called Sauda 
Malikush-Shurara’, not that he received that title from the Mughal 
emperor. ^
,  (S) '  ' QQasirrrand Karimuddin have stated that Sauda learnt the art of 
verse-v-riting successively from Kh£m-e-Arzu and Shah Hatim, while 
Mushaf^and Azacf^declare him to be the disciple of Sulaiman Quli Khan 
Widad and Shah Ratim. In any case, this much can safely be inferred
that Sauda tried his hand first at composing verses in Persian ---
both Arzu and Widad being Persian poets. However, as a result of the 
arrival of Wall's Urdu diwan in Delhi (1133 A.H./I721 A.D.>, Urdu 
was increasingly becoming popular as a vehicle of poetic expression 
and Urdu diwans were being compiled by all and sundry. Sauda also
(T) Makhzan-e-Nikat, Pp. 35-36.
(g) Nikatush-Shurara', P. 32.
(DTazkira-e-Shorish, F.125b.
®  Tazkira-e-Massarat Afza, F. 80a-80b.- ' T ■
(s) Majmura-e-Naghz, Vol.I, Pp.304-305.




turned his attention from Persian to Urdu. When exactly he took this 
step no one can tell. Sauda himself claimed in his Persian treatise, 
"Ibratul GhafilinV written at Lucknow between 1188 and 1195 A.H./1775 
and 1781 A.D. that he had been practising the art of poetic composition 
in Urdu for forty five years®He must have, therefore, changed the 
medium of his poetic expression between 1730 and 1736. And/ since he 
chose Shah Hatim as his poetic preceptor it follows that Hatim's fame 
as an Urdu poet was well established by that time. From Hatim's'Diwan 
Z£da" it appears that Sauda's fame as an Urdu poet was well established 
by 115^ A.H./17Al-if2 A.D., since Hatim wrote one ghazal in Sauda's 
zamin,i.e., metre'and rhyme, acknowledging this fact specifically 
and giving that date.®
Azad is of the opinion that it was at the instance of ?£Jian-e- 
Arzu that Sauda turned from Persian to Urdu compositionP'Ashiqi kzim- 
abadi also mentions Arzu specifically as the person who advised Sauda 
to try verse-composition in Urdu instead of Persian. Shekh Chand, how­
ever, disagrees with this and argues that Sauda's qit/a beginning
contains the following distichs:
( * £ * / "  ( / s A  - i
In India there have been only a handful of {Persian} poets 
who have not mpidg themselves the object of derisive criticism, 
Khusrau, Faizi, Arzu and Faqir alone have won praise from 
the Mughals. They alone of all the poets’ of India (who wrote 
in Persian} were enjoyable.
Now the Persian scholar of this qit‘a who made these remarks, Shekh 
Chand believes, could not have been Arzu; for he could never have been 
so vain and egoistic as to include himself among the only four Persian 
poets of India worthy of praise. Shekh Chand's line of argument is 
not convincing, as it was not Arzu v:ho was writing about himself but 
it was Sauda; besides, boasting in poetry was not regarded as conceit 
but an accepted convention.
Anyway, whether at the instance of someone or using his own 
discretion, Sauda started composing in Urdu in 1730's and won the pat­
ronage of Basant Khan Khwaja Sara of the court of Muhammad Sh£h. Du-
ring Ahmad Shah's reign, Saifuddaula Ahmad \ \1 1  %han patronised him
®A*!si"’s edition of Kulliyat-e-Saud^; Vol.II; P.Zf2/+.
(5)0riental College Magazine, Lahore, 4ufuse 1963, P ,I3Z.
(pAb-e-Hay at, P.1^9. ,
g)Quoted by K. Anjum in "Mirza Muhammad Paf£r Sauda", P.665.
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as is apparent from Sauda's qcsidas in bis praise. When Ahmad Shah 
v/as dethroned and "Alamgir II put on the throne by *Imadul Mulk Ghazi- 
uddin IQiah, Sauda was patronised by <Im£dul Mulk himself. Saudef wrote 
some of his best qasidas in praise of this new patron.
However, in spite of being patronised by one noble or another,
Sauda was not blind to the deteriorating state of affairs in Delhi.
He had already seen Delhi ravaged by Nddir Shah in 1739 and by Suraj
Mai Jat in 1753* Now, because of ‘imadul Hulk's endeavour to recover
the Panjab, Shah Abdali marched to Delhi in 1757 and extracted large
sums of money from the richer classes of the metropolis, besides
seizing the imperial treasury. This, in effect, amounted to another
sack of Delhi. Shah Abdali ordered ‘imadul Mulk to accompany Prince
Hidayat Bak&sh and his cousin V ilr z a Babar and march into^Doab® Nawab
Ahmad Khan Bangash was to receive them and then their joint forces
were to advance further east with the object of snatching Awadh from
the hands of Shuja<uddaula. As instructed, [^md’dul Mulk and the Princes
first went to Farrukhabad and stayed there for some time to recruit
additional troops. Nawab Bangash received them with honour and helped
them in their preparations. Then they crossed the Ganges. Shuja*uddaula
^  ^  xalso came out to fight and camped at Sandi Pali. However, the Kuhela 
chief, Sardullah Khan, used his good offices and a clash between 
Shujaeuddaula and the Princes was averted when the former promised to 
pay a certain amount of money as tribute.
Qa^im says that Sauda, in company with *Imadul Mulk, arrived in 
Farrukhabad where Mehrban Khan prevailed upon the Wazir,i.e., rImadul 
Mulk, to allow Sauda to stay in Farrukhabad in his company^Shekh 
Chand has made a mistake in fixing the date of this expedition of 
<Imadul Mulk as 1167 A.H./1753-5*+ A.T. According to the historians 
of the Mughal period, this expedition took place in the first half 
of 1757 A.D. ,i.e. ,1170 A.H^V/e come to the conclusion, therefore, 
that Sauda left Delhi for Farrukhabad in 1170 A.H./1757 A.D.
Dr. K. Anjum believes that Sauda arrived in Farrukhabad between 
1174 and 1176 A.H.©He relies on Xshiqi Azimabadi's statement that 
Sauda left Delhi after Shah Abdali's second march on the metropolis 
in 117*1 A.H. He thinks that Sauda left Delhi in 117*+, went to join 
fImadul Mulk who was taking refuge with Suraj Mai Jat at that time, 
and then accompanied *Imadul Mulk to Farrukhabad some time between 
117*^  and 1176 A.H. when the latter v/ent to seek Nawab Bangash's help 
and protection. It docs not appear convincing, however, that a person
(DA History of the P’roedom Movement, P.27*+.
<3)Tab£t;abal': Siyarul Muta'^khkhirin, Vol. Ill, P. 52.@Makhzan-e-Nik£t, P. 52.
0  E.g.,Cambridge History of India, Vol. IV,P.*+38-39* and Sarkar's
Fall of the Mughal Empire, Vol.II, Pp.132-36.
(|)Mirza Muhammad Rafi* Sauda", Pp.115-17. '
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of Sauda's practical sense and wordly wisdom should continue to asso­
ciate himself with a fallen hero who was himself seeking refuge from 
the wrath of Shah Abdalf and Najibuddaula. Sauda was not a man who 
worshipped the setting sun. Besides, after the battle of P^nipat in 
1174 A.H./1761 A.D., Shuja*uddaula was appointed Wazir in 1762 A.d 5^ 
and rIm£dul Mulk lost that position. Qa,im refers to *Imadul Mulk as 
Wazir when he says that Sauda arrived in Farrukhabad in his (imad's) 
company. Moreover, according to Sarkar^P the Jats, even though supported 
by the Marathas, Sikhs and ^ Imadul Mulk, were defeated by Najibuddaula 
in February 1765, and rImadul Mulk begged leave to enter Delhi and 
rode through the bro<td street of Delhi to the grand mosque seated 
side by side with Najibuddaula. In other words, 'imadul Mulk had not 
gone to Farrukhabad until 1765 A.D./1178 A.H. Keeping these facts in 
view and also the point that ^Ashiqi <Azim&badi was not as closely 
associated with Sauda as Qa’im was, it is difficult to accept that 
Sauda left Delhi after Shah Abdali's second march on the metropolis 
in 1174 A.D.
Sauda's patron at Farrukhabad, Mehrban Khan, was himself a poet 
and composed verses in both Urdu and Hindi; besides he was a musiciai^ 
Sauda, who was also interested in music® must have been only too glad 
when Mehrban Khan asked him to stay at Farrukhabad as his companion 
and poetic preceptor. Mir Soz was also there at that timi^and Mehrban 
Khan,whose poetical surname was Rind, used generally to get his 
poetical compositions corrected and improved by him. However, accord-
(S)ing to Mir Hasan, he consulted Sauda alsoV It goes to Saud&'s credit 
that he did not feel jealous of Soz at all; on the contra^, he spoke 
very highly of him both as a poet and a man in a -*w*2*«rf'audressed to 
MShrban Khan beginning
( c ^ J ^
The last two lines of this qdrtr+a suggest that Sauda left Farrukhabaxl 
while Nawab Bangash v/as still alive:
 ^c ' <-'£-'/ cJ/r s  *—I s '  ^  L^ /r- y
I am closing this poem with a prayer; please accept my farewell 
greetings. May you prosper and shine like the sun until the Dd J  
of Judgment, under the shadow of the Nawab.
<Z)Dr. K. Anjum believes, however, that Sauda left Farrukhabad after
O  SarkariThe Fall of the Mughal Empire, Vol.II,Pp.387-88.
<T)Ibid. P.390.
(3)Mir Hasan: Tazkira-e-Shucara-e-Urdu, P.106.
<£>Ibid. Pp.112-13.
<^ >Qa * im: Makhzan-e-Nika1, P. 55.
(2)Mfr Hasan: Ta§kira-e-Shurara-S-Urdu, P. 106.
@  Mirza" Muhammad Raff' Sauda, Pp. 119-20.
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Nav/ab Bangash's death, as Mardan ‘Ali KJian Mubtila says tazkira^
Gulshan-e-Sukljan. As against Saudi's own statement it is difficult 
to accept Mubtila's account. Possibly, soon after Sauda's departure 
from Farrukhabad Nawab Bangash died and Mubtila was mistaken as to 
the priority or otherwise of Sauda's departure.
At any rate, he was in Farrukhabad until 1183 A.H./1769 A.D. 
Lachhman Narayan Shafiq, in his Gul-e-Ra*na, refers to a letter written 
by Sauda' dated "Farrukhabad, 1st Rabi*ul Akhir 1183 A.H.'^which 
corresponds to 5th August 1769 A.D. According to Sarkar^ Nav/ab Bangash 
died on 17th April, 1771; Saud£ must have left Farrukhabad betv/een 
August 1769 and April 1771 A.D. , most probably in the beginning of A(>m I  
1771 A.D.
At that time Faizabad was the capital of Awadh and Shuja*uddaula 
v/as the Nav/ab of Awadh, into whose service Sauda now entered. According 
to Azad^P Shujaeuddaula had invited Sauda to come to Faizabad while 
the latter v/as in Delhi and Sauda had declined the invitation. Shekh 
Chand believes that Shujaruddaula's invitation came to Sauda at 
Farrukhabad. If it v/as the following rubar’i that Saud£ wrote back to 
Shujaruddaula in answer to his invitation, as Azad claims he did, 
the invitation must have been received at Farrukhabad:
vy o/Jj l  r' V /->y~
How long, 0 Sauda, will you wander in search of material 
comfort in every direction? How long as a vagabond from 
one shelter to another? What gain can you win except wordly 
prosperity;even if this you win, how long will you be here?
This ruba*i" could not have been written at Delhi before Sauda's 
‘wandering in search of material comfort began.
Sauda was received with great honour at Faizabad. A number of 
poets had already assembled there and Sauda's arrival gave a new 
impetus to the literary activity of Faizabad^ Sauda' wrote a number 
of qasidas in praise of Shujaruddaula who, according to Mushafi1^  
considered Sauda's presence in his court as a great boon.
When Shujaeuddaula died and Asafuddaula succeeded him in 1775 A.D.
he soon changed his capital from Faizabad to Lucknov/r^Accordingly,
Sauda also moved to Lucknow in order to enjoy Asafuddaula's patronage,
who honoured and rev/arded him even more than Shujafuddaula had donej®
CD Quoted by Shekh Chand in "Sauda", P.56. '
(T)The Fall of the Mughal Empire, Vol.II, P.55*t.
(3) Ab-£-Hayat, P.150.
0  Shah Kamal: Majmaful Intikh£b, F.2a 
(g) Tagkira-e-Hindi, Pp.125-26.
©Sharar: Guzashta Lakfcnau, P. 17.
'(£) Shekh Chand states, on the authority of Shah Kamal, that Asafuddaula 
admired Sauda's poetry so much that he kept Sauda's diwan always 
handy at his bedside. The MS. of Shah Kamal's tagkira, Majmarul 
Intikhab, preserved in the Royal Asiatic Society, however, does 
not^bear this out. According to this MS., Asafuddaula kept Jur»at's 
diwan always handy at his bedside (F.lfb).
f
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According to Lutf^P Asafuddaula fixed the liberal sum of Rs.6000/- 
per annum as Sauda's stipend. Bhagwandas Hindi, however, claims that 
Shuja*uddaula had fixed a stipend of Rs.200/- per month for Sauda 
and Asafuddaula continued to pay him the same amount. It is difficult 
to decide whether Lutf's statement should be taken as true or Hindi's. 
Whatever be the amount of the stipend, this much is clear that the 
administrative machinery being corrupt, Sauda was obliged to resort 
to flattery and bribes to get his stipend paid. Of this he complained 
in one of his qasidas addressed to Asafuddaula.
Sarafrazuddaula Hasan Raza KJjan,who became the chief of adminis­
tration of Awadh after the death of Ilaj KJian, was a patron of men 
of letters. He was himself a poet and he made Sauda his poetic 
preceptor. In one of the qasidas addressed to him, Sauda complained
to him also about the difficulties in obtaining the stipend and
Ck)requested a tract of land instead of the stipend.
The influence of the East India Company was increasing in Awadh 
day by day; the British Resident at Lucknow had got one of his trusted 
men, Haidar Beg Kh£n, appointed as Hasan Raza Khan's assistant, and 
though the latter was nominally the chief of administration,virtually 
the former ran the show. Sauda was a man of the world; he noticed the 
increasing influence of the British and, in order to humour the 
Resident's Head Assistant, Richard Johnson, he wrote ,a qasida in his 
praised Not only that, but he got his diwan copied and presented to 
him.
As at Farrukhabad and Faizabad, Sauda led a comfortable and 
honoured life at Lucknow but the sense of being exiled from his native 
place, Delhi, never was, perhaps, '-fouu from his mind; there are 
a number of verses in his diwan in which he wistfully remembers his 
native place and recalls to his mind his Delhi friends.4'
<D Gulshan-e-Hind, Pp.lifl-Z*2.
(T) Quoted by Q.A. Wadud in Nawa-e-Adab, Bombay, October 1957»P«16«
0 The qasida beginning:
(CKSs'ts*) s i  1/ >> >»■> «-/>* o f f j y f  ‘-r’c'(?) The qasida beginning: ' I - • -
J >LtT J ^  J L(57The qasida beginning: ' . •
©  For example:
From Shafiq Aurangab^di' s chronogranPquoted by Shekh ChanciQ /e  
learn that Sauda died in Lucknow on ifth Rajab 1195 A.H. v/hich corres­
ponds to 27th June 1781 A.D. But, according to Shah Muhammad Hamza^ 
he died in Jamadius-s£ni 1195 A.H./May-June 1781 A.D. The chronograms 
written by Qa»im® Mushafi^Minnat^ Mahi/^ and Nasikiwa.ll testify to„ „ „ (9)the year of Sauda's death being 1195 A.II. According to Shah Kamal, he 
died of acute pain in his loins. He was buried in Agha Baqir's Imam 
Bara at Lucknow.®
Ill
Sauda's Mind and Character
Sauda's contemporary tazkira-writers, Mir, Qa'im, Mir Hasan, 
and Abul Hasar^ are all agreed on the excellence of his manners and 
temperament, his warmth of affection, his sociability, jollity, placid 
countenance, his wit and sense of humour and his love of company. A
0  It reads: y  '
‘ . . —  r' ‘ o , /
<—,/>  o u r  ■ —
(z) Sauda, P. 66.
(3) Quoted by K. Anjum in"Mirza Muhammad Rafir Sauda" ,P.131.
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<£>Majmarul Intikhab, F.362Jb.
0>Mushafjf: Tazkira-£-Hindi, P. 126.
(g) Nikd'tush-Shurara, P.32.
f Makhzan-e-Nikat ,Pp. 35-36.Tazkira-e-Shu fara-e-Urdu, Pp. 112-13. tfT)Tazkira-e-Mas<*rrat Afza‘, Ff. 80-81.
person of such temperament and bent of mind is sure to become a pop­
ular favourite, especially when he happens to be a good poet as well.
So was Sauda; kings, princes, nobles and highly placed persons wished 
to have him in their company, and friends and admirers and contem­
porary poets also sought his society. Even Dard, who had retired from 
worldly life to devote himself to a spiritual career, liked Sauda’s 
company so much that when Sauda was thinking of migrating from Delhi 
to some other place for the sake of security and patronage, he was 




The face of the world has become so ugly that it is no longer 
worthy to be seen; even meeting with friends has become an 
impiety. Seeing all this when I intend to migrate to some 
other place, Dard comes and stops me,
Sauda squandered all his patrimony on entertaining and treating 
his friends; even in his later life he appears to have been munificent 
rather than economical in his expenses. For although he was well off
all through his life ---  his father being a successful merchant, t / i
mother the daughter of a highly placed noble, and he himself well
patronised by different nobles --- yet he does not seem to have left
a large amount of moneyfco be inherited by his adopted son, Ghulam 
Haidar Majzub, whom Lutf*found in Lucknow, living from hand to mouth 
after Sauda's death. Obviously, Sauda did not qare to save^and spent 
all the money he got from his patrons to please himself and his friends 
Indeed, the picture included in the diwan that he got calligraphed 
for presentation to Fichard Johnson**would suggest that perhaps Sauda" 
himself lived like a nobleman. But we do not know for certain that 
the picture portrays Sauda himself. This much, however, is certain 
that,like the nobles of his times, he also had a very expensive hobby
  he loved to keep dogs as pets. There are references to his love
of dogs in his own poems, Mushafi also mentions this specifically,®
Sauda’ was temperamentally hearty, jovial and full of good humour. 
Some examples of his sense of humour and ready wit can be found in 
tazkiras. Mir writes in his notice of Fazl-e-^li Dana that once a 
poetical symposium v/as being held at his (Kir's) house. It coincided
0  Gulshan-e-Hind, P.226.
his is preserved in the India Office Library.
For example, the qitfa beginning:
( M ^  O *  I i  ltJ  > ) )  / o '  iTs'rZ ^  ( f u /
(§) Tazkira-e-Hindi, Pp. 125-26.
0  Nikatush-Shu^ara', Pp.136-37.
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with the festival of Holi. Dana, who was dark-complexioned and had
a long, dark beard, happened to arrive at the symposium, dressed in
black. Sauda immediately commented," Friends, take care, there comes
the Holi bear." Every one present was amused by this apt comment and
there was a loud peal of laughter.
Qa*im has given the following instance^ in the notice of Mir
Muhammad Yar KJ?ak£ar who was a conceited poet and was jealous of Mir.
Saudjf and KJiaksar once went together to the house of Murtaza Quli
Kjian Firaq. Khaksar began to speak ill of Mir Taqi Mir and asked all•0*1.those present to chime/with him. They, out of consideration fa i their 
friendship with Mir, did not comply with Khaksar1s request. Sauda, 
seemingly acceding to his request, composed a couplet extempore and 
read it aloud:
C£ *  -r, <r i f
Mir’s face, without the i^ose-ring, looks like white jasmine, 
his (rcLCy like 'bhambaq'.*
Hearing this everbody laughed heartily and Khaksar also seemed to 
enjoy it a great deal. Presently he noticed that the laughter of the 
entire company was not coming to an end. Suddenly, when he looked at 
his own L tL ly ,he realised that Sauda's couplet was in fact directed
against him, not against Mir, and that was the reason why everyone
continued to laugh. IQiaksar became furious and scolded Sauda and would 
not listen to any expostulations. From that day onwards he was not on 
speaking terms with Sauda.
Abul Hasan writes that Sauda once went to see Insha's father,
f  ^ /iMir Masha*allah Kiian, who was notorious for his caprice and short- 
temperedness. During their conversation it so happened that they 
quarrelled on some point. Sauda composed a few verses extempore 
ridiculing Masha*allah Khan's caprice and short-temperedness. One of 
the verses was:
Now he is tola and now masha,£l.e., his mood changes qui ckly)
Mir is an interesting sight.
Shah Kamal writes that there was a jester called Mir Chhajjif in
the court of Asafuddaula. He had an aversion to "mahua",i.e., the
flower o r the tree Bassia latifolia, and lost his temper when a n y o n e
even mentioned it. Asafuddaula mischievously asked Sauda to v/rite a
ghazal about mahua, so that it might be recited before Mir Chhajju.
Sauda went home, composed the requested ghazal and sent it to Asof-
(T) Makhzan-e-Nik£t, P,52
(z ) Tazkira-$-Masarrat Afza, F.8la.
Q  Majmarul Intikhab, F.362b.
•
* I have been unable to discover the meaning of bhambao.
uddaula. The ghazal was written in a manner that instead of the word 
"mahua" the words " could also be used. The opening couplet of
the ghazal was: . •
( '- • f lr 'r '! '* ' <sy • y *  ( W  f *  v*
Qasim writes^that Shekh Qa'im 'Ali Qa'im of Itav:a had Ummidwar
as his poetical surname. When Sauda was at Farrukfrabad, Ummidwar, in 
company with Yaqin's son, Maqbul Nabi Maqbul, went to see him and
recited some of his poems before him. Sauda heard the poems and
composed the following couplet extempore, satirising the surname 
Ummidwar which also means pregnant:
y bA~*’i iS * *  ( S 'I  ( f o i
Someone's bounty has made his tree bear fruit; that is why he 
calls himself Ummidwar.
  Ummidwar felt embarasced and changed his surname to Qa*im.
Azad has given numerous additional examples of Sauda's ready wit 
and good humour but has not cited his authority for most of the an­
ecdotes; possibly they were hearsay reports transmitted orally. Azad 
writes that once Mian Hidayat came to see Saud^? The latter asked 
him how he was passing his time. Hidayat answered that the struggle 
of existence kept him so busy that he did not find enough time to 
compose poetry; however, occasionally he was able to write a few 
ghazals. Sauda laughed and suggested that instead of ghazals he should 
try his hand at satires. Ilidayat was nonplussed and asked Sauda whom 
he should satirise when he had no grudge against anybody. Sauda an­
swered that a grudge was not necessary to motivate a satire; Hidayat 
could satirise him and he, in return, would satirise Hidayat.
Azad gives the following accouniP^of how Sauda came to write his 
masnavi beginning:
Asafuddaula*s foster-mother had a young daughter. His indulgence had 
emboldened her a great deal. Once he was enjoying his siesta when the 
young girl made so much noise that he woke up and was furious at this 
disturbance. He sent for Sauda immediately and asked him to satirise 
the girl. Sauda composed the masnavi on the snot.
-  " -  ^ (DOn the authority of Mir Mahdi Hasan Faragh, Azad says that once
at Mirza Sulaiman Shukoh's palace a number of nobles and poets were
gathered, including Sauda' and Mian Sikandar who was celebrated as a^ /marsiya-writer. It so happened that Mir Zahik also arrived in his
0  Majmura-e-Naghz, Vol.II, P.81.
@  Ab-e-I-Iayat, P. 171.
(J) Ibid.'Pp. 169-70.
^ I b i d . , Pp.182-83.
old-fashioned dress. SVlaiman Shukoh asked Sauda to recite his latest
poem. Sauda answered that he had not composed anything lately but he
knew that Mian Sikandar had written a new mukhammas which began like
this: ^  > / s . ^ ./ /
J sA d -'e . i f y J  c r ' c f s s
I f '  t S O y f  y j ir  ’r f / *  d s
0 God, Sikandar prays that Zahik should ram his organ
tight into the jungle. If a monkey be born to his wife 
h®, can make it donee in the streets; after all, the 
fool should earn his living in some way.
/*  ^ „ .As soon as Sauda finished the stanza, Mir Zahik rushed towards Mian
Sikandar and struck him a blow. Sikandar was bewildered at this
unprovoked, unexpected attack and had to defend himself. After a
while the two grapplers were separated. Everybody noticed that Sauda
was standing aloof, smiling and enjoying the joke.
Azad further writes^that there was once an argument between two 
pupils of the poet,Basit, who entered on the oft-discussed matter of 
the respective merits of Sauda and Mir, and at length referred their 
t o  Basit. Having first asserted both to be masters, he 
pithily condensed the poetry of Mir into a "Dear, Dear" (Ah), and of 
Sauda into a "Hear, Hear" (Wah), and in quoted these lines
of the former: » .
( s f X  1 >V ' X ' 1 ^  6*>—
Speak softly by Mir's couch; e'en now he has wept himself 
to sleep.
and these from Sauda: , . ^ _
O ' )  d f  J Z ^  (> X  ^  i  c ^ L /  ^  ^
When the tumultuous din reached to Sauda's couch, the vigilant 
warders said," E'en now his eyes have closed."
One of Sauda's admirers told him this tale. With a smile, he remarked,
"The lines are those of Mir, the solicitude his old nurse's."
With all his wealth and prosperity, his fame and celebrity for
mastery of verse, his association with the highly placed nobles and
princes, Sauda does not seem to have been conceited; perhaps he could
not have been a conceited person, for he had a lively sense of humour.
He himself spoke of his humility in *Ibratul Ghafilin^nd also in the
prose piece prefacing the critical examination of Mir Muhammad Taqi's
marsiya. Sauda did not like conceited persons either. Indeed, he v/as
0  AVtf-IIay^t, Pp.l6h-65.
(2) Asi's edition of Kulliyat-e-Sauda,Vol. II, P./f
ly S s'iX '/S 'd  f o  d 'sO 'y ) "
X O f J  V  7 J x  ^>> d  -yO f
" ^ ( J r s / i f o r ? S ’*I have spent forty-five years in verse-writing in Urdu and yet 
find some of my verses not free from blemishes. I consult those 
who are regarded as masters of verse; nay,even if a novice points 
out my mistake I admit it if it is really there.
acutely intolerant of conceit, especially among those who had not the 
slightest justification for it. Many of his satirical poems were 
motivated by his desire to lash out at conceited people^ for example, 
Fidwi, Nudrat Kashmiri and Fakjiir Makin. His quarrel with Makin is 
elaborately related by one of his pupils in a long qasida which is 
included in Asi' s edition of Kulliyat-e-Sauda" (Pp.337-373)• This is 
how the quarrel originated (owing to Mailin's conceit) and developed.
A certain Ashraf ' k l l Khan had devoted fifteen years to the selection 
of specimens from Persian-writing poets. He submitted them for scrutiny 
to Mirza Fakhir Makin, a Persian poet of considerable repute. The 
latter grudgingly undertook the task and, using his editorial quill, 
freely emended or deleted even verses by acknowledged masters. In 
despair the author carried the poor remains of his patient labours 
to Sauda, whom he at length induced to look into it. Finding that 
Maliin had actually taken undue liberties, Sauda wrote his pamphlet 
"Ibratul Ghafilin", pointing out the errors Makin had made and even 
emending in Makin1 s ovm diwan. The latter sent his pupil,
Baqa, to discuss matters with Sauda, who, hov;ever, did not yield any 
ground and only established his position the firmer. Thereupon, some 
of Mailin's partisans in Lucknow becoming exasperated carried off 
Sauda by force from his house and would have further molested him in 
the public square had not Nav/ab Saradat *Ali Khan unexpectedly 
appeared on the scene. He rescued him and led him to his brother, 
Asafuddaula, who punished the leading miscreant and would have dealt 
with Kaliin severely, had not Sauda interceded saying that the issue 
of their affair could be settled with literary weapons, and tk a t  ke, 
fuxd, pardoned Makin and his supporters,
Sauda was a lover of music; he himself played the sitar and 
composed music, according to *Ishqi ? Mir Ilasan^and Mushafi^ Qasim 
reports^that Mirza Sadiq *Ali Khan alias Mirza Madadullah, who v/as an 
expert musician, was a close friend of Sauda and gave up writing 
verses at his (Sauda's) insistence. Possibly Sauda thought that Mirza 
Madadullah's divided attention would affect his musical talent and, 
therefore, persuaded him to give up verse-writing.
Sauda* came of a Shira family and was himself a zealous Shi'a.
But his religious zeal did not make him blind to the greatness of his 
contemporary mystics like Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Janan and Khy/aja Mir Dard. 
He had very good relations with both and, as pointed out before, it 
was out of consideration -firs Dard that he did not migrate from Delhi
® Tazkira-e-^shqi, F.if2a.
(2) Tazkira-e-Shurara-e-Urdu, Pp.112-13.
(3) Tazkira-e-Hindi, Pp. 125-26.
@  Majmu*a-e-Naghz, Vol.II, Pp.178-79.
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earlier than 1757 A.D. ana, when some bigoted Shi*a assassinated 
Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Janan, Sauda composed a rubari calling the assassin 
a wicked apostate, declaring Mirza Mazhar to be a martyr and forming 
a chronogram on his death:
v> ^ j ^
jyc* eJV o -u  ^  7 /<L p r '  > ,) 0y; )  ( /
Yet Sauda would never hesitate to call a spade a spade. Mirza Mazhar 
Jan-e-Janan's mysticism and fine character were worthy
of praise, but v/hen he ' ‘ composed verses in a language which Sauda 
did not consider to be good and pure Urdu he would not hesitate in 
satirising it,®
Sauda claimed in c qitra that he did not distinguish between 
one person and another on account of his being a Shifa or Sunni, but 
at the same time he vehomently professed to be an Iona Ashri,i.e., 
believer in twelve Imams:
s(A) c r o s \ ,  J u s  S'- ^
f t ’ 6' a i V "
I do not care whether a person is Sunni or Shifa; all I know 
is that there are twelve Imams; besides them, there is only 
the large bead in a rosary,called Imam,£which remains fixed 
in the hand and is not turned over in counting^ when you 
reach that bead the full circle of Allah's name is over.
Besides, his qasidas in praise of Hazrat ^li and other 'Imams', and
his satire on those whom ho regarded as bigoted, misguided Sunnis
prove that he was undoubtedly a zealous Shifa.
Qasim accuses Sauda of losing his temper at the slightest provoca­
tion and satirising each and every person. According to Qasim, Sauda 
was well paid in his own coin by Baaa, Fidwi and Zahik^ Azad says 
that Sauda seldom struck the first blow; however, if anyone offended 
or provoked him he would go to the extremes in abusing and ridiculing 
the offender(PAzad lays the blame for the virulent and scurrilous 
duel between Sauda and Zahik at the latter*s door. He reports that 
Mir Zahik set the ball rolling by remarking unfavourably on Sauda, 
who hearing of it went to him in person and represented that as he 
(Zahik) was a Sayyad,i.e., of the prophet's line,it would be disrespect 
ful that any aspersion such as Sauda's enforced retort must contain
(D See his qii^ /a beginning: x
. ( r ^ r ^  'i 'iS**) (/_i^ y > > ^
(2) Majmufa-c-Naghz, Vol. I,Pp. JO*',-5; also P.107.
Q  Ab-e-Hayat, P.169.
should be cast on him. But Zahik declared that in poetics there v/as 
no question of superiority of descent, and both then joined in contest 
in the arena, of scurrilous invective.'^
Abul Hasan reports^hat when Sauda wrote his mukjiamraas ridiculing 
not only Zahik but also his wife, their son, Mir Hasan, requested 
Sauda to suppress it and S oua-cLcL was kind enough to accede to
/ t f i u .5 request and suppressed the satire; but it had already become 
so widely known that the ' attempt proved vain. Azad also
writes about Sauda's sincere but vain attempt at suppressing the 
satires on Zahili^but Azad's version is that when Zahik died, Sauda
y ^went to Mir Hasan to offer his condolences and destroyed^ in his (Mit 
Hasan's) presence,all the personal satires on Zahik. Seeing this,Mir 
Hasan also destroyed all the personal satires on Sauda written by Zahik. 
However, Sauda's satires had already bunr* so widely known that many 
people knew them by heart and thus they did not perish, while Zahik's 
satires on Sauda did perish. Azad's version is open to doubt, since, 
according to Ibrahim^Zahik survived Sauda; he \vas alive in 1196 A.H. 
while Sauda died in 1195 A.H.
Accounts of Sauda's satirical duel with Fidwi also support the 
view that Sauda seldom struck the first blow. Mir Hasan says that 
Fidwi was a very conceited person who went to Farrukhabad with the 
intent of proving himself superior to Sauda in poetical contests but 
foiled in his efforts and left Farrukliabad greatly humiliated and 
frustrated^Abul Hasan also confirms that Fidwi was a conceited poet 
who got jealous of Sauda, decided to humiliate him and challenged 
hiitypublicly at various poetical symposia.^IIe found fault with a 
number of Sauda's verses and himself wrote some poems in the same 
metres and rhymes as those used by Sauda^in order to prove his own 
better mastery of verse and language. This deliberate provocation 
incensed Sauda and his pupils, who began to ridicule him in their
S'poems and did it so effectively that Fidwi could not resist the 
attacks and went away from Farrukhabad disappointed.
Lutf st-yJ^that Baqa provoked Sauda by writing some derogatory 
verses but Sauda ignored him and said that he (Sauda) would not v/rite 
a personal satire on him (Baqa), since that would make him (Baqa) 
known far and wide and he (Sauda) did not wish to give him (Baqa) 
that publicity. Apparently, Sauda did what he said he v/ould do; there 
is no satire on Baqa to be found in Sauda's works, although, according 
to Qasim^Baqa" wrote quite a few poems lampooning Sauda. In view of
(D Ab-e-Hayat,Pp.181-82.
©Tazkira-e-Kasarrat Afza", F.81a. ^ X b-o-Hayat, P.132.
(Q  Gulzar-e-Ibrahim, P.172.
(£ ) Tazkira-e-Shurara-e-Urdu”, P.1/+7.
(£) TazJtira-df-Masarrat Afza, F.126a.
(2) Gulshan-e-Hind, P.70.
(?)Majmura-e-Naghz, Vol.I,Pp.107 and 30^-5«
Sauda 's personal satires on many other insignificant persons his 
ignoring of Baqa appears rather surprising.
Azad states that Sauda had a page called Ghuncha v/ho was always 
in attendance, with the pen-case handy. When Sauda quarrelled with 
anyone, he would call:"Hey, Ghuncha, bring the pen-case; I’ll dress 
him down a bit. What does he take me for?” Then with the eyes of 
modesty closed and the lips of licence open he would abuse him so 
grossly that the Devil himself would cry for quarter. Azad has not 
cited authority for this statement. In the tazkiras so far known there 
is no mention of' _ GJjuncha. However, there are
references^to a person called Kir Fakhruddin, poetically surnamed 
Fakhr and Mahir, who is reported to have been in Sauda's attendance 
quite often and is said to have worked as a scribe. It may be that
this scribe was nicknamed GJiuncha ---  even so, he was certainly
not a page to Sauda, only a scribe and Sauda's pupil in verse-writing.
Sauda's scurrilous satires on Maulvi Sajid, Shah Waliullah,
Fidwi, Ilatif, Mir Zahik, Nudrat Kashmiri and Fauqi have generally 
misled the readers to believe that he was ill-tempered and coarse.
But if we read those satires in their proper context, keeping in view 
the conventions and traditions of personal satires, we are more likely 
to arrive at a true assessment of his mind and character. From the 
accounts ol his contemporaries it becomes obvious that he was not 
only good as a poet but also as a man. Besides, he had great practical 
sense and worldly wisdom which, together with his sense of humour, 
stood him in good stead in the disturbed and anarchic world of the 
eighteenth century India and enabled him to lead a comfortable life 
all through. He loved and enjoyed the jousts with those who entered 
the lists against him, but he knev; also how to make friends and keep 
them, and he knev; how to be cheerful and gay and full of exuberant 
spirits in a world that was out of joint, insecure and unstable,
IV
Sauda's Works, Their Compilation and Publication 
Sauda was a prolific writer. His work was written mainly in verse, 
but he also wrote in prose; mostly in Urdu, but also in Persian. Some 
of his works, however, are not extant,' or at least they have not been 
found so far by scholars, in any library, public or private; but they
(7) Ab- e-Hay a t, P. 15 3.
in Mir Hasan's Taskira-e-Shu'ara-e*-Urdu ,P. 152; Musfrafi's 
Tazkira-e-Hindi,P.226; Shah Kamal's Majmarul Intikhab,F.586a.
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are referred to by certain tazkira-writers. Qasim, in his notices of
Khan-£-ArziPand Sard ^  speaks of a tazkira written by Saudd', and in
a way that suggests that he had seen it. Azad also mentions this(5)tazkira, admitting that it is not available for inspection. If Qasim
and Azdd are not mistaken but are writing on the basis of first-hand
knowledge, Sauda's tazkira must have been written, as was the practice
in those days, in Persian, and must have dealt with Urdu poets. Dr. K.
Anjum believes that Sauda did not write any tazkira, since no mention
^ (?)of it is made by any early tazkira-writer other than Qdsim. This logic
however, does not hold water, since Qa^im's tazkira is also not men-
tioned in the contemporary tazkiras, and even Mir's tazkira has not
been mentioned by all but only by Mir Hasan, Shafiq and Qasim.
Another work which is not extant but which is referred to by
Azcfd is a prose piece in Urdu^/zad says that Sauda wrote the story
of Mir's masnavi "Shofla-e-Ishc" in Urdu prose which was excessively
Persianised. _ _
D rAnother work, which is referred to by Saksena and Askari, is an 
epistle in prose that Sauda is reported to have addressed to Mir. 
Neither Saksena nor kskari cites authority for his claim. They simply 
say that this epistle is not included in Sauda's published Kulliyat.
Another work, which is not extant but .which is referred to by 
Shafiqj^is a nineteen-stanza mukhammas/Sheikh All Hazm.
However, until all these writings are actually found, it is
impossible to say anything with certainty about them --- indeed, it
may be that Sauda did not write them at all and those who speak of 
them were either mistaken or misinformed.
Saudi's extant Urdu work of whose authenticity I am fully 
convinced comprises the following:
1. A diwan of Urdu ghazals including unfinished ghazals and 
matlars and fards.
2. Forty four qasidas, of which thirty nine are encomiastic 
and five satirical.
3. Fourteen masnavis,
4. Thirty one mukhammases.
5. One tarjir band.
6. One musaddas.
7. Fifty four rubaris and one rubari mustazad.
8. Thirty four qit/as.
® Majmu'a-e-Naghz, Vol.I,P.25 
©Ibid. P.298.
Q) Ab-g-Hayat,P.152.
0 Ab-e-JJayat, Pp.2 ^ ,  157.
(T) A History of Urdu Literature, P. 62.
(J) Tarikh-e-Adab-e-Urdu, P. 111.
©  Chamanistan-e-Shurara, P.341.
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9. One tarkib band Wasokht.
10, i^humber of marsiyas and salams in various forms,
11. A prose piece in Urdu serving as Preface to the critical 
examination of Mir Muhammad Taqi's marsiya.
Besides, there are a few ghazals, two muldiammases, one tarjir band, 
two ruba*is and two qit#*as which, I am inclined to believe, were 
also written by Sauda.
Among his Persian writings are (1) a diwrfn of ghazals, (2) one
qasida, (3) a few qitras and (if) ruba'is, (5) one mukhammas, and(6)
a prose treatise called "Ibratul Ghafilin" dealing with Mirza Faldiir 
Makin's poetry and his criticisms of Persian poets.
He has also written a number of riddles in Hindi.
Sauda's published Kulliyat contains many more items than those 
mentioned above but some of them are interpolated and others are 
doubtful.
The diwan of Urdu ghazals contains ghazals in all radifs except 
^  £; > and JT . The qasidas are also^varied _ radifs. The
masnavis are of various types: narrative, descriptive, encomiastic, 
critical and satirical. The mukhammases are mostly tazmin^or else 
they are satirical. The rubaris are of various types: encomiastic, 
satirical, didactic, religious, erotic, topical, autobiographical, 
or self-laudatory. The qitfas are mostly topical, commemorating some 
occasion, and some are didactic or satirical or encomiastic. The 
tarjif bands are satirical and the tarkib band is a wasokht. The 
musaddas is satirical. The marsiyas and salams are elegiac, devotional 
or benedictory. The Urdu prose piece is a characterstic specimen of 
the eighteenth century style of prose composition.
Sauda's Persian poetical works are not only smaller in quantity 
but also inferior in quality as compared with his Urdu works. But hisr / •treatise "Ibratul Ghafilin" is an excellent example of his literary 
criticism and throws ample light on his views on the merits and 
demerits of verse-composition.
Sauda's Hindi riddles exhibit his mastery of Hindi and his 
intelligence and subtlety of mind. They are about various things like 
a cot, a pen, a clock, a bathroom, a candle, a broom, a pillow.
It is difficult to say when exactly Sauda's works were compiled 
in the form of a diwan or kulliyat,i.e.,"Collected 'Works" or "Complete 
Works." The oldest known manuscript of his works, now preserved in 
the Muslim University Library, Aligarh, India, is dated 1174 A.H.,i.e., 
1760 A.D. It was written twenty-one years before Sauda's death and 
naturally misses out his work composed between 1174 and 1195 A.H. This 
manuscript, according to Shekh Chand® is beautifully written but is 
generally miscopied, the spellings of many words being wrong^and there
(D Sauda, Pp.101-2.
^  erf k erurr^
A. -
being so many mistakes and omissions of words that a number of verses 
do not even scan well. The scribe's name is given as Sadiq Ali Mirza, 
who admits that he copied the diwan during the uncertain and insecure 
days of Abdali*s invasions and Maratha inroads into Delhi. Dr. K.
Anjum has given an account of its contents in his book "Mirza Muhammad 
Eafi^ Sauda"£^ Since this manuscript was written in 117^ A.II. , it 
becomes evident that Sauda's diwan was compiled prior to that from 
which the manuscript was copied.
There is additional evidence pointing to the fact that Sauda's 
diwan was compiled before 1176 A.H. Shafiq Aurangabadi completed his 
tazkira, Chamanistan-e-Shurara, in 1176 A.H. and he mentions Sauda's 
Kulliyat containing approximately two thousand distichs in various 
forms, like gjjazal, qasida, masnavi, nuichammas, tarjif band, rubari 
and marsiya®Shafiq's view of the size of Sauda's Kulliyat, however, 
seems to suffer from under-estimation; as the 117^ MS. contains a 
lot more than two thousand distichs. ^
Mir Hasan, in his notice of Murin Bad&yuni; also refers to Sauda's
Diwan but does not say anything about its size. Shorish estimates,
in 1193 A.H.,that Sauda's Kulliyat contained approximately five 
©thousand distichs^ but this also appears to be an underestimation, 
since even the Johnson MS. of 119A-95 A.II., which leaves out all the 
marsiyas and salams and many other poems, contains nearly 9»500 
distichs.
From the Preface to Sauda's Diwan, beginning " •-- ^ T j ? ' '  ">
it can be inferred that his pupil Hakim Aplahuddin had compiled it 
in the poet's lifetime. Qasim also refers to Hakim Aslahuddin as the 
person who wrote the Preface to Sauda's Diwai^ this Preface has been 
included in all the published editions of Sauda's Kulliyat and in 
some Sauda MSS.
Sauda was a very prominent poet of the eighteenth century; there­
fore, his works were widely circulated^and manuscripts of his Diwan 
or Kulliyat are found in libraries all over India and Pakistan as well 
as in those European libraries that have a special section for oriental 
works. Only a few of these MSS. were written in Sauda's lifetime; the
(J) In my references to this manuscript, which I have called Habi"b MS.,
I depend entirely on Dr. Anjum's account, since I could not get 
any response from the Librarian of the Muslim University, Aligarh, 
to my request for a microfilm of the manuscript.
(X)Chamanistan-e-Shurara, Pp.327-28.
(3) Tazkira-£-Shu rar£-(ir-Urdu 187.
(S)Tazkira-£-Shorish, F.125b.
(s) Ma j mu’*” a- e-N agh z, Vol. I, P. 30.
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majority were written after his death. There is one manuscript,how­
ever, that deserves special mention. It is available in the India 
Office Library and is numbered "E. 1^6.P. 353*" On the secon;' leaf of 
this MS. are written these w o r d s M r .  Fichard Johnson, the gift of 
ye author Mirza Soudah." A detailed account of this manuscript appears 
in 'Notes on the MSS. used to form the text.’
Blumhardt^and Shekh Chand^Loth claim that Sauda's Kulliyat was 
first printed in Calcutta in 1803. The latter also thinks that it was 
edited by Sher *Ali Afsos, who states in his Preface to "Ara'ish-e- 
Mahfil" that he spent some time in correcting a copy of Sauda's 
Kulliyat. This allegedly printed edition of Sauda's Kulliyat is
nowhere available for inspection ---  no copy of it is to be found
either in the India Cffice Library or the British Museum, nor v/as it 
seen by Shekh Chand himself, who appears to have only re-echoed. 
Blumhardt's words accepting them at their face value. It is true that
an edition of Sauda's Kulliyat v/as intended to be printed at the
(3)College of Fort William, Calcutta, in 1803, but, for some reason or 
other it does not appear to have been published. Had it been, a copy 
of it would certainly have been availabe in the India Office Library 
or the British Museum where all the other printed editions of Sauda's 
Kulliyat and Selections are available. Moreover, Karimuddin states 
in 18^3 that by that time only a Selection of Sauda's works had been 
printed, not the Kulliyat^7Had the Kulliyat been printed in 1803, it 
could not have escaped the notice of Karimuddin. Besides, there is 
a manuscript of Sauda's Kulliyat in the India Office Library (No. B. 
152.P.3352-3)1 edited and written in 18^3 by Muhammad ^bdul Qadir 
Khan, Mir Munshi, Madras, at the desire of C.P. Brown, Persian 
Translator to the Government of Madras, in which Brown has written in 
his own hand the following words:" Mirza Pafi Sauda is one of the most 
celebrated poets in the Hindustani language. There are many small 
collections of his odes and satires, of which a part only has been 
printed at Calcutta. I obtained numerous Manuscripts of Sauda’s Works 
and then entrusted them to the learned Editor who considers this to 
be the only complete edition." In view of all this)we can conclude 
that Sauda's Kulliyat was not printed in Calcutta in 1803 and 
Blumhardt was misled by the plan of publications drawn up at the 
College of Fort William and thought that the plan had materialised 
v/hereas it had not.
(i) Catalogue of Hindustani"MSS. in the India Cffice Library, P.77.
tSaudcf, P. 106.See M.A. SiddjTqi's " Gilchrist aur uska fthd", P. 197*^Tazkira-e-Shu far a- e-Urdu, Pp. 109-10.
Saudi's works were first printed in 1810, at Calcutta, in the
form of Selections. The Selections were made by Muhammad Islam and
Kazim Ali Jaw£n, and were entitled "Intikliab-e-Diwan-e-Sauda." This
, csi*i Jjedition was prescribed as one of the Test Books for the Degree Standar<
for Civil Servants^ and it is possible that it was prepared with that
very object in view. A Aevised edition of this Selection, with some
additional qasidas and ghazals, was printed at Calcutta in 1847. It
was edited by Maulvi Ghulam Haidar.
Sauda's writings, in the form of Kulliyat,i.e., Complete Works, 
were first printed in 1853* This Kulliyat was printed at Kaktaba-«- 
Mustafa'i, Delhi. According to a note at the end of the edition, it 
was based on a manuscript compiled by one G_hulam Ahmad who claimed 
to have collected Sauda's writings from various places and said that 
his edition was larger and fuller than any other MS. It appears that 
GJtiulam Ahmad, in his eagerness to swell his edition, did not care to 
check the authenticity of the items he included in it; accordingly, 
he included a number of poems written not by Sauda but by his pupils 
and contemporaries. All later editions of Sauda's Kulliyat are based 
on this one; therefore, they retain its mistakes and interpolations.
An exact copy of the 1853 edition was published by Nawal Kishor 
Press in 1872 at Kanpur. Nawal Kishor Press published another edition 
in 1888 in which some obscene and indecent poems or parts of poems 
were deleted. The same edition was reprinted in 1916, again at Kanpur.
In 1932 appeared a new edition --- so far the latest ---  edited by
‘Abdul Bari Asi and published by Nawal Kishor Press at Lucknow. In this 
edition, too,obscene and indecent poems or parts of poems were deleted; 
moreover, Sauda's works were arranged, not entirely form-wise as was 
done in all earlier editions, but partly subject-wise and partly form- 
wise; for example, all laudatory pieces in one section, all satirical 
poems in another, all ghazals in one section and all rubaris in anothen 
Since all the subsequent editions were based on the 1853 edition it 
was but natural that all the interpolations, misreadings and mistakes 
of that edition were retained in the later editions and some of their 
own mistakes were added thereto.
Besides the Selections printed in 1810 and 1847 at Calcutta, the 
following printed Selections are worthy of notice from the historical 
point of view:
1. A Selection of Sauda edited by Karimuddin and printed in
1852.This is mentioned by Sheich Chand as "Intikhab-e-Kalam-e- 
Sauda" at one place and "Muntakhab Diwan-e—Sauda" at another® 
No such book with-either of the titles is to be found in the 
(j) See ’’.S. Jarrett's Preface to "I'.a$naviydt of Kirza'Kafi'-us-Sauda V  
5-Sauda, P.114 and P.397.
India Office Library or the British Museum. I believe that 
Shekh Ch&nd is in fact referring to the Selections of Sauda 
that Karimuddin included in his anthology "Guldasta-e-Nazninari'.”
2. A Selection entitled "Intikh&b-e-Kulliyat Qasa>id waghaira
Mirz^ Rafi*us-Sauda ka", edited by Nasir Khan and \V. Anderson;/printed in i860 at Jlgra.
3. A Selection of qasidas entitled "Muntakhab Qasa*id-e-Sauda"
edited by Ramchandar Sen; printed in 1868 at Lucknow.
If. A Selection entitled "Selections from the Kulliyat or Complete 
Works of Mirza Rafi-oos-Sauda —  being the parts appointed for 
the High Proficiency Examination in Oordoo —  Literally
Translated by Major Henry Court"; printed in 1872 at Simla.
5. A Selection of masnavis entitled "Muntakhab Ma§naviyat-e-Sauda
edited by II.S. Jarrett; printed in 1875 at Calcutta.
6. A Selection entitled "Mukhtar Ashlar:Diwan-e-Mirza Rafi^ Sauda*
edited by imadul Mulk Sayyad Husain Bilgrami; printed in 1897 
at Madras.
7. A SeJLcction entitled "Intil^hab-e-Sauda" edited by Saqib Kan- 
puri; printed in 1927 at Delhi.
8. A Selection entitled "Intikhab-e-Kulliyat-e-Sauda" edited by
S.M.K. 'All'; printed in 1927* at Allahabad.
9« A Selection entitled "Intil^hab-e-Diwan-e-Sauda" edited by 
Wahid Qureshi; printed in 1957 at Lahore.
10. A Selection entitled "Kalam-e-Sauda" edited by Khurshidul 
Islam; printed in 196lf at Aligarh.
However, all the printed editions of Sauda’s Kulliyat and i
Selections abound in interpolated material, mistakes, misreadings or 
misprints. Even Dr. Kfcur,shidul Islam's edition is not free from these 
blemishes. The so-called Kulliyat or Complete Works miss out some 
poems that are included in some reliable Sauda MSS. A detailed account 
of the interpolations that have come to my notice appears in an 
appendix at the end of the Text. Items that are not included in the 
latest published edition of Sauda's Kulliyat have been pointed out 
in the Textual notes.
It is an intriguing question whether it is possible to arrange 
Sauda's work chronologically so that the development of his genius 
and art might be traced. The answer to this question is partly yes 
and partly no. Because of the practice of arranging Kulliyats form- 
wise, and in the alphabetical order in the case of ghazals, it is not 
possible for us to decide the chronological order of works composed 
by any poet of the eighteenth century; for that matter, indeed, we 
are faced with the same difficulty even in the case of most of the 
nineteenth century writers. However, dates can be assigned to some 
of Sauda's writings if the following points are studied carefully.
(1) It is possible to fix the dates of writings in praise of 
persons and in celebration of events whose dates we can 
learn from history or from the chronograms written by Sauda" 
himself.
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(2) The tazkiras written during Sauda’s lifetime and giving 
specimens of his poems can help us in judging as to the 
latest possible dates of their composition.
(3) The diwan written in 117*f A.H. (Habib MS.) can tell us which 
of the poems were composed before that date.
(i| ) Shah Hatim' s"Diwan Zada" assigns dates to his selection of 
ghazals, pointing out whether they were written independently 
or in the zam£ns of contemporary poets or for some tarhi 
nush&*ira. The ghazals he wrote in Sauda’s zamins can tell 
us which of Saudi’s ghazals were written by the specified 
date.
(5) There, are some poems which contain references that can help 
in fixing the dates of their composition.
I have, accordingly, ventured to assign dates to Sauda's writings 
wherever it was possible.
V
Sauda's Views on Poetry
Sauda's views on poetry can not only be inferred from his practice 
but also from the ' ’ criticisms he has made other poets.
In this connection, his treatise " *Ibratul Ghafilin" is especially
worthy of notice. Besides, in many of his poems   ghazals, aasidas,
mukhanmases, qitras and masnavis   he has spoken of what in his
opinion are the merits and the demerits of poetical composition.
To his mind, the subject-matter of poetical composition is of 
great importance. Without good subject-matter no good poetry can be 
produced. He says:
* y S * *
^  YsVjr Of- 3 j r S
Persian is not essential for poetry; whatever be the language 
what is necessary is the excellence of the subject-matter.
Besides, a person with a rude and wicked nature or a dull and stupid
mind cannot write good, elegant and meaningful poetry:
». i t ' ». i •» / ( ^  /
> c r 'tsS ’e c k V' ^  f"
LC C' ({ :  y r  s
How can a rude and wicked nature produce chaste and polished 
speech? The wailing crow can never produce the song of the 
singing bird Loxia rosea.
The speech of a dull-m^cied person is like air in the sea of 
sense, the air of the bubble from which no pearl can be 
produced.
S3
You cannot expect sensible speech from a stupid person; how 
can the owl's egg produce a phoenix?
A dull-witted person can never say elegant things; how can 
the seed of cactus produce a bed of roses?
But even an intelligent and brilliant person needs to know the 
art and technique of poetical composition in order to express his 
thoughts and ideas, his feelings and sentiments, beautifully and 
effectively* Sauda lays even greater emphasis on the form of poetry 
than on its substance. He stresses, first of all, that words and 
phrases chosen by the poet should be right and in harmony with the 
things he wants to say. He establishes this point, in Ibratul Ghafilin, 
by defending the verses of Waqif, rIzzat, Ghani Beg, Khalil, Nasir kli, 
Hazin, etc. v/hich had been impaired by Fakhir Makin's "corrections,” 
that lost sight of the necessity of propriety and harmony of expression 
in relation to the subject-matter. Sauda also brings to light many 
instances in Makin's own poems where this important point has been 
disregarded. Indeed, Sauda" believes that the poet should compose 
poetry in his own native tongue instead of trying his hand in a 
foreign language, even though he be a master of that language:
If an Indian wants to compose poetry, he should rather choose 
Bekhta^i.e., Urdu];or else, what is the point in composing 
verses in Persian and being always looked down upon by Persians?
Sauda points out that even though Makin was a good Persian scholar
and had practised Persian composition a good deal, still he committed
numerous mistakes because Persian was not his native tongue but an
acquired language. For example, Malcin used the expression " "
as a commendatory epithet for his mistress, meaning 'dark-eyed',
whereas the native speakers of Persian use it in the derogatory sense
of shameless; so also Makin used the expression " •—3 " where he
I * Sshould have used
Sauda's qitra in criticism of Mazhar Jan-e-Janan's verses 
suggests, indeed, that he even disapproved of excessive Peroianisation 
of Urdu and believed in retaining a good balance of indigenous and 
Persian elements in I'anguage. He says:
4ogi f- vt*' / o i r o y d  T >s-' 6  k^ " " '  eg-
4—  (J  ( f d ' / t f' s • <T
/  c
Maghar's pcrt-Persian and part-Rekhta verse is, believe it 
0 Saud£, like a stumbling block in the path £of poetryj. The 
Persian scholars treat it as Rekhta, and the people proficient 
in ReljJita Persian; and if at all they concede
it as Re'^hta they do not call it genuine Rekhta but that 
spoken around Firoz Shah’s pillar. In brief, neither this 
group nor that owns his verse; it is like the washerman's 
dog which belongs neither to the house nor to the
What Sauda strongly disapproves in poetical composition is punning
and playing on words. He criticises this practice repeatedly; for
instance, in his mukhammas 11 i r ' '  ls?  I ' f i i y  O ' * "^and again in
the exordium of his qasida in praise of Ilazrat Ali Musa Raza beginning:/ / ' ’ j .
7 [ ^  (s' k s  '  UiyS C- ^  O ' ®
In *Ibratul Ghafilin, too, Saudd reverts to this point again and again, 
and finds fault with Mailin's own verses in this regard as also with 
Mailin's suggested improvements in others' verses. Sauda says that 
word-play and pun are all right within certain limits but they should
not be overindulged, since their excess mars rather than embellishes
/■ ^the sense of poetry. He is for the same reason against iham,i.e., 
amphibological congruity, which was in vogue with his senior contem­
poraries. He says: 
d/4 O r
I am uniformly of one colour and do not like double-dealing;
I do not approve of iham in poetry.
However, in order to prove that he v/as against that practice in prin­
ciple and not because it was beyond his powers, he has written a few 
ghazals in that style, stating at the end clearly that it is not his 
style of writing but that of Abru and Mazmun:
2" y ^ o r i k ^  y  C cj£ tS y cr ' j y v r ' t s  j/  ? 7-*y  c=rt ^  c > C- ©
This ghazal will please Abru' s soul; now,Sauda”, you should 
write another in your own style. x . t
This is not your style of writing, 0 Sauda, but that of Abru" 
and Mazmun.
Other points that can be inferred from Sauda'a comments on 
Maltin's verses and suggested corrections of others' verses are as 
follows:
©  ,7 -  2*r.
(g) 7«9ct P. bS'C, //•
©  7**^ p. e u y j  <, * cl .sr . . ■
© T ^ t ,  P- VC.' < * ' *
®  T ev t ?  1$*-,
The poet should not violate, without sufficient justification, 
the moral, social and erotic code which is well established in poetry, 
Makin writes: . „ i  „ i' -7
f s ' L S j y  CcSsJ
What is my fault? Do not give blows to me, do not twist my 
hand, my love. I am your devotee and acknowledge your strength; 
do not be cross with poor mej
Sauda criticises this distich on the ground that acts like giving
blows and twisting hands become a wrestler, not the beloved. So also
Makin writes:
y-'k ^ yl <r  s  ^  f  y   ^ hr
My beloved c.oMr*t /tyC v'rztk . the crowd of lovers; a king does not 
like large armies and retinue.
Sauda comments that it is wrong to argue that kings do not like having
large armies and retinue. Similarly, Sauda is not happy with Maltin's
portrayal of the lover as shameless and running away from the beloved's
lane instead of laying down his life there. In the same way, Sauda
is critical of Makin's reference to the beloved, instead of the lover,
as dispirited, and his reference to the beloved's abuses as bitter
instead of sweet.
In Sauda's opinion, the poet should not make use of strange, 
unconvincing and illogical similes and metaphors. Makin has made 
mistakes, he points out, in likening the sword to the twilight, and 
the tulip to the scent of the beloved's body, since there is no point 
of likeness between these things.
Sauda suggests that the poet should not go beyond certain rea­
sonable limits in exaggerating things --- exaggeration to the point
of impossibility is permissible only when praising God, prophets and 
saints; it is bad if employed in praising the men of the world..Makin 
has paid, he says, impossible compliments to the men of the world 
and thus rendered those compliments meaningless.
Sauda's advice is that the poet should employ allusions only 
when he knows them fully well, or else they may give an impression 
not desired by the poet. Makin has wrongly referred to Job's indus­
triousness whereas Job is known, not for industriousness but for his 
patience.
The poet should not use padding to make the verses scan; he 
should make such a choice and arrangement of words that not one word 
is regarded as redundant. Makin has blemished a number of his verses 
by the use of padding which can easily be eliminated without affecting 
the sense of the verses.
The poet should not be too rigid in observing grammatical rules; 
on occasion, he can relax them for his poetical purposes. Sauda says
that Makin, like a rigid grammarian, unnecessarily found fault with 
one of Ayatullah Sana’s couplets when Sana took some liberty with 
Persian grammar.
The poet should make use of rhetorical devices and figures of 
speech in order to embellish and make his verses more effective, and 
not for their own sake. Makin tends to use them ineptly and thus 
renders some of his verses less effective, indeed, ridiculous.
The poet should know the works of ancient masters of poetry so 
that he might not be tempted to employ strange and unfamiliar ideas 
and expressions that have no precedent in the classics. Innovations 
should be self-justifying if they are not supported by classical 
authority. Makin has expressed some odd and strange ideas in a peculiar 
manner in his verses which are devoid of excellence and significance, 
nor are they supported by the classical poets.
The poet should be very careful when coining new words and their 
derivatives and combinations. Makin has made mistakes in deriving and 
combining words; for example, he has coined expressions like ” "
and M ' ” which are not apt.
Sauda's criticism of Mir Muhammad Taqi's salam and marsiya is 
also a good source for us to know his views on the demerits of poetical 
composition, especially marsiya-vriting. Sauda is not ha;^ py with Taqi 
because (1) he has not used the right words at the right places, (2 ) 
he has made mistakes in the use of Urdu idioms, (3) he has not bothered 
about * chasteness and eloquence of language, (Z|) he has used 
similes and metaphors that mystify the sense rather than clarify and 
embellish it, (5) he has committed unpardonable grammatical blunders,
(6) he has composed some verses that do not scan and others that do 
not rhyme properly, (7) he has indulged in undue exaggeration while 
praising Hazrat Husain, (8) he has not kept in view the right order 
of superiority of the prophet, Hazrat Ali and Hazrat Husain, and (10) 
he does not know Islamic history and traditions as well as a marsiya- 
writer should.
From his comments on the verses of Makin and Taqi, it becomes 
evident that Sauda* attaches great importance to the linguistic and 
technical part of the poetic art. Besides, there are many verses that 
he has written in self-praise (and they are in keeping with the conven­
tion of self-commendatory poetry) which throw light on what he consid­
ers to be his own poetic excellences. He has especially emphasised 
the points that no one can excel him in novelty of topics and original 
conceits, and in successfully employing difficult verse-endings and 
rhymes, and in abundant vocabulary. He says:
$7
j ! r  d ^ - f
( ) l ' S  *!/ 0 / < X  &  f- s i  s 1* 1^
d ^ ^ f c S t s / < S ^  ' ?
( J £ j  J >  C t s ;  < s/ * *  <*& ?((<-£  ^  °> 1~<J J r (D
If I choose to trap the bird of 1 ' meaning, it
cannot take to its wings to eluce me even if it has the power 
to fly as hirh as/heavens.
The J>-\lv^ tf- T>^asr\.i**-«f cannot escape me, as
the soaring falcon of my lofty fancy is my guide.
When I am inclined to compose poetry^ ideas come out of the
state of non-existence to greet me.
I do not have to look for new themes and topics; they are
at the beck and call of my pen.
^  J f (J  o J  £  /  O ' J  i* £r* (?)
I carve verses out of such hard stones Ci.e., I*write in such 
difficult verse-endings and rhymes) that even Farhad, the 
mountain-digger, acknowledges me as his superior and asks for 
my permission before picking up his adze.
O  C* t (y r-O* ^  <£- C / f ’<t-Jj'msI' O
y &  f  • * y ' ^  b / j f ' s - '  ( / I ' / ’ (D
'/
The gardener of the garden of genius always sends me new 
topics and themes in abundance, just as during springtime 
one can cull any number of flowers from the garden to bedeck 
the turban of one's beloved. , ^
_>g. is oj'y ^y cy,yy-jyf -lsG> tf J i? ^  ©
Where I choose to display my vocabulary, even the lexicog­
rapher will look blank before me.
It is obvious that an important function of poetry, to Sauda's 
mind, was to originate a new fancy or fanciful theme or conceit^ and 
the excellence of the poet lay in the dexterous and skilful manipula­




The ghazal is a short lyric whose distichs, although having the 
same rhyme throughout, are not necessarily connected writh one another; 
indeed, generally speaking, each distich is a complete, independent 
unit. The formal subjects with which the ghazal deals are mainly 
erotic anc bacchic, so much so that even when ethical, philosophical, 
mystical c*f political subjects are introduced the erotic and bacchic
(T) Te-jch P L(0i  , , d d , /-4.
@ 7 e^(rt P. u T f  > G & ^ J L /Z- , 4
®  Te^tf f . 3 ,6 7 , CUvCJ* Hi , did. / * - * -
(Q T o fit, ?■ Q li > Q<MAd* , J .  /$?-
imagery and phraseology are metaphorically employed.
Urdu poetry v:as Persianised in both substance and form at the 
very outset of its career. The themes and conventions of Persian 
poetry fitted well v/ith the culture and civilisation, the intellectual 
training and social conditions of the Indian Muslims. No wonder, then, 
that they were readily accepted and cultivated.
The typical lover in the Persian gjiazal and, quite naturally in 
early Urdu poetry, lives in a world of infinite yearnings and infinite 
pain, resulting in a distraught state of mind; he is extremely jealous 
but self-effacing, steadfast and loyal. His life is composed of 
lamentation rather than exaltation, despair rather than hope, failure 
rather than success, frustration and separation from the beloved 
rather than union. In the eighteenth century Muslim society of India 
the lover, indeed, had little chance of being united with the beloved, 
and the conception of the lover in Persian poetry coincided with the 
experiences and observations of Urdu poets. Accordingly, they accepted 
that image of the lover readily and willingly.
And the typical beloved is occasionally a young boy but more often 
a young woman who is callous, cruel, cold, haughty, treacherous, but 
beautiful and adorable all the same.
Other important characters of the poetic love-drama are the 
successful but fickle rival, the messenger, the confidant and the 
redoubtable gate-keeper at the beloved's house.
The bacchic poetry, both Persian and Urdu, centres round the 
pretty cup-bearer, the indulgent master of the tavern, the tumultuous 
clientele, the superintendent of police, the hypocritical doctor of 
religion and the sour-faced, recluse. Drunkenness, however, docs not 
necessarily mean inebriation caused by liquor but rather rapture and 
ecstacy, the blessed mood in which the essence of things is revealed; 
and the cup and the flagon suggest zest and youth and mirth, the thrill 
of the fact of life.
The bulk of Sauda's ghazals has naturally little different to 
offer from what constitutes the substance of the Persian ghazals. But 
that is not the point. Even if the substance of what a poet has to 
say is identical with that which has been said by hundreds of poets 
before, the way of saying it can still be peculiar to himself; and, 
if he is a good poet, his verses will be characterised by a freshness 
of approach and a singularity of expression, despite the conventional 
themes and attitudes.
It is true that Sauda, like the Persian ghazal-writers, compares 
his beloved's face to the sun and the moon, he/stature to the cypress 
and the box-tree, her lips to the rose leaves and the rubies, -^ M yeyes  
to the narcissus and the almond, hemlocks of hair to the ambergris 
and musk and hyacinth in to the night in darkness, her eye­
lashes to the arrows and swords, he/eye-brows to the bow, h&/teeth
to pearls, heymouth to the rose-bud, and so on and so forth. But, 
interspersed with the conventional ideas conventionally dealt with 
there are hundreds of verses that are characterised by a freshness 
of approach and singularity of expression. If, on the one hand, we 
find plain and insipid verses in praise of the beloved's beauty and 
its effect on the lover in verses like these: ^
Those who love your mouth and waist do not find any place 
to live £since they love the things that are so narrov; as 
to be regarded non-existentj.
& t> S Ljf 'c r T ,  o t y l / c r ' - f ,  t? ©
0 Nightingale, who has used the sword of looks in the garden? 
Lo, every flower seems to be wounded.
we can, on the other hand, also find verses like the following which
are quite distinct on account of a new treatment:^ / . ^
* £ . ( C i / t / j ' u s '  Sb £ * v  rb V  y ,J  *4 ®
Sometimes they call them cornelian and sometimes ruby; these 
poetasters, indeed, vilify your lips, my love! , f
/ f -  c z j ' l  J * c ^  c J © ' V r  •
Sauda, do you remember the sir:ht of her intoxic'a^i^ eyes? 7"cLke. 
this wine-cup -m y b<u~<d d<-forrC nrry
> y
* f j r  ( & t r j  / > * — ©(S
Take note of the intoxicant effect of her looks, 0 Censor; 
the whole world has turned into a tavern!
If, on the one hand, the lover is portnyed in a strictly conventional
manner: / . ;  _ ^  _ /
(S  'd r' i Ob'1*  ^  0 *0 <
Dust on head, collar torn and clothes drenched in blood ---
see, 0 Sweetheart, how lovers come out of your house!
there is, on the other hand, a different picture in verses like these:
(,' ' o y A * ' t s y i *d u  z js  O  <5^o~ c r  (£)
I am the lover of myself and the beloved of myself; now I am 
the candle and now the moth, in this assembly-room.
? '-O ' cJp 'j <~y  C*rp S ' T ^  (D
Sauda, if Joseph is not to be had in return for the cash of 
my heart, how long can the customer wait in the market-place?
<£)%£, f . r/jf l*i , ^-3.
® T e + t r . 3 ° t  t ££. j o t '  j i t
® r* # ,P .U {  , Q£. 1 > Jt. 3.
z,(, , GJ. /(, , d. C. 
©  T fb  ?. i s ( f ) , 4- i .
(D  ho , d  3.
© T + f i t ,  p. l b  J ) & £ . 6« , </.//.
m i  , Qfi. J . q .
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It can hardly be denied that Sauda, as a ghazal-writer, was 
greatly influenced by the latter-day Persian pdets like Naziri, Kalim, 
Sa»ib and Bedil. He has himself referred to these poets at various 
places and in a way which shows that he admired them. He, like his 
Persian masters, is inclined to invest the materials of his observa­
tion and experience with an arabesque of fanciful, ingenious reasons 
and explanations, far-fetched images, pathetic fallacies and personi­
fications. Hence, not only in his qasidas but also in his ghazals 
we frequently come across fanciful themes, images and conceits. Many 
of his verses seem to have been conceived in the intellect and appear 
to have been intended merely to originate new fancies and new similes.
For example: ,
( S  U f a  ' f a <g- 'J f a  ^  f a  f a ,C  (T)
Thy beauty's dart has not spared even a single prey in the 
world; so much so that even the weather-cock writhes with 
pain in its abode. f y  \ >
If the heart of a bubble were to break on account of your 
intoxicant glance, then even plain water would taste like wine.
His Persian masters, especially Sa'ib, taught him the technique
of illustrative poetry ( ( J f - U  ), and, like Sa*ib, he used it in
his gnomic verses. His object was to give the charm of the imagination
to ethical and philosophical truths which are generally stated in the
first hemistich and illustrated by an apt simile or comparison in the
second. For example: .
y , )  c S  (*) C  ( >j/ ^  J ^  ©
In this garden of the world, happiness and sorrov; are like 
twins living together; there is the smiling flower and not 
far from it the tears of dew-drops. ^
y  f a s ;  <>*•(?)
When two hearts live together, they are safe and secure; a 
piecc£ in the game of chausarj cannot be taken if it is 
beside another piece.
Naziri seems to have shown Saudc” the effectiveness of "qitra
band" ghazals,i.e., ghazals in which a number of distichs are so
connected with one another that they form short noeras having a unity
of subject-matter. He uses this device in his ghazals frequently;
indeed, no other poet among his predecessors or contemporaries seems
to have made so much use of the qitra band ghazal as Sauda did. 1
(V  r^ f. p. n t  ■ of- i - i  , 4  1.
®  Te^ fr p. f f i  > & £  4 > 4  I.
Q W  (; ?. (fa  , & £  / ,  4 - <r.
© T V ,  ?• , o r . 4- , 4 . ?•
®ej. " C * ^  t u
f a r  v*A4u, L tUCt^U, (u  Jj u i >  " ( ^ 0
^  1 $ ^  lA jicA  I <z cyi £
i t
Sauda also learnt the art of reporting in poetry 
to U k o/vw?C from the latter-day Persian poets. This
kind of poetry later came to be called The following qitra
is a good example of this kind of poetry:
>) ' J - Z v '  < / > *  ' ' S S J ' <  3 " 1’
(  . -
^  cry y ^t • • '  1  ^ / /■
^  ^  ^  <>/0 /
^  J WfAjy ijy 3  ; u>/j/y/t's^r' £ 7^ lr* i
£~- (J £r ( G C <>j > C <--j/',!*■  cs? (D
Yesterday I visited the house of my sweetheart but found her 
frowning on me, with her brows knit and a false on
her face.
At €/v*-f/i^ £K<u<^  3 Sc**-<d syt*-rv+*-d.
o'frutva; she abusea “the attendant apparently but it was really 
an innuendo aimed at me.
When others, at her suggestion, cast sarcastic observations 
on me, I rose to leave saying that it looked like a pit where 
cocks fi9 (* t.
Thereupon, one of them said,"Please don't leave; if you go 
away there will be no fun left in this assembly."
Hearing this, that playful wanton said," Oh, no! It's with so 
much difficulty that I have managed to turn this awful person 
away."
Think for yourself, you simple fellow; how can you return 
happy from a house where such is the company and such the 
treatment;
Sauda also shares with his Persian masters the love of virtuosity, 
that is to say, great attention to the technical or mechanical part 
of the poetic art and to the production of special effects by handling 
the medium skilfully. His virtuosity becomes apparent in his lengthy 
ghazals, in difficult vcrse-endings and rhymes and in his dexterous 
manipulation of language. For example, the following ghazals:
I 33y  ) ^  (3v r' j ^   ^/ 3 3  /  J
'  «r < /  J r t y  ( V
Besides, Sauda has made use of various rhetorical devices and 
flourishes to embellish his verses, but he does not overindulge in, 
them. His favourite figure of speech is poetical aetiology ( c33  
which consists in explaining a real fact by a fanciful or poetic 
cause. For instance: ^  >
J, (y 6' 3 , ^ 1  ^ 3 * ^ ^  ^  <="<tj*■> 3 ^  (3^
Q  Te^t, f . 2.^ 6, C~J- J J .
@  ?. t f \  , GR. Jf t
©  P. l - o i  , Q C . 11.
®  , P* .» OR.
?. i $  , d . 3  (vrbrJ*- ■
6z.
Do not think that the tulip and the rose have made this earth 
red; it is in fact my blood that was shed without justification 
which is bursting forth.
The mirror is grief-stricken and rubs its face with dust, 
thinking as to what beauteous forms have sunk into the dusty 
grave.
However, Sauda's virtuosity and imitation of latter-day Persian 
poets in various matters, and his conventionality should not mislead 
the reader to believe that his ghazal is only a carbon copy of the 
Persian ghazal and is insincere in the main. Far from it. There is a 
considerable portion of it which is characterised by freshness of 
approach and singularity of expression, and there are hundreds of 
verses of great beauty and sincerity which reflect the poet's own 
mind and personality, his own observations and experiences in life. 
Even the conventional imagery and phraseology cannot conceal the 
warmth, sincerity and genuineness of the poet's feelings and emotions 
expressed in verses such as the following:
I do not know what ove is; all I know is that something likeG £*1 GIT1 ^ e* a at 1 i n c* n al l-i n o T'f'
0 Fowler, you know' what happened to the weak bird that could 
not reach the rose-garden after being freed from the cage?
0 Cup-bearer, alas, the spring is over and yet I retain this 
desire in my heart that you press on me to drink more and I 
reply,"Enough, no more."
The spring breeze pierces through me like an arrow since I do 
not have the shield of my beloved's wine-cup to protect me.
I do not mind if I do not get the opportunity to pass through 
your lane; for you cross my mind millions of times in a day.
What can one do in this short span of life ---  struggle for a
living? love of beautiful maidens? or remembrance of the dead?✓
0 Prodigal, scattering flowers and fruit all over the world, 
won't you give me something too?
L >/
I shut my mouth when I was caged; what is the use of crying 
and shrieking in vain?
y j>  y /( S '> S  S^ ~  > 'r'y  - / ,J  ^  (* t ' S' J  ®
I saw the nightingale writhing and fluttering away from the 
garden. 0 God, may you not remove anyone from his native Diace.
{frS/*s y  y S ^ (J)
My companions have left me all on my own and I am wandering
in wilderness all alone like the dust of a caravan.
Sauda exhibits a deep sense of sorrow at the miseries and tribula­
tions of the peo le of Delhi and writes about them poignantly. The 
happenings in Delhi must have confirmed in his mind the sense of the 
evanescence of worldly power and splendour and the transience of 
beauty and happiness, of which he had read so much in Persian poetry,
and this first-hand experience of the vicissitudes of life gives a
painfully sharp edge to his utterances:
■ y ^ * s ^ f s ' ^ / ^  , y  - y  f  ®
You know, friends, in this garden of nature I have been in a 
state of all my life. *
' fw/zX f ✓ fJ V  C 'r < y s  c- a s  ' s ' I  (£)
What a spectacle this garden of lifr> presentsi But alas, when 
the bud opens c-e-r^c-. . , ,
c r / X c y d y - y  ((*■ ^  a <f. y ' y  r t  ^  *7 ' ? ^  0
0 Cup-bearer, springtime is as short as the flowering of a bud; 
be quick if you want to fill the cup.  ^ x
C j/ I < s ' ‘j ,s - d s > r: a ^ b  ^  ' s f  M y y  (F
He whose town of heart is well settled cannot appreciate my 
sorrow; only he can appreciate who has seen his country sacked 
and plundered^ /  (  ^ *  t
s  I s ' c d O /K  ^ y < S  U Sry  j / r s ' l  &J y  CgY j r  / -  tfC  i t "  j  a^( *J (g)
The wine and the cup-bearer arc all gone; I wish I were dead, 
since I do not want to see the tavern in this desolate state
with my eyes.
It is significant that Sauda's ghazal is noticeably deficient 
in mystical ideas and ideals. The spiritual side of sufism, it appears, 
did not have much attraction for him, partly because he was temperament­
ally not suited for it and partly because he was an ardent Shira and 
mysticism has hardly any place in Shirism. In the entire body of his 
ghazals we can scarcely find a hundred distichs smacking of sufism,
(T)le*(r, £ ,/5^ C A .z , d- *"•
©  f> 0 6 , U  .<,* , cl.2.,
(?) ?. u<r , Q i  1 , a. u .
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and even these sound strictly conventional, not based on any real 
or imaginative experience; for example, ^
• y j crj 1C  ^  -kc '-<*->•' (0
0 Lord, Your spark is there in every stone; why should I 
go to Mount Sinai, like Moses, to have a glimpse of You,
0 Sauda, to the seeing eye every particle/jof dustj is a 
manifestation of the run.
The spiritual side of sufisa apart, its ethical teachings, however, 
seemed to have appealed to Sauda to a certain extent. For example, 
the teachings about contentment and ability to do without, the 
unimportance of worldly splendour and power, the importance of not 
hurting others' feelings, etc. Sauda gives expression to such teachings 
in many of his ghazals; for instance, r
Worldly rank and position is like a prostitute; hundreds of 
persons ride (on her) and then alight, in a span of tv.enty- 
four hours, # , .
i s *  P ^ ^  t ©
Standing erect without slipping is a wonderful thing; I never 
found the foot of a tree slipping on the ground.
\ y ?  ^  J. </f J> fw"^  / t l < (£ )
0 Shekh, you razed the temple and erected a mosque in its 
place; but what about healing the wound in the Brahman's 
broken heart?
Sauda's mastery of expression makes such verses epigrammatic and
pithy, yet they do not impress the readers as sincere and spontaneous,
Sauda's sense of humour bursts through his ghazals not only in 
bacchic themes but also in erotic: , ^
( j  / / /  I J- y  [ y  / y  1 y  r * i f  /  ^  <L- / .  j y  j / y  (Q
Seeing a new turban on the head of the hermit, the knaves
raised their hands (in thanks to God) and said, "Be Ye praised 
0 Supplier of the means of subsistence."
>'£*'"/ *=" <=f f   ^y y 5J' /  tjscyy (7)
When I demanded back my heart, my sweetheart answered, "Why, 
not only this one but you can take as many as you like, there 
are hundreds lying in my street."^ ,
(S'.!* g- d*-' /✓/ t r c S c y O ' r S  ®
When I asked the master of the tavern to give away the daughter 
of the vine to me, he answered," Of course, I will, but, sir, 
she has not attained puberty as yet,"
In short, Sauda's ghazals exhibit great variety,of themes and
n s , z~ > ci. ■ 1 , ©  W / P. , CC. k , d  %
7. n , CJv. 7 , d .  S. (© P > l<> , Qj». /5 y of . S.
n°\ , GL- i2~ , M. i . (D  'Pls/ctf P. /4f , G&- > , d .  6~.
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treatment; there is novelty of tonics as well as expression of sincere 
feelings, there is a demonstration of his power of expression in 
difficult verse-endings and ryhmes as well as simplicity and spontane­
ity, there is the use of original conceits as well as aptness of 
illustration, there are well-worn and trite similes and metaphors as 
well as new and fresh ones, there is conventional treatment of subjects 
as well as novelty of approach and expression, there is humour and 
wit as well as pathos and tender feeling, there is intense subjectivity 
as well as pure objectivity in approach, there are purely Persian
allusions and references as well as purely Indian ones --- whatever
be the taste and mood of the reader, Sauda’s ghazals have some—thing 
bo please him. This variety is his main contribution to the
Urdu ghazal, and, despite so many hues and colours in his pictures, 
one can distinguish the hand of the artist on account of his forceful 
diction, technical perfection and masterly handling of his medium.
It is customary with critics to compare Sauda with Kir in 
ghazal-writing, and extol the latter at the expense of the former.
The fact, however, is that there is little to be compared between 
them; indeed, there is no one in Urdu poetry who offers a greater 
contrast to Sauda than Mir. They are poles apart in their temperaments, 
their mental make-up and their of noetry. Sauda is by nature
hearty, jovial, sociable, full of good humour and intensely avid for 
life; and he is an ardent Shifa and a great hater of his adversaries.
On the other hand, Kir is temperamentally unsocial, self-centred, 
egoistical, morose and cheerless; and, though not a mystic himself, 
he is drenched deep in the mystical ideas and ideals. To Sauda, 
representation and interpretation of life in his ghazals is not enough; 
he would like the real to be merged into the exaggerated and fanciful. 
To Kir, on the other hand, poetry is nothing but a true picture of 
the moods, feelings and susceptibilities of the poet himself. Their 
differing views of poetry account for the difference in their
characteristic styles --- Kir's being simple and transparent, limpid
and bare even to nakedness, Saudi's being comparatively rich and 
eloquent, rhetorical and sophisticated. Since what is generally 
sought for in a ghazal is soft and tender sentiments expressed in 
simple and melodious language, Kir obviously has an advantage over 
Sauda because the bulk of Kir's best poetry is in that strain, whereas 
Sauda writes in that strain only occasionally; he gives us great 
variety and diversity instead.
The Erotic Kagnavi:
The masnavi is a poem written in 'doublets' or heroic couplets, 
i.e., each hemistich rhyming with its fellow but the same rhyme not 
going through the whole poem. Being the easiest form of poetry in
respect of rhyme, it has been usee for a variety of subjects. Fomances 
and epics have almost always taken the form of/masnavi, and it has 
also been employed for descriptive, didactic, satirical and reflective 
subjects.
Most of Sauda’s masnavis are satirical; some are encomiastic 
and a few descriptive and critical. The longest one, however, is a 
romanced It tells the story of homosexual love between a glass-maker's 
son and a goldsmith’s son. The plot of the story is thin; the lover 
goes mad and runs off to a desert from where he is brought back and 
chained; the beloved sees his condition in a dream and hastens to 
give him comfort and affection. A large part of the ->oem deals with 
the plight of the lover and the terriblcness of the desert where he 
wandered in madness. There is little characterisation or development 
of action. The conclusion has been made didactic artificially and 
the moral is brought cut, in so many words, that true and steadfast 
love is not deterred by any obstacles and excites love in the other 
party as well. This erotic masnavi, considered as a whole, is a 
failure.
The Wasokht:
The wasol^t is a rather long lyric in which the lover complains
of the beloved's indifference and faithlessness and threatens to go
away if the sweetheart continue obstreperous and unheedful. V/ahshi
of Bafq, commonly called V/ahshi Yazdi, a Persian poet of the sixteenth
century, is considered to be the originator of this type of lyric 
(7) , yin Persian^although he did not himself call his tarkib band,i.e.,
strophe poem,written in that style a w^sokht.
Sauda has written only one v.asokht which is also a tarkib band
in form, and references to Wahshi Yazdi clearly suggest that Sauda
had him as his model. Indeed, a comparative study of V/ahshi's and 
Sauda's wasoljjits would show that in substance Sauda's poem is imitative 
of V/ahshi and there is little originality in it. For example, Wahshi 
writes:
cr im 'd * J J -
^  eg/o
/
•t J ' t
@  { j /  f
Iler bewitching narcissus eyes had not then all these love-sick
CD Shibli: Shefrul *Ajam, Vol.V, P.60.
(X)See E.G. Brown's " Persian Literature in Modern Times," P.2,3«f.
If- f  ^  if 5~0 — if .
victims; her curling hyacinthine locks held then no prisoner; 
she had not then so brick a business and so many customers; 
she was a Joseph in beauty but found no purchaser. I was the 
first to become a puschaser; it was I who caused the briskness 
of her market.
Do not be so unkind and unjust, my love; just think for a 
while who caused you to be regarded as handsome among the 
‘"beauties ’ ^ o f the town). Decall the time when no one loved 
you as a beautiful person and you were not admitted to any 
assembly in spite of repeated requests. Now Cbecause of me3 
you are the object of everybody’s interest, but, alas, it 
is fr..m :;y eyes that your beautiful face is now hidden.
same rhyme throughout as the gbazal has; but it differs from the £hazal
in subject and length --- the latter is generally erotic, bacchic or
mystical and ordinarily does not exceed a dozen distichs, whereas
philosophical or religious, and it is a longioh poem. It consists of
person addressed. The subject of the exordium may be anything ----
the season of the year in which the poem is composed, or moral or 
philosophical reflections, or an account of the wretched condition 
of the poet himself, or a complaint against fate, or a description 
of the beauty of the poet's mistress, or anything else. It is consid­
ered part of the poetic art to connect the exordium convincingly with 
the praise that follows, and the connecting part is called diversion 
( y  f o v  (S** ). The eulogy is generally followed by a reou.est or a, 
for the prosperity of the person addressed^ U k .
Unlike the qjyzal, the encomiastic qasida aims at the most flamboy­
ant effects possible, by the use of a grand, florid and ornate style, 
embellished with gorgeous imagery, sonorous words, high-sounding 
epithets, hyperboles, fanciful conceits, far-fetched similes, tropes 
and metaphors.
Since Hali's harsh criticism of the genre and its practitioners, 
the qasida has ba/L a bad name. It has come to be regarded as a vehicle
Sauda writes:
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Sauda's Encomiastic Poetry: The Oagidas 
The qasida is a kind of ode in which all the distichs have the
s'the qasida may be a panegyric or satire or sometimes it may be didactic,
two main parts, the exordium ( 0r ) and praise ( ) of the
(T  TV*t, P. 6<-4,
of base flattery, a sign of the moral decline of the poet. Its critics 
refuse it even the name of serious literature as, it is said, it 
neither represents the real nor portrays the ideal. But a closer look 
at the history and traditions of qa^ida-writing shows that much of 
this criticism is irrelevant and unjustified.
Hundreds of qasidashave been written both in Persian and Urdu 
in praise of the holy prophet, of Kazrat Ali and his descendants, and 
of various saints and spiritual guides. Here the question of base 
flattery or moral decline simply does not arise. On the contrary, these 
odes seem to have been inspired by the poets1 sincere religious or 
spiritual feelings and beliefs.
Even in respect of qasidas praising the nobles and princes who 
have patronised the poets, one should not lose sight of the fact that 
the exaggerated account of their qualities and virtues is not nec­
essarily motivated by base flattery; the poet is simply following a 
well-established literary convention, and the person praised has 
always known full well that the poet, in praising him, is merely 
exhibiting the range of his fancy and powers of imagination .by finding 
new' ways of exaggeration.
Besides, there is nothing immoral in a poet’s expressing his 
gratitude to his patron by writing encomiastic rasidas.
The artificial style of the qasida, full of tropes, figures, 
rhetorical embellishments and flourishes should not be interpreted 
as a sign of insincerity, since these were accepted by the audience 
for whom the poets wrote as proof of high artistry and genuine Reeling 
of gratitude.
Keeping this background in mine, now let us turn to Sauda’s 
qasidas. It becomes apparent from his own references that Khaqani,
Ajrfi and Anwari, the famous Persian oasida-writers , v/ere his models. 
Indeed, he has written some of his qasidas observing the same zamins, 
i.e., metres, verse-endings and rhymes as they did. For instance, the 
following qasidas are in Kharani’s zamins:
Similarly, he has written not only a qasida, as Anwari did, satirising
a horse, but also one in Anwari’s zamin:
So also, he has adopted Urfi’s zamin in the following qasida:
(J) le *tt 3 it>, I.
©  7** P. .
/ Qa. £ .
There is general agreement among critics that Sauda’s qasidas,
judged by the established standards of qasida-writing, have not only
equalled the best Persian qasidas but, as some believe, surpassed
them in flamboyance, majesty, dignity, richness, massiveness, vigour
and subtlety of thought. Mushafi likens Sauda to IGi&qfini and *urfif^
so also, ^Ashiqi ^zimfibadi, Shah IJamza and Sahr L a k A n ^ r l 'p lace him
side by side with 'Urf£. Azad places him above Anwari, K^hac&ii, cUrfi
and Zuhuri in many respects^ Qudratullah Shauq^regards him as superior
to KhSqani and *Urfi.®
If we ignore the qasidas written in the Dakani language, with
which,apparently, the poets of the north were not acquainted, we can ✓ / accept Mushafi*s claim that Saud£ was the pioneer qasida-writer in
Urdu.
According to the generally accepted criterion, one of the merits 
of a qasida is that its opening verse ( ) should be such as to
grip the attention of the listener or reader immediately, whether on 
account of the novelty of its idea or the beauty of its expression. 
Most of Sauda's qasidas have this merit. For example, the following 
opening verses can hardly fail to attract the attention of a listener
or reader --- the first two on account of their idea, the last on
account of its expression: . > ' * r • ,
V.'hen unbelief is proved as established, it is a sign of belief 
£since things are known by their contraries). The shekh tried 
to break the zunnar [i.e., the sacred thread worn by the iindus 
or the cord worn by the Persian KagiJ of his rosary made of 
Sulaimani beads C which have a white line in the middle which 
is also called zunnarj but he could not.
/ 2 >  -  r r . y  -  ?  /  ,  S  *  *  T
The face of my love is bright as the sun, and it has a dark 
lock of hair on either side. In the world of my love’s beauty 
there is one morning but there are two nights.
( ' Z y  ’ "o
My love, the moon, the rose and the candle --- all four
beauties are together on one side; and myself, the x'ine linen 
/which is rent by exposure to the moonlight^ the nightingale 
and the moth --- these four lovers are on the other.
(D Tazkira-c-Ilindi,Pp. 125-26, and rIqd-e-5urayya,Pp.32-33*
(2) Quoted by K. Anjum in "Mirza’ Muhammad Lafir SaudaT," P.2A5. 
d) Ab-e-IIayat, P.152.
(A) Quoted by S. Chand in "Sauda"," P. 181.
T o
The form ut he qasida offers great scope for the poet's imagination
in its exordium. Sauda fully utilised this opportunity to display
the variety and versatility of his imaginative powers and his mastery
of expression. Some of his exordiums are on the theme of spring^
others on love1^  still others on vane® some complain against the
Ch)hardness of the times and reflect on philosophical matters, some 
consist of self-praise^some express his views on contemporary poets 
and poetry® some personify happiness^ wisdom^and greo d®and report 
their dialogue with the poet. In many of his exordiums, Sauda has 
inset ghazals as well. Following the practice of the Persian masters 
he has given free play to exaggeration and fancifulness in his 
exordiumsbut those dealing with contemporary poetry and poets are 
factual and realistic and have a satirical touch.
Sauda's diversions from exordium to eulogy are, generally 
speaking, convincing and successful. For example, in his qasida 
addressed to Hazrat rA l l Musa Raza " ^  <J Jsy '-'X ; ^  ", he
first complains against the hard times and turns to praise in this 
manner:
In short, there is no peace^ anywhere in the world except in 
Khurasan C where Hazrat 'A ll Musa Raza" is buried} which is 
like the ninth sphere, the empyrean £ where the throne of 
God is supposed to be}. ,, , v> - •In his qasida addressed to Hazrat Ali " ^  s  " f he
complains of the faithlessness and callousness of his mistress and 
then goes on to say:
** TZ L j> ir  )  y ' J / '  ^  c J U— c J  Oyz  <L J
V/ith whom shall I lodge my complaint against you, my love;
0  See, for example: - - ' 
®  ^ e ,  for example: -( p
©See, for example~ ' (P -H T >
©  See, for example: " ^ c r " and ±  *
‘  r  '  • '  7  '
( y S e c t for , _ — t j j) y  c/* ' / p^ io)example* ** ‘
(4*)see, for exam pi e i or" sr ^  * and " ( j y '  ^  c /y S  ~
' ^  (P ig# ^  * 4 ( F i r o
(?) See, for e x a m p l * ( p .}9 o)
(£) S e e , e. g. , '' ( 9•  ^ '>)
©See, e.g.,
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the fire-worshipper and the K v . s both are equally your 
flatterers (i.e., admirers). I shall, therefore, turn to the 
only person who will not be partial and to whom the ant and 
the locust, the giant and King Solomon are all equal.
In his eulogy of the qualities and virtues of the persons 
addressed, Sauda has been fairly observant of their religious or 
worldly rank and position. Accordingly, the spiritual leaders like 
the holy prophet, Hazrat fA l l and his descendants have been praised 
for their piety, dignity, clemency, beneficence, nobility, generosity, 
forbearance, modesty, God-fearingness, auspiciousness, courage, 
justice, apocalyptic disclosures, miraculous powers and blessings; 
and worldly leaders,!.e., kings, princes and nobles have been praised 
for their justice, courage, munificence, liberality, statesmanship, 
good administration, majesty, sternness, power and glory. According 
to the established custom and practice, he has devised new and 
original ways of exaggerating their qualities by resorting to 
hyperbole and fancifulness. And, while the mausoleums of the spiritual 
leaders have been praised, it is the kitchens of the worldly leaders 
that get praised for their plentifulness and variety making it possible 
to entertain hundreds of guests at once. The praise of the sword and 
the horse is common to both but the praise of the elephant is exclusive 
to the worldly leaders.
The final part of a qasida consists of prayer or request (or
both) --- prayers for the long life and prosperity of the patron,
coupled with a curse on his enemies, or, in the case of spiritual 
leaders, a request for their blessings,and, in the case of worldly 
leaders; a request for . Sauda does not seem to have paid
much attention to this part of his qasidas; that is why the conclu­
sions of a majority of his qasidas are not of the same order and 
quality as the matla^s, the exordiums, the diversions and the eulogies.
Sauda, while generally accepting the conventions and established 
✓ •rules of qasida-writing, has sometimes broken new ground. There are
a handful of qasidas which dispense with the exordium and begin at
once with the eulogy; for instance, addressing Asafuddaula he opens
a qasida in this way: ,  - >«.
You are such an eminent and mighty person that under your
shadow even a gnat can challenge a giant or a beast of prey.
Similarly, there is another qasida in which Sauda has not only
dispensed with the exordium but has chosen to be realistic and factual
rather than fanciful; namely, the qasida addressed to Shujafuddaula:
Thanks to your sword there was such a fierce battle that the 
warrior of heaven had never seen the like of it before.
This qasida gives an accotmt of the battle between Shujafuddaula of
P k t i .  (2) P <^ 3.
7 t -
Awadh and Hafiz Rahmat KJian of Ruhelkhand, in which the latter was 
defeated and slain.
Sauda has written some satirical qasidas also/ which will be 
discussed in the section on his satirical and didactic poetry.
It is true that occasionally Sauda lapses into bad taste and 
becomes vulgar; it is also true that in some verses his expressions 
are too involved and confused. But, on the whole, his qasidas are 
the best specimens of this genre in Urdu 'oetry, judged by the 
established criteria of qasida-writing. They have all the characteris­
tics that a good qasida was supposed to have --- dignified diction,
force of expression, eloquence, picturesque phraseology, hyperbole, 
tropes, rhetorical figures and devices, technical virtuosity, original 
conceits, subtlety of thought and loftiness and fancifulness of ideas. 
He established the Urdu qasida at a pitch of perfection rarely 
achieved by later writers. Even in such difficult zamins as the 
following, Sauda has exhibited a mastery of expression which others 
could not even in easy ones:
° ^  '-f*'J CO
. /  — „ & > 4* _ * ._X>V c/y S '  <LS^ > ^
• /
^  qr V  ( f '  v " f  ®
Hot even the most hostile critics of Sauda can deny that he acquitted 
himself very well in relation to the requirements of the genre of 
qasida.
VIII
Sauda's Satirical and Didactic Poetry 
Sauda, in his own time, was rated highly not only as a satirist 
but also as a master of all forms of Urdu verse. Now, in our time, 
however, his fame rests largely on his satires; f t r r  other ghazal- 
writers, like Kir and Ghalib, other masnavi-writers, like Kir and 
Kir Hasan, and other marsiya-writers, like Anis and Dabir, have won 
even greater fame than Sauda in those verse-forms, and though he is 
still an acknowledged master of the qasida, the qasida itself has 
fallen on evil days. There remain, therefore, only his satires which 
have not been surpassed by any other verse-satirist so far.
Sauda, indeed, may well be regarded as the real originator of
true satire in Urdu. It is true that even before him some poets,
like Ja^far Zatalli and Ata, had tried their hand at humorous poetry,
(t) ?. 32- 2-.
P  Lf(0 .
© 7V 1 *3/
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but they were masters only of facetiae or ribald poems ( ) ;
they were not satirists in the true sense of the word. At best, they 
poured forth their spleen in one satirical line or two. It was Sauda 
who first of all took up the satire seriously and systematically and 
made it a weapon of great strength and power. He used every form of
verse for his satirical purposes ----  even the ghazal form^--  and
he wrote every kind of satirej personal, moral, social, political, 
religious, literary, elegiac, ribald, serious and humorous.
Sauda*s satirical poems can be divided into three broad categories 
namely,(i) those of a purely personal nature in which certain individ­
uals have been clearly named and made the targets of abuse anc 
invective, (ii) those which are personal in the sense that certain 
individuals have been named, but have also a wide significance in 
that they have been made typical of certain vices^and it is those 
vices that Sauda has satirised through them, and (iii) those in which 
no names occur and certain moral, social, political or literary vices, 
follies, failings and defects have been satirised anc held up to 
ridicule.
To take the first category first} his personal satires are true 
to the tradition of grossness and coarseness which characterise the 
satirical verse of the Persians and can best be seen in the scurrilous 
poems written by Khaqani, Abul 'Ula, 'Ubaid Zakani and others. Indeed, 
in one of his personal satires, Sauda himself claims to have left 
Khaqani and ‘Ubaid Zakani behind in the art of name-calling:
. . ,  & & . y  > /  i ,
0  0  & (^}J C  y ’ t s ' S  t r ?  Is*
IGiaqani did not die£a natural death]; seeing the fame
of my ([satirical} verse he felt himself so inferior that he 
hid himself in the earth. Believe me, even ‘TJbaid Zakani
It is obvious that if these personal satires become mere lampoons, 
full of personal gibes, indecent recriminations and vulgar abuse, that 
was exactly^Sauda intended them to be, since that was the tradition 
of personal satire, and whoever attempted it wrote in that vein. Sauda, 
indeed, boasts that the satires on him written by others look like 
eulogies when they are compared with his satires on them:
He wrote these personal satires either to take revenge on those 
who had attacked him and his friends or to take those people to task 
who, Sauc a believed, deliberately injured th' feelings of Shifas by
(DE.g. ,the ghazal ‘‘ J s 1' •  ( ? .  i )
P Iffti, QasiXcU 44, M .t-s r .
P. £ £  .i> . , d h .
declaring Amir Mufaviya and Yazid to have been rightful Caliphs. To
the former class belong his satires on Fidwi^ Mir Zahil^P Nudrat - -rf) (£)Kashmiri^r Fauqi and Ilatif; and to the latter class the satires on
Maulvi Sajid^and Sh&h Waliullah®
From Sauda's poems and from contemporary tazkiras it becomes
clear that FidvdC, Fauqi (i.e., Qa*im) and Nudrat Kashmiri had struck
the first blow and Sauda naturally retaliated and retaliated violently.
So also it comes to light that Kir Zahik and Hatif had satirised him
or some of his friends --- named in Sauda's poems as Mir Nav/ab, Mirza"
Bahlu, Maulvi Sahib, Hakim Aftab --- and Sauda came out in his and
their defence by attacking Zahik and Ilatif violently. Again, from
Saudd's own poems it becomes apparent why he is wroth with Maulvi
Sajid and Shah V/aliullah. Sauda not only calls his victims names but
does not spare even their wives, daughters and mothers. It is for
these satires that ta^kira-writers have rightly used the epithet✓  ^ '  ($) i.e., coarse. Oasim, for instance, speaking of Fidwi Panjabi says?
j
- ^  ^
Despite his shortcomings he desired a combat with Sauda and 
wrote satires on him. Sauda also composed some coarse satires 
on him which soon got wide circulation.
So also, Shefta wrote®about Sauda: * ' *,i.e. , he
wrote numerous coarse satires.
However, it is not for these poems that Sauda is generally
regarded as a great satirist. It is the satirical poems other than
these which raise him to great eminence as a satirist; since they
make a full-blooded attack on the decadence of his age and the shams
and insincerities of life. Ill-informed mullas, decrepit and intriguing
noblemen, quack physicians, conceited poetasters, lovers of word-play,
(T) The muiihammas 4 V<k y/<7- i t  ^  the tarJif band
'y * ( f -U z) 1
< ** 1 • - . /  „ /  J ^  t .
® T h e  mul^hammases " y  «-o/£ * ^ ^
1 > . m&*H)and the tarji^ b an d^ C* Ls b- ( P ( ,o ^ )
I  f  /  „  ,  y
( f ) The mukhammases j j  '
~ _j, 1*1 (r-S lf) ” c ‘ ( r » f j
f m^laddas x; f <s^ " (P sv)
©  The masnavi " * < * * <o)
(? ) The mukljammas *  ^ ^
© T h e  qa?idas ’
®  The qasida " c " ( P- U  8)
(?) Majmura-e-Nagbz, Vol. II ,P. JfO.
(?) Guishan-e-Bekhar, Pp.99-100.
pedantic pseudo-scholars, misers, voluptuous old men, inefficient 
government officials, disobedient young boys, cowraly soldiers, corrupt
police chiefs, shameless gluttons --- all come under his lash* By
condemning and pillorying them he, in fact, castigates the failings, 
follies, vices and defects of his age— political, social, moral and 
literary. The satires of the second and the third categories are of 
this type.
To th o j second caregory belong the satires on Sidi Kafur, Hakim
Ghaus® Ii£r Taqi*Kir® Mirza Fakhir Makin® Mazhar Jan-e-Janan^and a
„ (Z)masnavi attacking Mir Zahik as a glutton.
This is what Sauda says about the conditions in the city of Delhi 
while Sidi Kafur is the police chief:
Now wherever you look there is a congregation of bad characters 
and you see thieves, robbers and cut-purses.
When I look at the roads of Chaori, the highway robbery of 
Talaori becomes nothing.
If you will listen to the account of Faiz Bazar, I will tell 
you it has surpassed Ilardak in robbery; one who goes there 
for a brass farthing's worth of traffic returns losing his 
headgear and beating his head.
How can this help being the of the city when Sidi Kafur
is the police chie ff
one day when the police chief ironically told his servants and 
attendants who were all experts in the science of thieving, pickpocket­
ing and shon-liftinr:
Further on, magnifying the audacity of the criminals, Sauda says that
*
"Now whatever you steal from me, do not go to the market to 
sell it, but whatever the price of it may be settled, give 
it back to me for that."
The masnavi" I i j r
%¥ c r 'i/r 's 1&
/ > .
(1YWl//^ d O
One of them hearing this speech began to cay," V/hat can be 
better than this? When you have acted thus justly, I also 
will make my petition, which you must pardon; this turban 
which is on your head, two purchasers are anxious to buy it; 
they have offered me ten rupees for itj now be pleased to 
say what you are going to give me for it."
Wit blends with humour when Sauda plays upon words signifying theft; 
thus, the police chief, in answer to public complaints against thieves,
"0 Friends, behold, can my power do anything? Look a little, 
in what wonderful places there are thieves.
Can this wrong be effaced by a humble one like me when, in 
your own nobles' houses "chor mahals" [i.e., apartments of 
the concubines} you see.
If you look at the fair ones also, I swear by God, in the 
palms of their hands you will see"duzd-e-hina"(i.e., white 
streaks in the midst of red _  < . it
Whom shall I beat or whom shall I abuse? Who is there that 
does not steal?
When I go to attack the thieves and robbers then I too 'steal* 
my heart Ci.e., lose my heart).
Nowadays such mischief is going on that,in the house of God 
even, there is the abode of a thief; how can anyone's things 
be safe when the mulla of the mosque is a subh kheziya [i.e., 
one who rises early in the morning — —
O' J
Now let young and old • do me justice and tell me assuredly 
what fault of mine there is in this.
The position of stealing is exalted to such a degree that the 
Milky Way is a scaling ladder to the house of heaven.
says:
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The poem satirising the quack, IJakim Ghaus, begins thus:
' 41 t>y L j J  C^ J y  O- -> <- J) C~ cSl/O I
(r->A / aL ^ > ir )  ^ ^ — "*7" (jr^
In the Sadar Bazar there is a fool, a disgrace to physicians 
and a scandal to the practice of medicine; his form is like 
that of the cevll and his name is Ghaus; in the world he sits 
in the seat of Halagu.
When this quack himself falls ill and administers medicines to himself 
all those v:ho earn their living because of his death-dealing prescrip­
tions get panicky:
^  i / ^  ^ ^ > ■+ \ * ' * % >
c)t *="<kf O ) c < jT >
y  (J  S s  ^  y  *~'v dT /
^  c - C y s > r ' S '
( p i \ o y ' e ' U c ? )  ^ " ( f r r s f c r y ^ j r y  y ; / C t S y
The washers of the dead, those who chant the burial service 
and the undertakers,all come and surround his house and ask 
for justice with many discussions and arguments; each one of 
them pleads," 0 unfeeling man, do not administer medicine to 
thyself but have a regard to i y family; well, if thou dost 
treat thyself, tell me of someone 'ike thyself (in case thou 
shouldst die), so that I may be easy about my sustenance and 
I may be able to send lights and flowers to thy grave.
Mir Taoi Mir's conceit is satirised in a short qit/a which
begins:  ^ , .• ,  > * „ o  x{  ^ts~) o* y  ^  d-' y  <£ t ^  )
Sauda says in this delightful piece that Mir is so conceited that he
finds fault with everyone's writings and makes corrections in them
which people take to be mistakes committed by the scribe.
✓ ^ •Faldiir Maltin's conceit is satirised in the mukhammas
* & & }  and the magnavi r f j  turns'* , and Maghar J an-e-J an an' s
bias towards Persianisation of Urdu is ridiculed in the short qitra
J * cs / '  ’ 7
Now to turn to the third category of Sauda's satires, the ones 
satirising a horse^P anrelephant®a voluptuous shekh of advanced age 
who married a young girl^P a pseudo-mulla who declared the crow to be 
halal^ i.e.,sanctioned by religion as suitable for food), a wealthy
mufdiammases
f^ifthaminas 
frT * * t,P -  C il .  
t Te+t, p. U S
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miser^ a disobedient son, a croup of poetasters who simply play on 
words^ a carper v;ho finds fault with everyone® and the sad state of 
affairs in Delhi®arc especially worthy of mention.
Of these two, namely, the qasida called "Shahr Ashob" and the 
mulchammas " I j  J  U jfc z 'i u f are elegiac in tone and appear
to have arisen from a deep and genuine sorrow over the decline of the 
imperial capital and the fall of the Mughal empire. They lrclc the 
boisterous humour, vivacity, sprightliness and caricaturing exaggera­
tion which characterise other pieces, but they have pathos instead.
For instance: S . l  's  . - / /  . r
/ u y j f -  wcr /»/ d j  y  •> ,c h !
( tPp J >  f  c t f
If I speak of the city, its silence and ruin, even the senses 
of the owl would take their flight. No house but resounds to 
the bark of the jackal. If you go in the evening to a mosque 
to pray, not a light will you find but the light of the ghoul.
• - / / )/s . t & f
cs'o i y  y i y  C / V > f  (S.
( a y y  Cr*)  c J  r y  c ?  > e r f  y  < y y  ^ c s f
What tale of the ruins of palaces stately, whose sight was 
enough to quench hunger and thirst? See them now and your 
soul is but sick of its life. Where flowers were in bloom 
you walk waist-deep in grass; here lies a pillar and there 
a split arch.
f c y  ^  r? ' i  ¥  &  j * c y * '  p  i  y  ^  x
( ay  c k / r j y
Oh, Delhi, didst thou deserve this wrath? A lover's own heart 
thou surely wast in thy day, now erased like a picture that 
is found to be false. Oh v:on<Ouyu*i> - fair shore (that once was) 
on the sea of the world, from whose sands people came to pick 
precious pearlsj
< j y -  ° / y  o y j >  * > 1 i > y / f y y
e r f  V c *-’ / <Sff ^  '  > /  ( ) / l  r> (S O f f
t ' r U  /
Now silence, 0 Sauda, what words can say more? What heart but 
is sadly consumed in this woe; no eyes but are flooded with
tears of agony. Thy riddle can boast of no key save this---
that this age hath lineaments unique, beyond words.
©  The masnavi (P. M t l )
©  Thc *a§navi t f y X y t  l P- s-~)
Q ) The mukhammas </>/ ^  < s j£ /< y  u 'J '^  ( P W S )
®  mlifyiammas o i o s  j f J y  ^ ■* ^
©  Qasida jjthftgg < V ^ ( Sfilhammas
( ?  y^ 7
However, Sauda’s natural sense of humour peeps out even from his 
elegiac satires. For instance, of the soldiers of the Mughal army he
Only forced by need do they come out of the moat of the fort; 
the army but knows hov; to turn from the fight; the infantry 
afraid of the barber that shaves, the cavalry fall off from 
their beds in their sleep if but in a dream they see their 
mount frisk.
If you take to the trading profession, the snag is that what 
you buy in Isfahan sells only in the Deccan. Every morning 
there is the worry of covering a long distance, and every 
evening the worry jfnossible losses. If, after all,3^ £gu take 
your wares to a noble, what then? They haggle in/a way that 
people would think you arc selling stolen goods. At long last 
when the price is settled you are referred to the estate 
administrator for payment; but when you go to him he says he 
has no cash; you come back to the noble empty-handed and now 
he would say that, according to the officer in charge of 
household expenses, the goods are too expensive and not worth 
buying. Finally, you have neither the goods nor the money; 
only an exchange of abuses with clerks and accountants.
Probably the most delightful of Sauda's non-personal satires is 
his qasida "Tazhik-6-Rozgar", which is seemingly a merry skit on an 
impoverished, miserly nobleman and his horse, but underlines as well 
the deterioration and decay of the Mughal military administration 
and the political decline of the age. It id full of playful wit and 
humour and affords a fund of merriment and laughter. This is hov; 
Sauda brings out the weakness and thinness of the nobleman's horse:
says:
So also, of the plight of the merchants and traders he says:
t o
t  J /  f  y* <^7
y i r  u S ^ c g ^ / c s f t f  f ^ y ^ ^ T 1 } - f- i Z r s ^ t X *  (d
His condition is such, because of starvation, that when the 
owner rides on him to the market, the butcher asks him when 
his (butcher's) services would be required, and the cobbler 
remarks that he is also waiting ’for the horse's skinj.
f * ' ' ' ‘ ** "o  ^  ^ w ^
He is so thin and weak that if he is not tied firmly in the 
stable, the wind would blow him away.
y  6ry r U »  //VtT £ » d >
/ y ^ y ^ y  ^ s y * *  y y y ^ s  c s >  y  q
Once this horse was borrowed by a bridegroom who wished to 
ride on him to the bride's house. But the horse was so slow 
in movement that the young groom's whiskers turned gray and 
his like stature bent like a branch full of fruit
(becaifse of old age) by the time he arrived at the bride's 
house.
The masnavi satirising an unnamed miserly nobleman is also very 
diverting owing to a blending of exaggeration, fancifulness, wit and 
humour. Sauda paints the following picture of this miser's cook-house:
y  d> J C y  t s  S - J
y  *f  <sf/ f ^ y y  * @
In his cook-house it always remains c&td. £the fires never 
burn}; the noses of the cooks are always running with cold.
If, in his cook-f o u A esmoke arises, the water-carriers, filling 
their ^ •at-s^’come running to put it out [[fearing the house to 
be on firej. ^
( j , ^ )  i f  ±  6»
V/hen the circumstances of his cook-house are considered by 
the fireplaces of every house, they throw dust upon their 
' heads from sorrow' and the wood burns from the fire of grief, 
the breasts of the cauldrons begin to boil and the covers, 
covering their faces, commence to weep.
Sauda says that when the miser's son invited a friend to dinner, he
(the miser) was extremely angry and reminded his son of the practice
(T) 1 C'f t i *P. 4 
®  T^h, P. </jr, 4 - '*■
Q  T y ,  V■ h i <U' 7 * ' 7<t- 
g ) W  p. 4*3, 44.
of his grandfather:
c/£> b h  ( f ^  /
I * '/s '  <sy * t f f s ?
> 1/^ c/£ >>4W ^ 7 c/ £ v V *  <3
His paternal grandfather, although he v/as a great voluptuary, 
still even he lived in this manner that v/hoever v/as servant 
in his house, his appointed duty at night v/as to go v/andering 
from house to house, begging scraps, and, filling his wallet, 
to bring it to his master; the good pieces the master used 
to select and eat, and the bad he placed to the account of 
his servant's wages. Our ancestors made their money in this 
v/ay, and this worthless one is scattering everything to the 
winds.
These illustrations are sufficient to demonstrate that Sauda's 
favourite satirical method consists in resorting to exaggeration and 
fancifulness blended v/ith wit and humour. Magnification of the failings 
and vices of his victims past all bounds, tinged with wit and fancy, 
becomes ludicrous and ridiculous, humorous and amusing, especially 
because the touch with reality is nevertheless maintained, his satires, 
excluding the personal lampoons, all appear to be didactic in purpose 
and are mostly hum$*ous' in treatment. His arrov/ sped far for being 
feathered with humour. Besides, his satires display in an eminent 
degree his command over the language, his wide knowledge of various 
crafts and professions, his firm grasp of details and his adroit use
Despite the defects of occasionally being overdone and lapsing 
into bad taste, d(spite their repetitions and occasionally undue 
length, Sauda's non-personal satires are unequalled in the history 
of Urdu verse; they are pungent, sharp and incisive, they are full 
of fire and wit and humour, full of exaggeration and fancifulness 
and yet never losing touch with reality, and they are intended to 
instruct and improve. They give us vivid glimnses of the society, 
the culture, the social and political conditions and the literary 
trends of the age he lived in, and they also give us an idea of the 
values and standards in which he himself believed, they are indeed 
his greatest contribution to Urdu" literature.
(T) Te^ti p.
Sauda's Elegiac Poetry: The larsiyas
Marsjja. means an elegy, hut if it is not specified on v;hose death
it is composed it automatically means an elegy on the death of Hazrat
Husain, the prophet's grandson and Hazrat ^li's second son, who was 
slain at Karbala in 60 A.II./679 A.D., while fighting against the 
forces of Yazid bin Mufawiya. Lamenting the death of Hazrat Husain 
and his followers is considered a religious duty by the Shifas. Thus
the writing of and listenirr to marsiyas assumed a religious --
extra-literary ---  character. It was for this reason that many
marsiya-writers in Urdu did not pay adequate attention to the artistic 
and technical side of their writings, their motives being religious 
rather than literary. Indeed, this point whether a marsiya should aim 
only at lamenting the death of Hazrat Husain and his followers with 
a view to malting the listeners and^ohed tears recalling the tragedy 
of Karbala to their minds, or whether it should, aim also at_ poetical 
excellences and artistic beauties v?as raised even before Sauda's 
time.
Azhar ftli Faruqi quotes^a distich by a Deccan poet called *Uzlat, 
v:ho lived before Sauda's time: .»  ^ / ,
jy r>
One should rather keep quiet than write a rnargiya of crude 
contents. O'Uzlat, you should write in a pathetic but mature 
and skilful manner.
< (DIn reply to this distich Uzlat's contemporary, Razzf says:
Jw .  t S >*■ <-i
x c s Z y  z  ( V ^ c
0 friends, although Uzlat said in one of his poems that one 
should rather keep quiet than' write a mars.iya of crude contents
1 say that an account of t-at wronged person whose head was 
cut off (i.e., ^lazrat Husain) is justified if it can make his 
devotees tearful.
It appears that in Sauda's time, the majority of marsiya-writers 
had the same view as Raza. Sauda" has cited in one of his poems the 
views of his contemporary marsiya-writer, Mir Muhammad Taqi:
y ,/ » > * * * } J
^  C/ CJI r.—
• , * / > J
* ^  7  Lss ^  ( s ' * ( f )
(7) Urdu Marsiya, Pp. 16-7.
© S M .
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A Marciya should be such as to make the audience weep when 
recited before them. But Sauda’s marsiya, howsoever it is
recited^ does not make one weep   I hear it and make strenous
efforts to weep but in vain.
Sauda's criticism of Taqi, in prose as well as in verse, makes it
plain that his view of marsiya-writing was similar to rUzlats and he
did not consider it justified to disregard the rules of versification
and language even though one be writing a marsiya. However, his
contemporary marsiya-writers, both senior and junior, did not seem to
subscribe to his views and, as Sauda has pointed out in his comments
on Taqi, used the language incorrectly, inappropriately, unidiomaticallj
and ungrammatically, besides making mistakes in the use of rhymes
and handling of metres. Still, as they appealed to the religious
feelings of their audiences, they were popular with them. Some of the
well-known marsiya-writers of that age were Mir Amani (mentioned by
Mir Hasan)1'1, Burhanuddin ftsini (mentioned by Mir Taqi Mir)® Mir Ala
* t  ' ($)All (mentioned by Mir IIasan)g Mir Muhammad Taqi (mentioned^by Mir 
II as an and Sauda), Kazr-c-ftli Guman (mentioned by Mir Hasan) \ Mirza 
'A l l Quli Nadim (mentioned by Mir Hasan)®and Mir 'Abdullah Mi skin 
(mentioned by Saudafg It was writers of such inferior calibre and 
attainments that earned a bad name for the art of marsiya-writing, 
so much so that it became proverbial to equate an indifferent poet 
with a marsiya-writer, ( / ).
Such was the state of affairs when Sauda tried his hand at marsiya- 
writing. However, it is difficult to comment on his contribution to 
this art until first it is established beyond doubt that the marsiyas 
published in his Kulliyat are all really from his pen; some eig'. teen 
of the published marsiyas bear the nom de guerre "Mehrbdn" and in 
some MSS. of Sauda's works most of the marsiyas (and salams) bear 
the same surname. Now, there are scholars like Shel i^ Chand who believe 
that Nawab Mehrban Khan whose poetical surnames were "Hind" and 
"Mehrban" might have written those marsiyas that bear his name, since 
Mushafi testifies to it that Mehrban Khan usee to compose marsiyas.
On the other hand, there are scholars like Q.A. V/adud who believe 
that Mehrban Khan did not compose any verses himself*^but attributed
(D Tazkira-e-Shurar£-e-Urdu, P.15.
(i)llikd'tush-5hurard’, P./ i f .
(J) Ta zkira- o-Shu rara- e-U rd u , P. 20.
(£)Ibid. , P. 37.
£f)Ibid. , Pp.llj.0-Ml.
@Ibid. , P.. 177.
^)See Qasida Shahr Ashob,f. M g  <0 64- 
fc) Sauda', Pp. 113-16
(5) Sawera No.29, Lahore, Pp.55-58.
others* verses to himself, as there is not one couplet in the copy of 
Diwan-e-F.ind preserved in the Asiatic Society, Calcutta, which is not 
included in Soz's diwan; besides, Mir Hasan and Shaun also testify 
to it that Mehrban Khan's div/an contains many ghazals that are included 
in the div/ans of Soz and Sauda. Qazi V/adud does not consider tl.£ 
eighteen published marsiyas bearing the surname "Mehrban" to be Nav/ab 
Mehrban Khan's, but he does not attribute them to Sauda either and 
leaves the question open. Dr. K. Anjun is also not positive about 
them® but Dr. Khurshidul Islam has included one of the marsiyas 
bearing the surname "Mehrban" in his selections of Sauda's works^^ 
without stating his reasons for doing so. _
that all the marsiyas included in his published Kulliyat 
are Sauda's, v  at strikes our attention immediately is that they are 
in various forms— *—  qasida-form, throe-line stanzas, four-line 
stanzas, five-line stanzas, six-line stanzas, mustazad and so on. So
also there is great variety in metres --- some non-Persian metres
have also been employed. Besides, there is variety of language, too
  some marsiyas are in the Panjabi language, some in the Dakani
and some in the Purabi • Thus the formal element of the marsiya is 
greatly diversified. According to Azhar Ali Faruq£P^the•Dakanf marsiyas 
were widely known in Northern India even before the poets of the North 
took to marsiya-writing, and the Dakani marsiyas were mostly in four-
uyKctt.lined stanzas,^occasionally the qasida-form and the masnavi-form 
were used. Possibly this limited variety of form in the Dakani 
marsiyas suggested to Sa.uda's mind the advisability of experimenting 
with other forms} he employed many more forms than the Dakani
marsiya-writers had.
But, as for the substance, Sauda seems to have made little 
improvement mf>ort the Dakani marsiyas. Like the Dakani writers, he- CL-also relied on traditional and legend^y accounts of the happenings 
at Karbala and never bothered to check their authenticity. In his 
marsiyas we find generally the same episodes as handled by the Dakani 
writers; e.g., Hazrat Abbas's attempt to get water from the river, 
Hazrat Sakina's restlessness owing to acute thirst, Hazrat Fatima 
Kubra's marriage and lamentation over the dead bodies of Hazrat Ali 
Asgljar and Hazrat Ali Akbar, Dakani writers also taught SaudaT
Q  Mirza Muhammad Pafif Sauda", P.347, P.505.
(Z) Kalam-e-Sauda", Pp.^/_z,7 
(3) Urdu Marsiya, P p . z $ $ - # 1 .
* s ~
the o f employing the Indian settings, Indian dress, culture
and civilisation, instead of Arab, for the characters and happenings 
of the tragedy of Karbala.
It is true that Sauda regarded the marsiya as a form of poetry
and not merely an instrument of attaining salvation. lor this reason,
perhaps, to his audiences and readers, his marsiyas, as compared with
those of the professional marsiya-writers, seemed deficient in the
tlirenodic clement, pathos and poignant grief. Besides, the possible
reasons why Sauda was considered to have subordinated the threnodic
element in his marsiyas seem to be that (i) he frequently wrote some
introductory lines (which were later termed instead of
narrating the events of Karbala right away, (ii) he usually wrote of
the martyrdom of Hazrat Husain and others, not at length, but briefly,
(iii) he employed similes and. metaphors freely even in the lamenta-/tions and wailings ( c/t ) ---  and, above all, (iv) he seemed to be
mindful of the artistic and technical side 01 his marsiyas instead of 
being swept away by grief and sorrow.
However, a close study of his marsiyas would give the impression 
that even though Saud5 cid not like to disregard the rules of versifica 
-tion and language in his marsiyas, he did not treat the marsiya as 
a medium of displaying his mastery cf the art of poetry either. He 
docs not seem to have paid the same scrupulous attention to his 
marsiyas, in regard to the poetical excellences and beauties in which 
he believed and excelled, as he did to other forms of poetry. Sauda's 
marsiycs may be better than those of his contemporaries from the 
literary and technical noint of view, but as compared with his own 
other verse they are very inferior indeed,
X
Conclusion: Sauda's Importance and Influence
Sauda is a very important figure in the field of Urdu literature. 
Historically speaking, he campaigned whole-heartedly, following the 
lead given by Mirza Mazhar Jan-e-Janan, against the practice of iham 
and played a significant role in bringing it to an end. He gave variety 
and diversity, forceful diction, technical perfection and artistic 
refinement to the Urdu ghazal. He raised the edifice of the Urdu* qasida 
on solid grounds and as high as that of the Persian qasida. He not only 
originated satirical poetry in Urdu but brought it to a pitch rarely 
achieved by later writers. lie diversified the formal aspect of the 
Urdu nj&rsiya and checked its decline from the literary point of viev/.
He rendered yeoman service in widening the range of the Urdu language 
and enriching it with words and expressions borrowed from Persian and 
Arabic as well as indigenous sources, besides coining his own. He made 
Urdu verse terse, compact, forceful and eloquent and rid it of padding, 
laxity and looseness.
He was a conscious artist who scrupulously paid particular 
attention to the formal and linguistic side of poetry and took special 
pains to choose the right words and arrange them in the most proper 
and effective order. He did more than any other single writer o f j th e  
ay towards raising Urdu to the status of a literary language. It was 
he who for the first time in the history of Urdu verse deliberately 
introduced and popularised the practice of originating clever fancies 
and conceits, and displaying dexterity of artifice and appealing to 
the intellect of the readers as well as to their hearts.
Sauda's verse is a mirror of his age --- many facets of the
eighteenth century intellectual, o rational, moral, political, social, 
economic, cultural, religious am literary conditions and trends can 
be seen in his verse; for there is extraordinary variety in the 
themes and topics of his poetical cor -rations, ana he had an obser­
vant eye and a mastery of expression.
Sauda's verse not only records 1 f: of the age in which he
lived but also the inner life and Lhe poet himself --- his
own feelings and reactions, impressions and attitudes, prejudices and 
preferences; like the author himself it bubbles with humour and wit, 
cheerfulness and zest.for life, even though it is tinged with pathos 
at times.
Hot only w  s Sauda a great master of Urdu verse^ he was a 
great influence also; he served as a tutor to many youthful writers 
among them such an eminent poet as Qa,im. He was, in a way, the person 
who initiated what later came to be called the Lucknow school of 
poetry. This school, as we know, paid great attention to words and 
figures of speech, indulged in extravagant hyperbole, copied Sa*ib 
in illustrative poetry and Bedil in high-flown metaphors and e trav- 
agances of fancy, and impressed the readers by writing in difficult 
zamins and exhibiting dexterous workmanship. How we have already 
noticed that Sauda's poetry has all these characteristics and ...any 
more. Ho wonder that Nasikh was a great admirer of Sauda; no wonder 
that Zaun was a great admirer and imitator of Sauda. Hven Ghalib is 
not free from Sauda's influence. To all those who regard poetry as 
an art and not merely a vehicle of one's feelings and emotions, to 
all those who believe that poetry should appeal to the intellect as 
well and not merely to the heart, Saud£ has served as a model and has 
exercised profound, influence or. them. And as long as such views of 
poetry exist Sauda and his poetr, car.net be ignored; he will li^e 
not merely as a historical figure in the field of Urdu" literatuYe 
but in his own right.
* 7
NOTES ON THE MSS. USED TO FORK THE TEXT
The following ten MSS. have been used to form the main text of
Sauda*s Urdu poetical works, excluding the margiyass—
(1) J. or = Johnson MS. (India Office Libray)
(2) L. or J  = Leyden MS. (India Cffice -Library)
(3) A. or f  = Ashufta MS. (British Museum)
(/*) Eg. or = Egerton MS. (British Museum)
(5) Er. or -  Erskine MS. (British Museum)
(6) Ba. or u =  Bahadur Singh MS. (India Office Library)
(7) F. or Fifty Ninth MS. (British Museum)
(S) FW. or y  = Fort William MS. (India Office Library)
(9) Br. or -  Brown MS. (India Office Library)
(10) Y. or Yule MS. (British Museum)
"All MSS." means all the ten MSS. listed above.
For the supplementary texts only, comprising verse of which the 
authorship is not beyond question, the following MSS. have also been 
used:—
(11) P. or y = Pizvi MS. (India Office Library)
(12) 0. or > = One Hundred and Fifty First MS. (India Office
(13) M. or { -  Munster MS. (British Museum)
(1A) Wr. or%= Wright MS. (British Museum)
(15) S. o rcr< z S.O.A.S. MS. (S.O.A.S.)
(16) H. or £= Hyderabad MS. (State Library, Hyderabad, India)
(17) Nar. or c / i y  -  Narayan MS. ( ? )
(18) KB. or(/t<r= Khuda Bakhsh MS. (Khuda Bakhsh Library, Patna,
(19) No.153 MS. or MS. NO.B.153.U.65 (India Office**1*
Library)
A fuller account of these MSS. follows.
(1)
J. or £  = Johnson MS.; India Office Library; No." B.1^6.P.353”»
Ff. 370; LI. 13; Size ll£x 6£ inches; beautifully
written Nastarliq; undated and without a scribe's
colophon; Approximately 9,500 distichs.
On the first leaf of this manuscript is a miniature of a writer
seated on a carpet smoking a hookah, with an attendant standing
behind him; the writer in the miniature is, perhaps, intended to
represent .Sauda. On the next leaf is a qasida in praise of Mumtaz-
uddaula Mr. Eichard Johnson, on the recto of which is written "
" Mr. Pichard Johnson
the gift of ye author Mirza Soudah"
On the fourth leaf is written:
y j  ^  ^  ^  ‘-vX/ ^  O j /  > *
" Diwan of Mirza Pafir Sauda submitted by Mr, Mir Husain, at 
Lucknow,deposited at his Honour’s library.”
" Diwan belonging to his Honour Mumt^fzuddaula Mufakhkharul Mulk 
Husain Jang Mr. Richard Johnson Bahadur (may God increase his 
prosperity).”
This information leads us to the following conclusions:
(i) The manuscript was written at Lucknow after October 1780/ 
i»e. iS&fcvtJ^Ziqa^d 119*+ A.H. when Mr. Richard Johnson v/as posted as 
Head Assistant to the East India Company's Resident at Lucknow^The 
manuscript must have been written before the death of Sauda in June 
1781. It is not likely that the titles of” Mumtdfzuddaula Mufakhkfcarul 
Mulk Husam Jang” were conferred on Mr. Johnson as soon as he assumed 
duties at Lucknow; some time must have elapsed before he received 
these titles. Besides, even if we suppose that Sauda commissioned a 
calligrapher in October 1780 to copy his works for presentation to 
Mr. Johnson, the copying must have taken two to three months. Thus
v/e can infer that the manuscript was written in the first half of 
1781 A.D. ,i.e., the last days of 119*+ A.H. or the beginning of 1195 
A.H.
(ii) Apparently Sauda presented the manuscript to Mr. Johnson 
through a man called Mir Husain.
This MS. is comparatively free from scribal mistakes, and since 
it was copied during Sauda's lifetime for presentation to an important 
British official, we might have conjectured that it was checked by 
the author after it was completed. A close examination of the MS. 
however, suggests that it was in all probability not checked by Sauda*
  perhaps because he was too unwell to undertake this ( for he
died in June 1781) and perhaps also because he was in a hurry to make 
the presentation. This latter conjecture is strengthened by the fact 
that the manuscript leaves out a substantial amount of his work. My 
reasons for inferring that Sauda did not check the manuscript are 
as follows:
(i) There is a masnavi included in the manuscript which was 
written not by Saiida but by his pupil, Shaidcf; this masnavi entitled 
" j f l s J  " and beginning: > .
{ /& * < £  j f ' s f ' j Z s f S  ( S < y s  <7-
as it appears in the manuscript, contains the following distichs 
which are self-explanatory:/ / / ; . “ * s „ >—
4  O l  t— -  J  y r  \  _  I
Cc/  ^ c S j ;  s f  . r
V 9 •
Had Sauda checked the manuscript he would not have allowed this masnavi 
to be included in his works.
(7) See Personal Records at the India Office Library, Vol.I, Pp.87-92.
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in in praise of the Emperor, Sllamgir II, whereas every other MS. 
designates it as in praise of Shdh iClam. So also, according to this 
MS., the qasida " ^  " is in praise of ‘Alamgir II,
but the text of the qasida itself makes it plain that it is in praise 
of 'im&dul Mulk Ghaziuddin Khan. Another qasida "
is, according to the Johnson MS., in praise of the holy prophet, but 
the text makes it plain that it is in praise of Hazrat Mahdi. Nov; 
these glaring errors would surely not have been allov/ed to stand if 
Sauda had examined the manuscript after it was written.
However, notwithstanding these errors, this manuscript is still 
the best and most authentic of all the available MSS., because (i) 
it was copied in Sauda’s lifetime during his last days under his 
instructions, (ii) it does not contain any interpolated material 
other than the above-mentioned masnavi, whereas other MSS. have many 
more interpolated items, and (iii) there are fewer copying mistakes 
in this MS. than in other MSS. and it contains, generally speaking, «c 
better and more sensible text of verses than any other MS.
I have used this manuscript as my copy text or base text for all 
the poems included in it. But it has nevertheless been compared 
throughout with other MSS. so as to help decide which of its readings 
are not authorial.
This manuscript contains not a single marsiya or salam.
( 2 )
L. or (J = Leyden MS.; India Office Library; No. "B. 148.P.2i{0»5";
Ff.371; LI.15; Size 1 1 $  k 8£ inches; fair Nastarliq;
Copyist’s name Muhammad Amin Beg; dated 1219 A.H.
(i.e.,I804 A.D.);Approximately 11,000 distichs.
This manuscript was acquired by the India Office Library from
J. Leyden. It was probably written at Lucknow. It contains all the
poems included in J. except one qasida ^  ) . one
jc* * „ * s '  ' ' ~ ' 9 7mukhammas * one ghazal ( y J j ^
and one oitfa ( . It includes, on the other hand,
a number of qasidas, ghazals, mu’^ hammases, rubaris, masnavis and
qit/as which are not included in J. Of these additional poems, the
only interpolated items are two ghazals ( 0
and e£t y j  ), besides the masnavi " y  1 t ”.
This manuscript is less blemished by corruptions and copying mistakes 
than any other MS. except J. For these reasons, I regard it as the 
second,best.
There are two ghazals in this MS. which are not included in any
other. No marsiya or salam is included.
Qo
A. or r= Ashufta MS.;. British Museum; No."Or.12117”;Ff.389;
LI. 15; Size 13x9 inches; fair Nasta*liq; Copyist's 
name Muhammad Amin Bee; dated Lucknow 1201 A.H.(i.e., 
1786-37 A.D.); Approximately 11,500 distichs.
This manuscript bears the seal of Shamsuddaula Najmul Mulk Nawab 
Ahmad Ali Khan Bahadur who was the younger brother of Nawab Gjjaziuddin 
Haidar, King of Awadh. Presumably it was copied for preservation in 
the library of the Awadh rulers. Before being acquired by the British 
Museum, it v/as in the possession of Hakim Sayyad Ali Ashufta.
It includes eight paintings, namely, (i) a portrait of the Mughal 
Emperor, ‘Alamgir II, (ii) a portrait of <Im£dul Mulk Ghaziuddin Khan,
(iii) a portrait of the Mughal Emperor, Shah *Alam, (iv) a v/ar scene 
between Shuja^uddaula of Awadh and the Afghans of Ruhelkhand, (v) a 
portrait of Asafuddaula of Awadh, (vi) a painting of a horse and the 
rider, (vii) a portrait of the mother of Mirza* Hasan, and (viii) a 
scene depicting a wrestling ring.
This manuscript contains all the noeras included in L. except
^ ' • /  /  s  •two ghazals which are exclusive to L. ( p 7< j*0(rT  r?sr*. / I * «*■ t • *
and 7  ^  ^  V  l H  ^  )> °n the other hand it includes some
poems that are excluded from L.; of these additional pieces, three 
mukhammases ( I 7 y and cv f ^ ^
~~ ~ /  4, ~ . s'- ' s • - * * ,and (*u) J j  J  u s ' )» three masnavis ( ^ U 7  ^ a n d
(_}s 7 Cj y and ✓ 1 J t y b  * 7  ) and three ghazals
( V  u S > > s  t   ^and } u y f  (>, Tand
are interpolated items, besides the masnavi " tF  t^V" ^ -4 :>****'± "
and the ghazals " S*   1K  " and " <=pt (f/ J  u<* ".
This MS. contains a large number of copying mistakes and corrup­
tions. No marsiya or salam is included.
w
Eg. or f  I = Egerton MS.; British Museum; No. ”57.Egerton 1039";
Ff.334; L1.17; Size 13? X 8 inches; written in indiff­
erent Nasta^liq by two scribes one of whom is called
S’  ^ f />Mir Mardan Ali, the other is unnamed; dated 1203 A.H. 
(i.e.,1788-89 A.D.); Approximately 11,000 distichs. 
This manuscript in fact represents tv/o MSS. , since alternative 
readings of a number of verses are given on the margin, which means 
that the scribes had two MSS. to copy from and instead of making 
their choice they deemed it better to incorporate one reading in theQ 11>C.text anc.^the other on the margin. Besides, there are some additional 
verses on the margin, possibly added after the main body of the MS.
was written and it v/as realised that they had been left out by mistake.
The scribes of this manuscript have been very careless in copying 
and have committed innumerable mistakes and omissions. A number of
(3)
9/
items have "been copied twice. There are no marsiyas and salams in 
this MS. It contains more items than J. and has the following inter­
polated pieces: two mukhammases ( I s  J  and
md//> tv‘° masnavis ( <J *?**><g -d
• ; } and seven ghazals, namely, (i) ^ — ^o/" ^  /,u^  J ir f
(ii) c f e s / '
(v) ;; Z k f f  ^  (vi) O (,0 i*0 <*( ^ £ ’ '1' (vii) ^  *?
(5)
Er. oryj= Erskine MS.; British Museum; No. "60.Add.26526”;Ff.205; 
LI.11; Size 61x Mr inches; small Nastafl£q; 
dated 1212 A.II. (i.e. ,1797 A.D.); Scribe’s name not 
known;Approximately 4,500 distichs.
This is a pocket size manuscript which was acquired by the 
British Museum from William Erskine. Although it is called "Diwan-e- 
Mirza Muhammad Bafi*’ Sauda" in the colophon, it is in fact only a 
Selection of Sauda's works and leaves out nearly two thirds of his 
writings. No marsiya or salam is included. Even in this selection 
interpolated pieces are numerous; the manuscript from which the 
selection was made presumably contained many more.
( 6)
Ba. or Bahadur Singh MS. ; India Office Library; No."B. 147*
U. 63" ;Ff. 467; LI.17; Size 101 *6 inches; good Nastar- 
liq; dated 1214 A.H.(i.e.,1799 A.D.}; Copied by Mir 
Maqbul Nabi son of In^amullah Khan Yaqin at the 
instance of Baja Bah&dur Singh; Approximately 15,500 
distichs.
This is one of the largest collections of Sauda's works, but
it is partly worm-eaten and is nearly as full of interpolated items
as the published editions of Sauda's works. It contains a large
number of marsiyas and salams (though not all) besides a few riddles./
(7)
F. or -  Fifty Ninth MS.; British Museum; No."59.Add.8922";.St\c /JA* i  C»eJ*4 , ,Ff.247; LI.13 plus 20 in the m a r g i n good Nasta^liq; 
dated 1220 A. II. (i. e. , 1805 A.D.); Copyist's name not 
known; Approximately 11,000 distichs.
This manuscript is well written and has only a small number of 
copying mistakes and corruptions; but the order of verses on the 
margin is erratic and there are no headings and titles to poems. It 
contains the Persian prose treatise "Ibratul Gjjafilin" which is not 
induc ed in J. A. Eg. Er. Ba. L. It also contains some marsiyas and 
salams. The interpolated items in this MS. are: three muk]}ammases 
( 4P; 4> and 1“ I f- and e ),
9j.
three masnavis ( ^ I and s is * * ' ' - *— j s P^Jj o ) and
j L ’ £ * - O ' ^  > ancJ nine ghazals, namely, (i) b c£ i <-> I ^
(ii) / — f ^ ‘ i& r (iii) i f / - S ' J  S ?  ( ,y 1 (-*-v)
(v) (vi) I ( v ± l ) J ^ Z b ^ b’yJ'>^ L~<*
y ✓ * n ^ ^
(viii ^  (1x) ^
(8)
FW. or / = Fort William Mg.; India Office Library; No."B.150.
P.2119"; Ff.573; LI.17; Size 1/fix 9*; beautifully 
written Nasta^liq; dated 1817 A.D.,College of Fort 
William, Calcutta; Copied by Shekh Tayyabullah; 
Approximately 18,000 distichs.
This is, perhaps, the largest collection of the works of Sauda 
in the manuscript form. It includes all the marsiyas and salace 
found in the published editions of Sauda’s works, besides some that 
are unpublished; but in a majority of cases the marsiyas and salams 
bear the surname "Mehrban"; it includes the Persian treatise "Ibratul 
Ghafilin" as well as a large number of riddles. However, this MS. 
abounds in interpolated items and in this respect is' second only to 
Ba. Besides, the copyist seems to have altered the verses he could 
not understand. This treatment renders it even more unreliable than 
Ba.
(9)
Er. or^= Brown MS.; India Office Libray; No."E. 152.P.3352 and 
3353" ;Ff.326; LI. 17; Size ljx8; dated 1844 A.D.; 
written by Muhammad ^bdul Qadir Khan Ilimmat at the 
request of C.P. Brown, Persian Translator to the Govt, 
of Madras; Approximately 11,000 distichs.
The poems contained in the two volumes of this MS. were collected, 
'corrected' and annotated by the scribe, as becomes obvious from the 
note preceding the text written by C.P. Brown and also from the copied 
text itself which contrins a number of words which have been struck 
out. These were presumably deleted and replaced by other words supplied 
by the copyist himself. This feature greatly impairs the value of the 
manuscript. It omits quite a number of poems given in L.A. Eg. It 
contains only the following interpolations: two masnavis 
( (J C f 'r <x and ) t two ghazals
and crt ), one ruba^i"
( > C-s ).
(10>
Y. o c ( f -  Yule MS.jBritish Museum; No."58.Add.16879”J Ff. 376;
93
LI. 15; Size 15 X i n c h e s ; fair Nasta^liq; copied by Muhammad ✓ ✓Amin Beg Dchlavi; undated; Approximately 11,000 distichs.
This manuscript is very similar to L. in its contents and its 
readings of the poems. There/ls nothing in this Manuscript which 
cannot be found in L. and it appears to have been copied from the 
same source as L. Although the copyist's name is the same as that 
of the copyist of L., the style of writing makes it clear that he 
is a different person. As in L., the only interpolated pieces in it 
are; one masnavi " t ?  (S 'r " and two ghazals
" " and " (ryv ^  y  i r  j  O  O’ ".
There are no marsiyas or salams in this manuscript. Since it is 
undated and there is no v/ay of estimating its date, the MS* loses 
some of its value.
(11)
R. o r y  = Rizvi. MS.; India Office Library; No. "B. 1/+9*P* 26^ 6" ;
Ff.3*f9; LI. 15; bold Nasta'liq; undated; bearing the 
seal of Sayyad Ghulam Raza Rizvi with the date 1222 A.H, 
(i.e.,1807-3);Approximately lo,ZfOo distichs.
This manuscript is too full of copying mistakes and corruptions 
to be of any great use. There are a number of interpolated items in 
it. It does not contain any marsiyas or salams.
I have used this manuscript only for the purpose of determining 
the text of the qasida " ^  Ls^ ''•
(12)
0. or;= One Hundred and Fifty First MS.; India Office Library;
No. "B.151.U.6L"; Ff.295; LI. 17; Size 12^ 8£ inches;
small Nasta^liq; undated; Approximately lo,ooo distichs.
This manuscript is also too full of copying mistakes and corrup­
tions to be of any substantial use. There are a number of interpolated 
items in it. It does not contain any marsiyas or salams.
I have used this MS. only for the purpose of determining the 
text of the qasida " ", One short ghazal
?. > " and one rubari "
exclusive to this manuscript ha/walso been copied from it.
(13)
M. or j*= Munster MS.; British Museum; No."61. Add.l/+058"; Ff.139;
LI. 19 and 13; shikasta-araez Nasta^lia; Size 8 x in.; 
undated.
This is a selection of Sauda1s poems. The manuscript is in­
complete and erfds abruptly. I have not used it except to take from
for inclusion in Part IV one item which does not appear in any other
manuscript or in any published edition; namely, the ghazal > >»/ J  ”.
(14)
Wr. or Wright MS.; British Museum; No. "62.Or.14”; Ff.116;
LI. 13; Size 9? 6-1- inches; Nasta’liq; dated Surat,
1236 A.H.(i.e., 1820-21 A.D.).
This manuscript contains a selection of bpth Sauda's works and 
Taban's. I have not used it except to take^the following distichs 
for inclusion in Part IV which are exclusive to this manuscript ;
•* /  ^  » . s „ ^
r' W fJS y j; O ^ i ^  f' f '  -  i
c / . *■ /  (f  f '  /  ^  /  * * „ , / > ^
Jr!" ' r
(15)
S. or cr'-s.O.A. S. MS.; S.O.A.S. LibraryjNo. 1512; Ff.76; LI. 11;
Nasta’liq; dated 1802, Calcutta.
This is a small collection comprising a selection of Sauda's 
ghazals. I have not used it except to take from it the ghazal
yc/* >' which does not appear in any other 
manuscript or in any published edition.
(16)
H. or Z/ -  Hyderabad MS.; State Library,Hyderabad, India; No.774;
Ff. 152; LI. 13; dated 1239 A.H.(i.e., 1823-24 A.D.).
I have not had the opportunity of examining this manuscript 
personally but am indebted to Messrs. M. A. Siddiqi and M. A. Salam 
of Hyderabad, India, for information on it. They were kind enough 
to copy the following qasidas from this manuscript and forward them 
to me. These qasidas are not found in any other MS.
" U r ) J c .  I " - )
j  ^ / ^  ^  1 ^  * c & t^ j  c/'*' . y
* ^ j  ^  I# *•
I / r ^  /. .
''S ) s  ^  0J ^ A ' - r'
9 r
Nar. o r ^ =  Narayan MS.; dated 1212 Fasli; copied by Shekh Nefmat 
'Ali at Jaunpur for Maharaja Dilip Narayan.
I have not examined this manuscript personally but sun indebted 
to Q. A. Wadud for information on it. Q.A. V.'adud has written a few 
words about this MS. in an article published in Sawera No.29» Lahore; 
he does not say, however,where this manuscript is preserved. The items 
he has pointed out as missing from the 1853 edition of Sauda*s works 
but induced in this manuscript have been taken from his article 
for inclusion in Part V.
(18)
KB. ort/M^= KJiuda BalQish MS.; Khuda Bakhsh Library, Patna,India;
copied by Nefmat IQ?.an for Babu Dilip Singh at Takari, 
Bihar, India.
I have not examined this manuscript personally but am indebted 
to Q. A. V.'adud for information on it. 0. A. V.'adud1 s article on it 
appears in Nawa-e-Adab, Bombay, July 1961. The items he has pointed 
out as missing from the 1932 edition of Sauda1s works but included in 
this manuscript have been taken from his article for inclusion in 
Part V.
(19)
No.153 MS. or MS. No."B. 153.U. 65" ; India Office Library;
Ff.191; LI.17; Size 12-J x 8 inches; Nastar- 
liq; undated.
This is a selection of Sauda1 s v/orks. From the style of writing 
the copyist seems to be the same as that of Br. I have not used this 
manuscript except to take from it the following two distichs which 
are not found in any other MS. . ^
dtfv Cf'U t d  1 *7" t *
</ J, 1 /■ _ / )  i  * /  \ ** /
{O  ( / /  > > VtS y  t£ /f cJ
(17)
uAbbreviations Used in the Notes
N. or O  - Asi's edition of "Kulliyat-e-Sauda", published in 1932.
G. or ty  - Ghulam Ahmad's edition of "Kulliyat-c-Sauda", published in
1853.
Mir or ^  = Mir Taqi Kir's "Nikatush-Shu'ara", written in 1165 A.H./ 
1751-2 A.D.
Gardezi or -  Fath -^li Husaini Gardezi's "Tazkira-e-Rekhta
Goyah", written in 1166 A.H./1752-3 A.D.i - ~Qa'im or ^ 0  = Qiyamuddin Qa'im's "Kakhzan-e-Nikat", mostly v/ritten
in 1168 A.H./1754-5 A.D.( Rcfernces are to the IndiaA
Office Library MS. of this tagkira).
Shafiq or = Lachhman Narayan Shafiq's "Chamanistan-e-Shufara”,
written in 1176 A.E./1762-3 A.D.
Mir Hasan <rf -  Mir Hasan's " Tagkira-e-Shu'"ara-e-Urdu"in which
the notice of Sauda was written before 1188 A.H./
1775 A.D.
Abul Hasan or ± Abul Hasan's "Tazkira-e-Kassarat Afza", v/ritten
in 1194 A.H./I780 A.D.
Shorish ori/ / / = Mir Ghulam Husair Shorish's "Tazkira-e-Shorish", 
written in 1193 A.I1./1779 A.D.
Shah Kamal or (J iJ  aC- = Shah Kamaluddin's " Majmarul Intil^hab",written
in 1219 A.H,/I804-5 A.D.
Hatim or S & = Shah Hatim's "Diwan Zada-e-Ha'tim", compiled in 1170 
A.H./I756-7 A.D.- , roarwar ' = Mir Muhammad IHian Sarwar's "Umda-e-Muntakhaba",
written in 1219 A.H./1804-5 A.D.
Qasim -  Qudratullah Qasim's "Majmu'a-c-Naghz", written in
1221 A.II./1806-7 A.D.
Habib MS. or «— > s J -  The manuscript of Sauda's works written in 1174
A.H.
N.B, All dates of the twelfth century civen in the notes refer, unless 
stated otherwise, to the Muslin lunar calendar. The twelfth 
century A.H. corresponds to 1688-1784 A.D.
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T E X T
Part I
This part forms the main body 
of the text and comprises the 
poems which, in my judgment, 
were unquestionably written by 
Sauda; all are included in J. 
or L. or both, as also in other 
manuscripts*
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century A.D. and died in 632 A.D./9 A.H.
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of Nawab Mehrban I^an Find but later changed it so as to 
euxlogise Hazrat Ali.
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in 61 A.H./68O A.D. fighting against the forces of Yazid.
He is called the Chief of Martyrs.
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© All MSS.This qasida is in praise of I^azrat Al£ Musa Faza.The exordium is critical of a contemporary of Sauda, possibly Mirza Fakhir Makin, the pupil of Iksir«6 urfto** a,
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A ll  MSSjpossibly written before 1174;included in I^abib MS. 
This aa§ida is^in praise of yazrat Ilasan kskari, who is 
regarded by Shiras as the eleventh Imam. He died in 260 A.H./ 
873-4 A.D.
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^C\A11 MSS;possibly written before ll?i+jincJLuded in Ijabib MS. 
/3/This qasida is in praise of ^azrat Mahdi, who is regarded 
by S h i fas as the twelfth Im£m. He was born in 255 A.H./869 
A.D. and is supposed to be sti^Ll living.
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All MSS, This qasida is in praise of Basant Ifljan Ilijwaja 
Sara of Muhammad Sh&h’s court. It 6vKX-4 ^ o A A y-ty^ written 
before 1161 A.H./1748 A.D., the year of Muhammad Shah’s 
death.
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^-^in praise of Basant Khlin Ivh^ aja* Sara* of Muhammad Shah's 
court. According to F. it is in praise of Fatah Jang.
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c.AjAAll MSS. except Er. This qasida is in praise of Alamgir II 
and must have been written between 1167 A.H./1754 A.D. and 
1173 A.H./1759 A.D., the period of his reign.
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All MSS. except J. Er. This qasida is in praise of Mehrban 
^/Khan, who was the adopted son of AJimad l£iian Bangash,
Nawab of FarruliJiabad. Mehrban Khan was also the Diy/an of 
Farrukji£bad,i.e., chief officer of state. This qasida must 
have been written between 1170 and 1185, the period of 
Sauda’s stay at Farrukhabad.
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2^^All MSS, except Er, Tills qccida is in praise of Shah *Alam; 
there is no indication of what was the occasion of its 
presentation. Possibly it was written and presented during 
Shah <Alam,s journey from Allahabad to Delhi in 1184-5 A.H,/ 
1771 A.D,
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is also in praise of Shujauddaula of Awadh.
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x-v All MSS; written between 1185 and 1188. This qasida
($.7) is also in praise of Shujauddaula of Awadh. According to 
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All MSS. except Er. ; v/ritten in 1188 A.H./177^ A.D. This 
qasfda, in praise of Shuj^uddaula, celebrates his victory 
over the Fuh.ela chief, Hafiz Lahmat Khan, in 1188 A.H.
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called K:fr Muljammad Ka^im. Sauda's reference to Shujauddaula 
suggests that it was v/ritten between 1185 and 118$-. ^
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( 3 3 y  MSS. except Er. This qasida is also in praise of
w 7 Asafuddaula. Possibly written between 1188 and 1195 during
which period Sauda enjoyed his patronage.
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®A11 MSS. except Er. This qa§i*da is also in praise of Asafud­daula. Written between 1188 and 1195.
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been written between 1190 and 1 19 5.
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nj All MSS. except Er.; Sauda's reference to Asafuddaula 
suggests that this magnavi v/as written between 1188 and 
1195* This masnavi tells the story of a glass-maker' s 
son who falls in love with a goldsmith's son. The main story 
is preceded by the praise of God, the holy prophet, Kazrat 
‘Ali and his sons, the spring season, and fcfe account of a pir 
who sets out on a pilgrimage but being waylaid by robbers 
cancels the proposed pilgrimage and returns home.
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@A11 MSS. except Er. This nulchammas is a satire on a Kashmirimaulvi* called Nudrat, who, it appears, was a poetaster butconsidered himself to be a great writer.
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All MSG. except^ Er. This mulch^nmas is also a satire on 
Iiudrat Kashmiri. It is a tazmin of Nudrat's verses 
satirising Sauda. ^According to Qasim, the first stanza 
was written by lOian-e-Arzu, the rest by Sauda.
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All MSS. Not included in^N*. This mul^ammas is nominally 
a satire on Nuarat Kashmiri but really on a Kashmiri 
prostitute.
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Part III
This part consists of poems which are 
not found in J. L. Eg. and A. but are 
included in two or more other MSS. It 
is difficult to say whether these were 
in fact Sauda’s work.
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Part V
This part comprises the poems 
reported to bo in some MSS, 
which I have not examined myself 
but which were examined by Messrs, 
Q.A. V.’adud, M.A. Siddiqi and M.A. 
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Part VI
This part contains poems that appear 
in published editions of Sauda’s 
works, but not in any of the MSS. 
that I have examined; these are 
perhaps the most doubtful items of 
all. Unless otherwise stated these 
poems appear in all the published 
editions described in the Introduction 
for the reasons explained there.
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( ^  Only in the first two editions of 1853 and 1872, This masnavi
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Urdu, like any other living language, has been changing with the
passage of time --- not only in vocabulary, pronunciation and manner
of writing but also in grammar. Sauda wrote his poems nearly two 
hundred years ago and, naturally, we find in his works hundreds of 
words and phrases that are no longer in use and many grammatical forms 
that have been replaced by simpler ones and many combinations of words 
and structures of sentences that are no longer permissible. It is 
difficult to give an exhaustive account of all the differences in 
language that have developed since his time but the more conspicuous 
ones can be summed up as follows.
1. Many nouns that are now masculine in gender were feminine in/
the eighteenth century; for example, ^ ^  ^
> > - / ^ - ,
v ' \ ,  {  . ^ . 4 ,  s * .  i*r. , .
2. So also many nouns that are now feminine in gender were 
masculine in Sauda*s time; for example, ^ s '  j>b*/
< > ,  T . r ' ,  - t ' * .  t r ' S ,  J X  ^  c r j
(  '■  b ' *  ^ S * , c s .
3* There were some words that were used both as masculine and
feminine; for example, o l r
T ' 1 , S  , S  , .
if. The use of " " was not strictly observed in the past tense
of transitive verbs; many a time it was omitted; such expressions as 
the following, used by Sauda, are not permissible now:
S'- s '* *  'Z <fy ; S '/  f  S  1 .
5. The vocative was the same as the nominative when Persianp 9plurals were used; for instance, *-/for s  for
6. So also the Persian plurals were frequently left unchanged
even when followed by postpositions like \> J  cZ b  •
/ ' ' » ' for example, ^  i SmS  5 nov; we would
say instead CS ,  <L- o'/X .
7. The third person plural pronoun was not only o> but also *=—j
v;hich is no longer used. If followed by it was <L-0*1 and stood
* , /both for Z- and 2 - ^ ^ ;  . So also 2- cX was the interrogative
form which is no longer in use and 2- the relative form for which
we now use 2~ c^/T^or 4L  • On the same analogy S > s
w^e also used which have gone out of use now.
8.The first and second person singular possessives were not only
7/3
f ( J y  and \y£ but simply and j j  ; for example,
for ) y  , ^ < for
9. The plural ' * adjectives were inflected when they
followed plural feminine nouns; for instance, c J l y i r c J r l / *
this inflection has now gone out of use.
10. With feminine plurals in the past tense the verbs were some-
1 /  J / /, / times inflected like -this: o'u-MJjcy > J t O l y ^  » now
we would say » L S iS cy~r ^ %(4jyJ^y0-j^J>) •
11. The present indefinite tense was not only in the "
it IT—  ii ii <L ’~ of <i-'" " forms but also in the forms
made by the addition of present auxiliaries <JS[ , _y , , c/\ to
the aorist; thus ^ , <SLlS j j  fC » these latter
forms are no longer in use.
12. Similarly the past imperfect forms like < f (- 
were used which are no longer permissible.> V fxor. 1* i ' '13. The/third person plural form of the verb was not only of
y  /but also •
14. Postpositions to give the sense of 11 from, by, with" were
t J t  * ^  » of these only cZ- is used now.
15. The second person singular pronoun was not only y  but also 
o f  which has been discarded now. .
i - /16. The dative postposition was net only J  but also c r z J - which 
is out of use now.
17. The locative postpositions were yi , , i—* , , *—<-•; of
these the last two have gone out of use.
18. The correlative oronoun and the indefinite oblicue
pronoun y y  were widely used but they are not used now.
AJ <ec i«M i*'*t «•/ .■*/ „ , »i „
19./Adverbs like 14 for L^ > , j for (1; , for ,
/  s  ' '  /  s '
S  for i S  , y y  for , y  for for ^  etc. were
frequently used. So also adverbs like c> (4  <z-y j  • -l / ' ' y / *“which are no longer used./ /  /
20. The genitives b , Z- , v/ere often omitted before words
like z f  , < y i , ,^ y ,  g  , /t. , \ j S ; for example, Z ' f  ^
/ i d c r ' i j > fZ 'ls 't In modern Urdu this omission is not permitted;
besides, the word Z  has gone out of use.
4 /21. Postpositions like ~4jJ , , yC- , ,etc. which were
freely used are no longer used.
• j  ^ • *922. Persian expressions like S*
'y )yJ- v/ere treated as if they were Indian and were used in constructions
like the following which will not be permitted now:
/ /  .
( j t ( j  Ay j )y?  y «y >/1- a  £
g/vf f/ j  l* j  <J > &
<7 4  ^ 1 c s y 7 < J i S /  > 4  ^
<4 y  l+s £- ly j  f y  £
75'*/
/
23. Similarly the Persian Z * L * i ^  was freely used in non-Persian 
constructions and words; for example, / j  »
5  S U c h  u s e  i s  n o
permissible.
24. Many Persian words that are not inflected now were inflected 
in Sauda* s time; e.g., , , c iJ ' . So also some indigenous
words that are not inflected now were inflected thcn,e.g., 6^ >'y •
25. The Persian connective ^ and conjunction }  were freely used 
with non-Persian words and constructions; for example,
j b ’j y f :  » • / J  » Jyf>cK » .
26. Compound words were made by joining words or suffixes and
prefixes of Arabic or Persian origin with those of indigenous origin; 
for example, ^  ’ this Practice
has been discarded now.
27. Many words were pronounced in a different way in those days; 
for example, was also pronounced was also pronounced
y . Similarly the form  ^f>> side by side with c u r as
v;ell as ^  ^  as well as «t
28# Many words and expressions that were incorrect but were 
commonly used were treated as acceptable; for instance, for
for ^ i c ^ f o r  yoJ for y c J  ,
^>yTfor r  , ^  for j? •
29. Pronunciation of many words was changed slightly in order to 
fit them into the verses without disturbing the metre; for example, 
Sauda has made the following changes for metrical and rhyming purposes; 
tX y for <Jy , for for ^  for for ^
^ for - > ^for - for -^L>'for
J j ,  for ^  for for Jo^T.etc.
3C. Many Arabic plurals were treated as singulars;
•> tfor example, / t 4 u u  .
The Urdu language in Sauda’s time was still in a state of flux, 
a process of formation, and no strict and rigid code had yet been 
prescribed. That explains partly why his language is different from 
ours; the main reason, however, is that every living language changes 
with the passage of time and so did Urdu.
Safir Bilgrami has taken some pains to list the words and expres­
sions that were current in Wall's days but were replaced by other 
words and expressions in Sauda and Mir's age® Among the discarded 
words he includes the following: <X ,
( S ' s ? * *7/ * i s  » ^ ( f o r y ^ ) ,  J  (for ), __M , ^  ,/> 'v >  ^ j ^wyO » y f )  , ^  » ex', 9 etc. The fact, however, is that those
words were not discarded by Saud£. Indeed, he used indigenous words
even less familiar than these, e.g., / u*>+l,
, £/«« He dropped only some Dakani words and_________
ii) The list is reproduced in Ntfrul Hasan Hflchmi*s "Dilli"ka* Dabis-
tan-e-Sha'irf",Pp.374-6.
Yi"S'
expressions and a few harsh words of Hindi origin. Sauda was not at 
all opposed to words of indigenous origin; he retained many of them 
and blended them with the softer tunes of Persian words. He widened 
the range of the Urdu language by importing abundantly Persian turns 
of expression, constructions, words, phrases and idioms and weaving 
them dexterously and harmoniously in the texture o^ Urdu. By so doing 
he made Urdu flexible, sinewy, rich and capable of being wielded for
any purpose. Since he wrote all sorts of poems --- encomiastic, erotic,
satirical, didactic, elegiac, narrative, descriptive, critical ---
he had to use a wide variety of words and phrases to suit his themes.
He knew not only the academic vocabulary acquired by reading books 
of knowledge and literature but also the technical vocabulary of the 
soldiers, wrestlers, elephant-drivers, firework-makers, cooks, office- 
clerks, physicians, musicians, shop-keepers, hunters, and he
has preserved that vocabulary for us in his oems. Besides, special 
words and phrases connected with various rites and ceremonies ( like 
those of marriages and funerals), with various animals, weapons, 
clothes, ornaments ' have also been preserved in his poems. Indeed, 
very few poets can compete with Sauda in the richness arid diversity 
of vocabulary. Keading his poetry is not only a pleasure but also an 
education in the Urdu language.
Appendix II 
Glossary
The following glossary lists those words and phrases used by 
Sauda which have either gone out of use or are difficult to understand 
Commonly known meanings of words and phrases have not been given, 
but only those meanings which are less known and were intended by 
Saudjf* in his verses. Some words and phrases were not found in any 
of the dictionaries I consulted and the meanings had to be guessed 
from the context; in such cases a question mark has been used and 
the conjectured meanings given in brackets.
The glossary depends almost entirely on " A Dictionary of Urdu, 
Classical Hindi and English” by John. T. Platts. The English equiv­
alents given are taken from Platts unless otherwise stated. For words 
and expressions not found in Platts I have consulted the following:
A Persian-English Dictionary by F. Steingass, referred to as 
"(Steingass)”.
A Dictionary, Persian, Arabic and English by Francis Johnson, 
referred to as ’’(Johnson)”.
Standard Persian Dictionary by Lala Ram Narayan Lai, referred to 
as ’’(Standard Persian)”.
Nurul Lughat by Nurul Hasan Nayyar, referred to as "(Nurul 
Lughat)”.
A New Hindustani English Dictionary by S.’.Y. Fallon, referred to 
as ’’(Fallon)”.
A Dictionary of the Hindustani Language by D. Forbes, referred to 
as "(Forbes)”.
A Turkish English Dictionary by A.V. Horan, referred to as 
"(Horan)".
Nawadirul Alfaz by S.A.K. Arzu, referred to as "(Arzu)”.
Darya-e-Latafat by S.I.E. Insha*, referred to as "(Darya-e-Latafat)
There is one word^” the meaning of which I have given




= Ornaments; finery. ^ > /  =
= Black and white (horse). c / s s /  =
ttJ'l = A starling. > -
(''f = Sons; people. 6 ^ y  =
l y f ' l = To be puffed up with pride. =
r^ /l t? Ly / =lyLf -  Descent; dismountinr. 
y; = Plaiting; marking*
/ / = Unwearied.
y
cJXw = Wanderer; pilgrim. 
y> = To make a rough estimate.
/» 
;/=r-
= Heap, pil e.
/ = The twelve Imams. A
W - < j = Fireplace (Standard Persian)
-  Remuneration. ^
-  SpriGhtly; restive.
-  restlessness; playfulness.
~ rrr^ dvv\pA> ■
Cjl*  '  = To be raised; to rise;
7 to snatch.
Not moving
> ( r r = Units; cardinal numbers.
="Thou hast done well",
Bravoi 
c > ' =  Squinting.
An extortioner (Johnson). > •
Seizing; exaction.; fraudulantiJl>gp/.ri i n r _ f £ ii cn n rrn c?deal g.(Steingass)
>1^/= The four humours of man.




--*>->/= "Half-coloured",i.e. , crude, 





The first month in 
autumn.
The picture gallery of 
the painter Mani. 







Grapes ( p i emu*,)
A tent (Standard
Persian Diet.)
A species of mustard 
seed.
Silk brocade inter­
woven with gold. 
Bringing testimony or 
proof.
Craving help.
Alleging on the autho­
rity of another.
Soup.
To beat to a jelly.
: Violence; injustice.
: Rays of light.
: Difficulty.
: Noblenessjgenuineness.
The jiame of Solomon's 
wazir.
Deaf.





Feeling secure; comin^ 




y  L s j = A water-pot.
y A * s)  = Corrupting, adulterating,
injuring.(Steingass)
-Vy- Excelling in liberality;
s  Travelling over.the.world, .> . . . (Steingass)‘->7 = A sprout of sugar-canep
^ gigantic swallow-wort.
(?) ( Rough)
6^/ = To turn over;to mar; to 
> , vilify; to be dug up. 
A / f -  A glutton.
U f’A'l = 
vW =
; & !  =
*y
C j S  ki
{•
Den of a wild beast.
/= Futurity. 
*fgV -  Fire.
- ^
/
> r , t .
= A demon who rules over 
** ^ fire.
M l -  Running (as a sore).
>
f V f  -  An ass (Johnson).
( l A  f -  Healing or closing (of 
’ ' a wound).
|^>)=Kost necessary (Steingass).
Leavings of food from the 
/ table of a great personage. 
(y J \ -  Stammering.
—■&) c_>cv/ = Wall of a town.
(J  t = A colour extracted from 
the al tree.
( jA ^  -  Most fit, suitable.
J^*/= Surfeit; indigestion./
Glorious.
c^ r y y J l -  Pardon, grace; forgiveness 
✓ ^  >f sins (by God).
— = A medicine taken to prolong 
' pleasure in carnal inter- 
c h '  = Hope, expectation. r c*
1^ 4 f =  "We believe"; yea, verily.
Food; grain;boiled rice.
y t )  = A kind of fire-work.













uoting op reciting oetry: giving, inform.a- n a thing lost.
Body; portion, share.
(?) (To tickle)
= Scab of a sore.












melody.A kinc 9f movement, 
pace. (Arzu)
Safe, void of care.
Indigestion.
End; knowledge; essence; 
soul; proximiy.
Knot, joint.




L )  i=
Lr-g y t
(j A ' A
A ' y l f
C j i s J l
c r A A
n
u l
-  Door; head, heading.
Father. (Fallon)
= Wick of a lamp.
Swift horse.
= Swift.
The round piece of wood
= e S n & S o ¥ g ?c r  enc’ o f  a
Gold or silver cloth.
_A porter; a bandage . -tying over all; carnagi (Steingass)
A woollen coat or cloak; 
water-proof.
= To fire a volley.
= Restitution (Johnson).
= vSuit of clothes; wed­
ding garment.
= Quality; custom; arrow, 
dart.
u  = A kind of sword.
r .f= A kind of coloured silk.






j  £  = To cheat.
-  Wayfarer, traveller.
( '
Path, pathway.
"jr.s Heavy of movement,













A purse;a trick in
fiiafSBfi* t t S d M i i ®Rebellion; tn® •lnS‘
M a n8?6k.
A plate. (Steingass)
A quick-paced camel. f < Z ^ -
S ' * ? - Evil-disposed. 0 > ^ ~
- Bag or purse of money. /^>c^=
/• vw- ^  _4^= To acknowledge; to heed; — -o--
to pledge. z^-’L
Breast; fruit. ° ^ ~
s i  S . =One who draws out or raises 




Pyr^ : Carrying; gain; bet;
/ ,  capture.
< J s ~  A pinch of dust used as a 
charm.
Young; youth.
— 'Sy' = Whiskers, moustaches. 
'- 'S S y ' ~ Coldness.
-  A light, soft substance.
»
I ? *  A species of heron.
= Vendor of small wares;
, ’" pedlar.
6- LP = To buy; to bring upon one- 
f v self.
= (?) (Vulva)
y(*y = Expansion; diffusion.* /
= To bring to an end; to
. > * acquit oneself of.
To turn yellow or pale; 





To extract, to pick out 
Stupid; fool.
To shake; to churn. 
Simple, foolish. 
Powerful.
Daughter of the grape, 
7/ine.
(?) (A pawn in the
game of chess). Captive, slave.
Hemp.
Equipage of an army. 
Variegated.
'= Deep.
= Cream-coloured horse. 
=Urinc.
-= Boiled rice.
•= Load; yoke; charge.
t= To sweep, to dust.
-= To be favoured by for­
tune; to make a show.
"= Manner; variety.
'= Near, before; in the 
eyes of.=M Strength of the arm"; 
power, might.
= Amazed, stunned.
= A kind of firework.
’= Pimp; attendant on a 
dancing girl; blackgua* 
Ashes.
.= Chaff-store.
S t -  -  Leprosy; ringworm.
7^
« # -




c r l ' ^  -
< j s r =
4 - -
s z i -
M ~
'f -^ 'T ~  
5**7 = 
< V i  
/ b u t '





Mock representation; Mask. 
Little, easy; curse.
( J  t=  A pit v;here birds fight, 
g/ ~ = Easy-paced.
<- b^= Good name, credit.A prince endowed with every 
virtue. „
The eleventh solar month .yV^-c/^/Xhr A perch for a falcon.
(?) ( Tricks, wiles). 
(?) (To make a fool of)
!sb-~'= Belief, trust.
I -  To trust, confide in.
: Creeping plant; a large black ( y  = A cudgel, a wooden
bee. J  sword or foil. .
: Large, strong post for chain- U -  a table; a lock of hair;
ing an elephant to.
Bearer. 4 ^ =
a deed. 
Girdle, belt.
Book of daily accounts. 
Baggage Sec. of an army. 
Meeting.
Unfeeling.
/>' Blow; divine wrath;
misfortune.
-  A kind of coarse v/ool- 
> ^  len cloth.
-j«ry= A well developed youth; 
* a wrestler.
The buttock.






= A ceremony performed in 




>r = A wedge, 
k-*-= To be digested, 
o f -  Attached.
= A coward.
=(?) ( A nostril)
t Shreds, bits of cloth.
. *  -  U»G»y t:
J i




The baggage of a horse- 
man.
t^ /Z ^ A  ray; a far-flung 
e - arrow.
The earth.
-  Fold 2cC.
Leaves to fall; to have = Frame or setting of a
one’s endurance exhausted. , r picture; accomplishing. 
Leaf; epistle. cAlZ-jL— -y. = The herb maiden-hair.
: Expanse, breadth; tablet.
: Antidote; Bezoar stone.
: Fragment; rag.
: Kog-deer.
: Heel; pastern (of a horse). 
= Syrup.
= To dip in syrup.
d A -  (?) (Thin voice).
C Winging an arrow; the 








>/= Kicking out with the 
; > hind legs.
Y  -  A claw or scraper to 
y  scratch the back. 
Shelter;dam; crown lands -  The dung of sheep, goats





*6 0 **=S '
c ? j 7 m
J ^ r  = 
1^ .
l W =;
j<xv ^  =
A large water-bag.
= A bird.
To be dipped in syrup.
To stick to, cling to.
To beat severely.
A kind of bread.




,(^ ' c A ' r =  
l A  =
S  .
Twist; a roll of cloth.
Look out, take care!
To push on.
Poad, path.






c y - w =
The body, person; a lump. 
To cause to be disgraced.
A young monkey.
A kind of small bird.
A son.
Cut into pieces.
A kind of sweet cake.
The lip, mouth;
^  C
c /; i \
U t  
J  Ip  c_^ »X-
u y y r
C l
-  Lattice; skylight.
An Arab horse.
Cloth of gold.
= Knitting the eyebrows.
Breaking out on the lip£




A farrier's twitch; a cord 
?Rib&i9wetbe farrier to manage
The ornamental part of a A f -
horse's accoutrments. < ^
Skinner, flayer. j y -
S
• S t y  -  A bundle of straw at the end
< sy k =
f / ’
c r s C - t f s Z  = 
c ^ r =  
C j 2.
ife?h§5eff t0 friShten an
(?) ( Four times a month) • „
Skeins of cotton.
S '
To be separated; to fight >—
= A fowler's net; a cage. ~
/
A shield, buckler.
A block of stone. 
Disgrace.
To entrap; to beguile.




a5 ) J iP '






To be undone; to be all 
over with.
A horse.
Idle stories, trifles 
(Johnson)
A sovereign remedy; 
opium.
= (?) ( Smartness)
= A skeleton.
= Exalting, honouring.
: Muster, inspection of 
troops.
: Complaining of injus­
tice.
: "God be exalted!"
: To trace, get scent of, 
obtain a clue. /-
JJL?C
Trouble, hardship.
= The end or point of a sword. (J/s<p j = A bustard (Johnson).
Heated; melted.=To penetrate; to rush in; 
to pervade.
' f l u
V/armed; burnt.
Motion; gesture.
The sound of feet &c.
S
A * *  Whiskers (Johnson).
. ^
-  Ceremony; burden; the> > imposition of a buythen. = A loop, button-hole.
S '*— = Hail.
Praising God.
JZ=: Pillar; the stem of a 
J ,  tree; obstruction.
!y*> - A heap.
Bitter; hot.
I Ur uT = (?) (To burn oil with 
• (J ~ a view to causing the o- ^ rain to cease;
Ujt-^ ~ In a happy hour (John-
\  son).
-  Thou.
= A thread, or a gold or silver =7yath; perseverance.
M chain, worn round the waist. <
>A = A heap; a hillock.
^ ( J) (H I’sC/vx.)^ V^ )
-  Shine (Standard Persian)
ame of a plain abounding I To bake bread.
, f in robbers. , C >
I  I S *  To cause to be carded. ~ Tiny.
Brand, mark; seal; a medal. A P ^ o ^ e t
W ^
= ( Becoming Mughal) J/y^ A quarter or distric
^  > w of a town.
= Flattery. Frame-work; fashion;
A cloth of the nainsukh 
kind, but finer.







f Unintentionally inserting 
'  the sense of ahother1s 
f „ verses in one's own ■ooems.
Room,place.
' = Sound; cry, call.
V j  = The fixed stars.
’f^= A broom; a sweeper.
v6 T ^ c f y  = Ruin; wretchedness.
cf ?  =(?) (A kind of pigeon).
Persian). A kind of chintz.
-  Knowledge.One who prepares collyrium.
(Standard Persian)A mark or butt to shoot at.
✓V * A net thrown over a palki.
!y = Breaking or injuring power.
i V “ * gold or silver chain;
deficiency. _
*y= The thin bark of a species of - Hell
birch.
A firework resembling 
% the jasmine.
( f  & -  Born;^a daughter.
frk* = Born; a sonj a spouse.
= Cowardly. ^ %n Dull (IJtfrul Lughat)
S ( r ^ > S  = Store-house; a wardrobe. 
O C s Inlaid (iron with gold).
V -[/gr-= A den of thieves.
= A cream-coloured horse 
„ * (Johnson)•
CJ'U'S? = (?) ( Crutches)KA M
; , '  r
( f * = A large musket.
Virtue; renown.
-  Lamentation (Steingass) J s ? '/
Saffron (Steingass).
A wrinjcfc
An exclamation expressive 
of surprise and pleasure.
To lose one's mind or 
senses.





A dagger. C O











Useful; fit; capable of.
To gaze at, to look eagerly 
at.
Committing suicide.
-  To pick a pocket; 
to fold up a leaf. 
A whore.
C£>r 's:0 '*if = A kind of firework.
s jT
Oy!>
A bush; a kind of firework; 
a lustre or chandelier. 
Impatience (of hunger).
-  An idler.




= Drowsiness; a nap.





= A tasting; a taste.
Winking; misunder­
standing.




c ) J f .
d >
c W >  
l J ^
= Crowd (especially of low
people). _ T
-  Very ignorant. / X y y ? )
= Body-clothes (of cattle &c.) = Embroidered cloth.
A hammock.
Coil (of a woman's hair). 
(?) (Unfeeling)





c h :  -
• s
Cjh*’
: The female of the ruddy| 
goose; a whirligig.
:Dispersion.
: To satisfy a longing 
or craving for.




Ur : An article of dress; a kind 
of vest.
= Something to be munched 
or chewed.
= Discordant; left.
To flee; to escape.
= A flat lid (of a cooking 
pot).
r ? -
J u ?  =
=
r  j
( f ? -
=
A swaying motion in 
walking.
An iron mace.
A sort of sedan.
A small ruby.
Stout; valiant.
-  A raft supported on 
earthen pitchers.
* i  = A kind of sedan.
= The apartments of the 
concubines of g r e a t  m e n #





= To drop, ooze.
= The head; crest.
A fly-flap, a whisk.
J *  = Bruised or broken grain. 
-  A splash.
A small basket without a 
cover or handle.
= Omitting, excepting.
£> S ' = To let off a squib; to
' cause a quarrel.
l y ' = To be enrolled, enlisted. < <"
= Stem, stalk.
-  A procession of the
-• followers of Shah Madar.
= A kind of firework.^ T
-  To be astonished; to be 
gratified.
-  Trickery.
U^mJ> -  To deceive.
-  Broken, rent.• /
^  — Harlotry.* /
-  Deceit.
l*>f = To be fastened.
= The spotted deer; a 
//> V  leopard. 
j r  U *  = (?) ( Libidinous)
= A turban made of parti­
coloured cloth.
y [f i’ =Hot; difficult.
= An offering of food to 
t ^ ^ ^ a  departed soirit;
-  ?i!i1'}jihnLon^1UdlnS"

















A dart; at thrust.
Warlike; a warrior.







Knocking (at a door).
A Dupret that faciitusfe t6 en ertain "child­ren (DarydVd-LataiatJ.






( } l r
S
S '  -
:A finger-ring; a seal.
: A kite; a falcon.
: A hedgehog.
= A heretic or schismatic whq. does not reckon All among legal sue-
Ac6£n§r0fbfi#§?g?fi:
=An epithet of a kind of 
arrow.
= A place of rest and 
security.
= Crown or govt. land.




= To live on the busi- 





= Purslain; autumnal fruit. >
* . The small shell called kauri.
fL F ’ly l^ j r =The reservoir of a bath 
\ . . (Johnson).
To try to conceal v/hat is 
/  • evident (Steingass)
—-C—**= A triangular, prickly herb.>
'= Eclipse of the moon.
I p




,  = A gusset.
= Noble, great. S'
An anklet with bells at tael-ed 
. to it.
One of the four humours )b >
J -  Ill-bred; a dolt.
J =  A secretary.
A nurse.
A fine pearl.








saint in v/hom the Af­ghans believe.
'J  -  (?) (Available)
/ of the human body.
= To challenge.
-  Yarning, gaping.v*
=A small tambourine.
-  A wanton, shameless 
woman.
=A horse, steed.
A hand marked by burn- 
“ing"
= Permit; warrant.
/> a  -
tA /fj?’ -  Repeated; lettered.
-  j y P -  Enmity.(Steingass)
The sun; the East.
= The stuffing of a saddle.
l/y/> -  y
-  Bloody water.
A cucumber.
<-W^ > = Custom; business.
Crying out for justice.
S «*'
-J O  >
e
. A trellis; a scaffolding; j .. •/  n ctafffl f C! +■ rn-? n o e»^ ^a stage (Steingass). 
f y = Capture; entanglement.
y l y s j y l p  = Agreement; dependence.
Indicative of.
/ > ) > -  A Jud£e» administrator,
A primc-minister; a 
model.
= Seeing; view; look.
= Deceit.
=To torment; to chide.
= A quilt coat or vest.
= A barber; one who rub 
the body in a hot bat 
= To bruise, to split.
= Suspended (Steingass).




= A tail; after, behind.
= Tooth; tusk.
= Biting (horse).
= A crowd; an arena.
= Cattle, beasts.
“ (?) (Mighty)
= Of two folds.
=A kind of stone for a 





* )> ?  -  Shape; appearance. 
/ ¥
fSj>= The two or deuce (at cards,
dice, etc.). .  ^ x 0
( J ) -  A leather-strap. -  a trick in wrestling
=.A kind of stone for a ring 7 * . , (Darya-e-Latafat).(Johnson).= Fault. To injure, mar.
7  > = A^hattering bird; a 
. / i aecrenit old woman.
=To lead astray; to 
, tantalise.
-  The office of a military 
_ ^  ¥ retainer or watchman. 
=To drav/ near; to lurk.
To carry, transport.
1 ^ * -  Tent; house.
= Rule; virtue; merit.
I j v j = Sitting doggedly.
To spoil (one) of e v e r y t h i n g D i s g r a c e ,  insults.
= A water-wheel; machination.
= The first ten days of 
.  ^ x  Muharram.
-  A trick in wrestling 
.Z  * (Darya-e-Latafat).
Trick; deception.
*
-  Beginning; limit.
I ' f y n  = To threaten.
’->= A wealthy person.
= To be burnt; to burn.
J = Trick.
To vex; to kill one by 
T C inches.
I'U;^ ± t S )
A trick in wrestling.
=A kind of falcon.
/v /■
-  To blow; to breathe upon. 
U y To fumigate; to dun.
I j -  Tail; end.
=Name of the horse ^ of 
Husain, son of .^li.
/A>= Name of the sword of
c O ’= Possessor.
The head; top. 
f  I s = A meadow.
= A sect of the Shifas. 
•Vr Prince, chief.cf > -  Daughter, girl; mind,
' knowledge.
^ = The tenth month of the solar^g^^ = Dalliance, 
year.
Z-Z I > ~ Softness (Johnson); 
w " (Cuckoldom)
U y  = Silk brocade.
=(?) (Guide)
«ju/>= Price of blood.
1 ,^ > = House; tent.
= Crown; throne (Johnson)
^  _
«— ~ Relay of runners.
I >
y > -  A pool, puddle.
/ ! * a f s - An ambling horse.
/  .  f
( j ( i  ( f  J y  Reduced to si.all pieces.
l ^ X y y =  Night-blindness. 
Aversion.
A tambourine- player.
U >  = To shake; to fall.
= To tame (a bird &c.).
oyT * / -  A pad on which bread 
*V is laid to be baked.
^^V^Thin calves (Johnson)
c j >  (?) (To rub down)
To be mixed.
-  To run away.
m ** J ^Ruddy; like the pomeg­
ranate.
r < 7
= To enjoy, luxuriate in.
Lf}> J l o -
6Ci> =
y
y y  -  
(Ss)>y'y = 
( J t * y  -
o > j y  -
/  > 
*Lyy =
i'-v- V y y -
r
(
























( J y > ^
U U '  
J U i y
Z!r - rf y  
iJU b-






i s  6—
The corner of a linen- * y
SiS8i W5uSSiS!ftin e
Pus. r
To bray. ($byc<  ) ^ y
> o
c W
y ^ y y
U o ^ ’










A small bell; Ethiopia.
A little bell.





= Harmony; a musical 
instrument.
= Back-leather of a 
horse.




= A species of sand 
lizard.
= To mimic, to act the 
part of.
= To act the buffoon, 
to cut capers.




= An iron-grey horse.
= Cood disposition.
= A musician attendant on 
dancing girls.
— ' = Lice (Standard Persian 
Dictionary).
= Wild rue.
-  A kind of firework.
-  quadruped; cattle; 
y  , horse; ass.
* = Uneasiness; melancholy.
y.
-  To vanish;decamp.
>
. \ = Hind ful; happy
-  Pidiculing (Johnson).






y j -  ^  
*
o >
o s = Bringing forth; seed; 
womb; well done!
=A violent kick; repulse.
= A kind of musical 
instrument.
= A small bird (Steingass)
=Commander; a foot- 
soldicr.




ZfijL u-^m  ctkjL CCC-ts.
= (?) (A powder to cure 
/' dysentry)
j r j x ^  = A skinner, flayer.
= The end of a month.
= The onyx.
-  Porphyry, the hardest 
species of marble. 
f i t s ' m Giving confidence.
_^r^ '  = A fish.
‘___ To circumcise.
•i-"= Thick, close-woven.
= Face to face.
^ — -" = The planet Saturn; 
ill-luck.
p= A sign; nod, wink.
-  A youth.
' ' t s l ' z S C *  £
A
A .
= Noise, rumpus; objec­
tion.
= Sharp, mischievous.
*)I '  ^  ~ The game of hazard played // - by drawing lines on the CJ ^  ground.
Blackness; smoke; ability; cSZ  
f suburbs. " .
' = Powder.
/
= A servant, menial. 
l y - r * -  A fine royal pearl. 
= A black horse.
= A shepherd.
= Nets.
= A similar thing.




=, L £ .
Condition; a sharp pain.




-  A nuptial song.
/ *   Bearing, tolerance.
IsU*— " = Splendidness, handsomeness 
C S  £ 7 '  ~ Easily; by degrees.
^ —  = Fear, awe.
= A partner; an equal.






The springing up and 
down of runners.
C jL -'- Swimmimg.
A firebrand; a meteor.
f  /
Having a tinge of blue




U " = Ajivritten account;
^  ~ an inventory.
= Satisfied; liberal.
(Steingass)= The head; a spike.
s J
r- =
: A figure set up as a charm to stop t a m .
= A kind of malignant deity worshipped by won cn.
= Old age.
(?) (A kind of gun)
= The gripe of a bow.
= A book-bindcr1s knife.
Uj— ' = Cold, damp; marshy.




= To approve; to check, 
A dyer.
1 6 9
b r t f -
< yL =
r / - -
/
J ( ^ ^ =/ /
A thief who rises early in the morning and steals before 
neople are awake.The aloe-maker.
: A small dish; an offering to c f /r f* -  
Fat.ima, «•’ ,
Name of a genie (Darya-e- 
Latafat) ,
Epilepsy.
Scratching sound (of a pen). 
: Hard to be borne.
A place where slippers are 
left (Steingass).
Without a trace or vestige.
Whistle; singing of a bird.
(J
















: A charm, spell.








: Sublime; the seventh 
heaven.
= A pillar; nobleman.
= A pilgrimage to the 
sacred places at Mecca. 
Pole, pillar.
An archfSteingass)
= A large dish, tray.
= Variegated work; lace; 
manner, form.
To disregard.
= To oppose (Steingass).
= "Give way"(Steingass)
= Drizzle; dev;; mist.
_ Gold, compressible by the 
hand (Steingass).
= Eloquence.
= Night-watch; advanced guard. 
= Playful; mocker.
= Hum, buzz.
Name of a tree in Paradise.









The first day of the 
moon.
Adulteration; alloy.
Brown or purple colour.
A phrase used by way of 
an affectionate admonition.
y
e h -  Chain (Johnson). 
£ The knave (at cards); a suit in ganjifa.A frog; a butt for 
archers.
A goblin or demon.
= Multitude.
17<>
An engraver; a painter.
d < >;












< S O A
=. A rough block or log; 
a bear-dancer.
(S /U *  -  A gambler.= An arrow; the notch of an arrow,
= Generosity; honou^ablenese. , *>'= Maker of Euear candy 
= Worthy; proportioned.
= Eloquence,
= Cunning; ruse, trick,








e r * .  A kind of short-sleeved 
'k vest,
J*'®-. <phe stocks; block.
-  Short drav/ers.
C * ) y ' -  To draw; to take out.
Firm leather;thong (of 
'  a whip),
-  A crow; raven.
Time; age;the angel of 
death; calamity.
= Mount Caucasus, supposed spend time; to waste
to be the abode of fairies. > ^
= Lean, thin.
= A mid-wife.
J / A -
- ~ £ r -
O A *
= A fine kind of ermine.
= A species of dulcimer
_ or harp.___> ,=f U * £
■ Vanguard; watchman;
hunter.
= A little; a mouthful.
= Paper.
= The demoiselle crane.
A .
= Silk.
—y — PoAc6^ -*-<Vd of
An army.
time.
niA= The black and most 
v venomous variety of thecobra.
= To hold in no esteem.
f'^Passion, lust; the god 
, ^  ^of love; desire; the ,
^ =To apprize;
P  to warn.
= A small portable fire- 
y r .  place.
—  = Hollow; rotten inside;
^  presumptuous.




A reed; a sort of fine linen A  = Unlettered> 
cloth.
Messengers (Steingass) / / ,
( J s z  ~ The cheek.
 ^/
^  LU = An epitaph.= The yard of man or ass.
U s
/
The back of the 
head; behind.
A hook.
, *V . k A* > —  -4. wooden ring by which* , . the leg of an elephant i
C f u  J r t i Z l i y  plant.
= Counterfeit coin. A S= An army.-/»
o j  U s
c a UUp
(J s& U
Zjl> = A cuckold.
= Chain; a leash (Johnson). . A -__  . ,* = A pimp; a go-between.
A
J >  =
The voice of an 
elephant; shrieking.
A species of plant. 
A crucible.
A forest frequented by 
/ elephants.Jr. A horse from Kachch.
Persistence; search.
V= V/ho? Which?




C f y s =A kind of cucumber.
( J ^ A  skein (of thread).
&  ^
-A'/lkAAA lJb = A trick in wrestling.
-A  -  The band round anelephant's neck in which
^ = A tc?orhVer fiX6S hi?eet.
&  A ,
-  Ill-shaped; rude.
/
J = Duty; a settled allowance 
'  to village officers and 
I i 'i *. /  servants; deaf.L A , I I I  Uy^j -  To impose a tax.
An improper course.
-  /■ Deed, act; performance. 
o f /  = A rhinoceros.
-  A trumpet.
A freckle.
S a
(?) ( I c i e s t ) .
— = A reed; a reed-pen. 
t u Y b = To be fretful.
A woman who sells 
missi (Darya-e-Latafat)
> 1 ^ , j J -  Arrogance.
uCly; cowardly.
J . f
a f j  = A measure of distance nearly 
s equal to two miles.
= A colt, foal.
= With few followers or 
v, attendants.
J, /= An astringent fruit.
/
v/
o /  - OA
( J  J -  V/cak or gone in the 
- loins.
-  A forge. Bay (a horse).
= The loins; the buttocks. (Ja &  =Trimmimg; lace.
, = Sly; obdurate; high-priced. ' = Pure gold; pure.
 ^Coil; a, Uri/tA’. j /
( J -J - lJ * !  -  A gun. = A kind of scolopendra.
> / /  
s ( * Y = A girl. -  A nodule of limestone.
* A  L * AThe root of ajtree (Johnson). c^JLA = A kind of lute.
S ' t A ^  ~ Family.
( / s Musk; the musk-deer, 
A
< y  ~ Sickness.
= Safflower.
A
-  Dress; appearance.
-  Eclipse of the sun. 
A
-  A dancing woman, 
killer.
A digger. 
t u ' J -  To shrink; to shun. 
O f J j ' -  f y =  A well.
- d / =  A fort; the body.




~ y  'rA} J -  A street sweeper
(Steingass). 
y y = A dolt; stupid.
e Palm; sole (of the foot). A furnace, a forge.
= Adequate; daily bread. -  ^om^i^ ?he kfnglom^
j j L  Hood (of a snake). u  Y -  The breast; lap; cavity
' ?  . ^  hollow.
The part of the hand or foot Bosom; lap.
^  staine^by way of ornament. ^  ^
The buttocks; haunches. ^ y  _ /^nus
■77!-
-  A species of crane.
( 'c*> -  A pit or cavity.^  /
(?) (Violence)
= A gnat.
V ^ = A currycomb. To be cauterised. 
= To be scared; to be warned, ’^nu^ ers*




>c/= A halter (Johnson)
V
(?) (To pluck) = A spike nail.
- A granary. ( J i b  - A flagon.
C f /A S ,  -  A patched garment; bedding — X*'= Sound.
^  (of a beggar).
^  = Penis.
/  ^  = Saffron-coloured.
= Kerry, tipsy.
= A kind of tobacco.
■ ^d-/*s>^c> = A kind of bread.
y.— = The^club or mace of 
. Faridun.
^  p = To caulk, thresh.
£
y j  = A fire-worshipper.
Deportment, a'••pearance.




To cause to join.
f k ^
s i g j J -  Joining together.
A small bundle; a ball.
__yg^» = (?) (An iron hook, a goad)
’ &
- J &  = (?) (An iron hook, a goad)
A string composed of several L ‘ ~ sels^cusi ’ ' “)hantTs !
irge gun,
A fin c for an offence. 
A cake of solid sugar. 
/ =  A ball.
>jA  The leg; a fetter.
A kind of pigeon.
U t f = To ruin.
Kind, soul.
r ^ = A medicine given to 
V  newborn infants. 
j p -  To ruin, destroy.




-  A twist; entanglement.
£ ^ f =  To gulp, drink.
( j y . ^  = A hooded cloak.
✓ ^ ^
L U A J ^ A -  To be broken or defea-
ted-
^ y A 1 A hooded cloak.
. t s A jy= n o .
^  -  Name of an idol.
* , tassel .s pended from anJ . elephant's neck.= A lar .
( ^ j  = A mace. =
A S  A spiritual preceptor.
= To consult one's horoscope. (J  ^= Loosely folded.
, A market held in the after- > > , fnoon by the roae^id^ ( S S * J )
-  Dumb.
= A flash; springiness.




J J = The sound made by the play 
of a flexible body.
= Beard;whiskers.
C* T o  roll.
A playthinc, a doll.
A kick; a blow.
• ^
-  To follow closely; to 
court friendship.
Z*JJ -  NaE-ie of a r^cini.
="He to whom is the kingdom 
or the sway";
( a tJmdUZ)
V  = The painted quail. 
y y =  A dead body.
#
cry/L* - stupid, foolish.
1^ *^= A kind of piGeon
(Johnson).
An upricht post.
iu =  Resembling; equal.
Familiar with; expert. 
( y ~ s* * - Proved; authentic.
A clerk; an accountant.
A couch, cushion.
-yG Wine boiled to a third _ part and mixed with _ j sweet herbs(Steincass).




A confection of almonds. A petty pilferer,
-  To cause to shake; to 
move.





^ y =  A libertine.
= An acid pot-herb, 
c/v = A blanket.
trainer of monkeys;
•“ buffoon; a fool.
C> -^=T he beard and mustachios.
* B e-<s e-ty .
'JA lyr Feel or landed estate; 
Houses.
/yi^* = Congregated; raised 
from the dead.
Effacing; reducing:X  (Standard Persian) 
j y  -  Touchstone.
A exAsr^ ucjs,.
-  A fine sort of muslin.c/**
c t > y
Demented, insane.
J  = Whim; a convulsive affection > a > =  Marked with lines;
• , bites'3 body 08 fr0" venoaous having
^  = 1 Pro lit, cain. C^=Threadbare garment.
* . * (SteinGass)
= A bow with which athletes ^en^°^» a CGInP•
' exercise themselves.
( y y  -  An arrow for practising with; -  Ink; manure; sample.
/  a sprig, twig.
—¥  -  Mark; established 
practice; stain. 
6C V =  A cur, a pariah doc.
= Mean; a miser.
.. (SteinGass)
I  a s  -  Lust; the god of love.
< > + * +  -  (Mathra)
Sitting cross-lecrecl.
w ; _ One who contemplates. 
(Stcingass)
- Whatever is dissolved 
and has vanished. 
Juice of the pumpkin.
= Marked, traced, crawn,
=(?) (Written) 
— A y; -  J ew
l } j h  -  Drunk; full pf; blooming. 
" y u= ^ ’c f t y u ~ Stupid (Daryo-6-Latafal).
= Earth, clay.
s harp.
[*> /* = An overseer.✓
a crenated arch.
11k
< > v =
S / s  =
a > 
/ S S *  -
r t y  = /
=
The elbow.









'//U-* = A common occurence, an 
every-day affair. 
rs— '* = Travelling; going, walking.
s . *
-  Netted, perforated.
* = Inspector; an officer who 
' >> authenticates accounts.
= A large shallov; dish. «.
A place where people assemble; 
f an inn. 
i*U la -  Doubled; multiplied.
gU- = Uncovered; open. 
w/^ > Busied; exquisitely 
^ wrought;decorated.
CJs -  Authority; ability.
* /•
-  Secret.














= Drawn; brought back.
Causing laughter; laughing-
stock. ** ^
Reproved, blamed. CS^/a^  -
r The v/orld to come; the 
resurrection. ,
A tormentor (Steingass). >^ =■ /
Involved, knotty (Johnson). *'>I AS* -
The son of a tavern-keeper.
/ . . '*: African.
: Sunk in, covered with.
: Libidinous; a pederast.
= Talcing away for nothing.
= Separated; subtracted.
: Prosperous, fortunate.




A ^  = The instrument with which 
u  ,  collyrium is applied to the
To move in a winding e&r°s« 
course.
: A battering ram.
The nostrils.
= Worn out, cancelled.
A kettle-drum.
An extortioner.
To be rubbed, to be 














= The three kinaoms of 
nature, the animal, vegetable and mineral.
1 7 i,
J b " *
( J / S s -
-  A grain merchant; a steward.
= Walking on the hands, o U  = o f ^  
v:ith the feet in the air. '* '
-  A little ant; rust; a 
battery.
















* O f  t =
gv= Lac.
(
lL/= An eminent personage.
Geometrician; a surveyor.
A kind of food given to 
horses.





A sort of open sedan.
= To become notorious.










A cotton-dresser, carder. 
At length, finally. 
Without hesitation.
:A player at the game of nard.
(Steingass).
: Conducting; living in peace.
= A ladder.
The cud; chewing the 
cud (Johnson). 
Unnoticed; rejected.





( S ' * . ■
& •  
o
O’■
f j p -
U-— '^  
a J ^




c r ' j *
< j < >
/.(?) (A place abounding in - v ■ ^ ^  •
thieves and robbers) ^  =9 A
= Guiltless. OL__
•= Blameless.
One who apprehends at 
sight (Standard Persian) 
: The influence of a 
malignant eye.
: Shoes.
: A light tribute.
: Comforts, blessings.
: Becoming stiff and 
erect.
: A menial servant.
Gout.
► = >>wLelLtU.
Anything given at enperr^inrents along with wine.
= Sneer, arrogance.
= To show (the teeth).
Felt.
Likeness; thus.
= A guide, index (John­
son) .
= Speechless; meek.
= To render naked.
= Fresh.
= To bend, to bow.
A species of tobacco.
= A drink, a draught.
A mattress.
=To bend, to bow.
= To bend, bow.
= Fear; haste.
= Fascination; anything 
new or strange.
(?) (A kind of pigeon 
that takes somersaults) 
Name of the seventh 
Syrian month.




(The eyes) to become glazed 
(in death); to be shameless.
A brand, stigma.
Rule; observance of vow.
A half under-garment.
To interlock arms 
* . . (in wrestling).




s j j r '  -  Entirety.
(
Name of a rag.




-  A rocket.
A camel-litter.
An agreement;a wager;
■ ^ '  rivalry.
* * * <  =To pant.








S s S ' s >
= The burning words of 
unrequited love.
= Opening; expansion.
= A span, nine inches.
= Superior.
= Seeing; meeting with.
= A lizard, a frog (Johnson)






c £ t  =
JT« =
U> -
I s  -  <
vpr?
A voice from heaven; an 




Name of an idol.
A kind of firework.
Sleight of hand, sharp 
practice.
A hair- glove or a brush.




A prater, babbler.(Steingass) 
Pommel (of a saddle).
= A many-leaved rose.
C J f U ^
c











A trick in wrestling.
= A hero.
= The longest night of 
the year.
= Free, turned loose.
= Felicity; good luck.
S  A lion; thick, strong.
'= Buffoonery; nonsensical 
talk.
Appendix III 
Interpolations in Sauda*s Works
'117
The following is a complete list of interpolated poems and verses 
that have come to my notice. I believe them to be interpolated for
the following reasons: (i) they are not included in J. (The one„ • - * *  * , exception is the masnavi " (J t/Jr I »»   and this bears
the tal^hallus "Shaida" which is self-explanatory), (ii) they are not. » ,  > included in L. (except for the masnavi " cf C f/:  ^  "
and the ghazals " ■< <JY " and " 5£ i f y 1 ") ,
(iii) for the most part these poems and verses occur only in Ba. and
FW. and are excluded from other Sauda MSS., (iv) some of them are
included in the diwan of Soz, others in the div/an c Q a ' i m ,  others
in the div/^hs of Mir Ilasan, Mir and Jur*at, (v) some of them are
referred to, or selections from them are given by tazliira-writers in
the notices of Shaida, Mumtaz, Majzub, Raqira, hind, Fida, Bayan and
Nizam, who v/ere either Sauda's pupils or his contemporaries. There is
one mukhammas of unknown authorship (t>s J  * J " ; it is✓in fact a tazmin of one of Qa'im's ghazals, and whoever wrote the 
mukhammas mistook Qa'im's ghazal for Sauda’s and substituted Sauda's 
takhallus for Qa'im*s in the last stanza; obviously Saud£ himself 
would not commit this mistake; it can be concluded, therefore, that 
this mukhammas was not written by Sauda.
The diwdns of Qd’im, Mir and Jur’at have been published. Soz's
div/an is available in MS. form both in the British Museunr and the
India Office Library?*The British Museum MS. contains all the ghazals
of Soz that appear in the following list of interpolated pieces,
except three, viz., " LY> r: ^  ^  ", M ’*
and " f }  f y * c f s *  **; of these the last is included in the
India Office MS. and the other two are reported by Dr. K. Anju # t o  
be in the MSS. of Diwan-e-Soz preserved in the Anjuman-e-Taraqqi-e- 
Urdu, Aligarh. The second one is referred to also by Shah Kamal^s 
Soz* s. ✓ y Mir Hasan's Kulliyat in MS. form is available in the British
Museum.® > /  . ,
Bayan1 s masnavi " <>; " and rubafi c r m
are reported by Dr. Anjun^o be in the MSS. of Diwan-e-Bayan preserved
in the State Library, Hyderabad, India, and Salar Jang Library,
Hyderabad, India. _ /  ^ /  Y  '
Majzub's ghazal " and rubafi ''‘^ r ;Cl / c g ’1
have been referred to by Qudratullah Shauq in his tazkira, according
to Dr. Anjum.®
0MS. M>. bS. 0 * .  390, © V S .  /\Za. >3./4<t.?. i?/l. 9
(3)Mirza Muhammad Eafif Sauda,Pp.if87-9. ,, . ™ .^ -1w  • ' * ©Majma'ul IntilshabjF./fOla,
(5 )  MS. /Vo. 6?. 0>Y. 383. ©Mirza Muhammad Raff*’ Sauda,P . ^98 ,P. 501.
(^Mirza Muhammad Rafi*" Sauda,P.^9^»P*502.
/d  ( ^ ( 3 ^
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Note: Since full details of the Sauda MSS. and published editions 
of his works which I have examined appear elsewhere, they 
have been excluded from this Bibliography.
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